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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SKILL DATA SHEETS
EXPLANATION OF TASK-SKILL DATA SHEETS
The data sheets in this volume contain the results of the task-analysis of Research and Application
experiments encompassed by this study. Each data sheet provides the following information:
A narrative task statement
Crew function code numbers
Operating environment code numbers






The data sheets are presented in alphanumeric sequence according to the following scheme:
By discipline ("A" for Astronomy, "C/N" for Comm/Nav, etc.).
By functional program element (FPE) within each discipline
(A-4, Intermediate Size UV Telescopes).
By experiment number within each FPE (2.0, Wide Field UV Telescopes).
By basic function within each experiment (04 - Experiment Setup).
In task-statement numerical order, within basic functions.








• ?.n . :
i i +
Disciplirie/FPE identification
•Page number 1 in sequence
•Basic Function 04, Experiment Setup




Explanation of data in columns:
Crew Task Statement -.This is a statement of crew activity which will be required of Research and Appli-
cation crewmen on-orbit. These statements have been extracted from the NASA "Blue Book" descriptions of
each experiment, experiment group, and FPE. Crew Task Statement numbers have been assigned in the order
of task identification and do not imply any particular task sequence.
Crew Function No. - This is a 2-digit code-number representing crew functions required to accomplish the
task statement. Crew function titles and definitions are included in Appendix B.
Operating Environment No. - This is a 2-digit code number representing the operating environment in which
the crew function is to be performed. Operating environment titles and definitions are included in
Table 2-2 of the report.
Dependency No. - This is an alphanumeric coding system used to identify the equipment, areas of investi-
gation, and environments upon which successful task performance depends for each crew function-and
operation environment. These are the primary expected equipment and non-equipment interfaces of the
crewmen. The Task Dependency Reference List in Appendix D gives the task dependency title for each code
number.
Task-Skill - This is a title, with accompanying code number, Which.represents the type of skill required
to perform the associated crew function. The task-skill title is a combination of the primary task
dependency and the crew function. The method of development and use of task-skill titles is described
in Section 2.0 of the report. A numerical listing of task-skills is included in Appendix E.
The following F.PEs are included in this appendix, for the Mission Modes indicated:
A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes (Mode B)
C/N-1 Communication/Navigation Research Laboratory (Modes A and B)
ES-1 Earth Observations Facility (Modes A and B)
LS-1 Medical Research Facility (Mode A)
LS-6 Life Support and Protective Systems (Mode A)
MS-1 Materials Science and Manufacturing In Space (Mode A)
P-l Space Physics Research Lab (Mode B)
P-4 Physics and Chemistry Lab (Mode A)
T-5 Teleoperations (Mode A)
«i! MATRIX
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PART II • APPENDIX H: TASK-SKILLS DATA SHEETS
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle-Sortie, limited duration
EXPERIMENTS:
1.0 Narrow Field UV Telescope




FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle-Sortie, limited duration
EXPERIMENT:
1.0 Narrow Field UV Telescope
H-3
Page Intentionally Left Blank
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SK 1 I | <~ SERIES 4.4JLLvJ ,. PAGE A-l. 0-04-1
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy \FPE/SVBGROVP: A-4 - Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPERIMENT:












Remove, fold, and stow protective
covering
Remove protective caps on optics
Release launch restraints
Set up work space in console area
Functionally check console systems

















































































Astronomy C/D Console Self-Test
Control Actuator







Telescope Drive Control Actuator



















FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SKILLS SERIES A-4PAGE A-l. 0-04-2
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy \FFE/ SUBGROUP: A-4 - Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPERIMENT: . . . . .
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Telescope Drive Control Actuator
i i i i
ii it
i i i i
t i t i
i i i i
t i t i
t i i t
i i i t
M ii
i t i t
t i i t
it M
ti it
i t i i
i t t t
t i t t
t t t i
it M
t t i i
it it
i t t i
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FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES A-4PAGE A-l. 0-04-3
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy \FPE/SUBGROVP: A-4 - Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPEDIENT:









Load film cassettes into cameras
Check out field camera optics
focusing
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FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES A-4PAGE A- 1.0 -04 -4
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy 1 FPE/SVBGROVP: A-4 - Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EWERIMENT: .
1.0 Narrow Field UV Telescope















































































 04 ExDeriment Setup
TASK - SKILL . '
TITLE
Spectrograph Focusing TesterM ii ii
Telescope Chamber Inspector
Telescope Chamber Inside Hatch
Closer
Telescope Chamber Status Monitor
Telescope Chamber Depressuriza-
tion Actuator
Telescope Chamber Status Monitor
Telescope Chamber Status Monitor
Telescope Chamber Status Monitorit ii ii ii
Telescope Chamber Inside Hatch
Closer



















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'II 1 O ' SERIES A —4JLLo PACE A-l. 0-04-5
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy . \FPE /SUBGROUP: A-4 - Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPERIMENT: MISSION MODE: A
1.0 Narrow Field UV Telescope \BASICFW1CTION: 04 Experiment Setup







Turn on main power to instrument
detectors



















































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK' | 1 I r SERIES A-4^LLO
 PAGE A-l. 0-04-6
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy \FPE/SUBGROUP: A-4 - Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPERIMENT: 1 MISSION MODE: A

















































































































Band Filter Mode Selector






Star Tracker Mode Selector
M II II II



































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES A-4PAGE A-l. 0-04-7
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy 1 FPE/SUBGROUP: A-4 - Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPE.WfENT.^ ' .



















































































































i t i i i i
Phase Shifter Mode Selector
Telescope Mode Control Actuator
Spectrometer Mode Control Actuator,
TV Mode Control Actuator
Grating Mode Control Actuator
ii H it n
Band Filter Mode Control Actuator
i t i t i t i t i t
Camera Mode Control Actuator
it it M "
Telescope Mode Control Actuator
Spectrometer Mode Control Actuator
Telescope Mode Control Actuator
Star Tracker Modei t . i t i t






































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SKILLS SERIES A-4PAGE A-l. 0-04-8
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy \FPE/ SUBGROUP: A-4 - Intermediate Size UV Telescope
EXPERIMENT:
















































































































Computer Mode Control Actuator
Amplifier Mode Control Actuator
ii it n ii
Phase Shifter Mode Control
Actuator
Film Cartridge Inspector
Film Cartridge Installerii M M
Film Cartridge Uns towerii it It
Airlock Status Monitorit it II
Film Changing System Actuator
it M II II
Airlock Pressurization Actuator




























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK | 1 I Q SERIES A-4^ i L U j
 PAGE A _ l i 0 _ 0 4 _ g
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy I FPE/SUBCROVP: A-4 - Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPE.WfENT: MISSION MODE: A









Inspect equipment for deficiencies























































































































- • ' M t i i i
TV Camera Inspector
Camera Inspector



































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'ii i C SERIES A-4^iL-Lo PACE A-l. 0-04-10
DISCIPLINE: .Astronomy | FPE/SUBGROUP: A-4 - Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPERIMENT:














































































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES A-4PAGE A-l. 0-04-11
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy \FPE/SUBGROUP: A-4 - Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPERIMENT:


































































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy . . . . . . \FPE/ SUBGROUP:
 A_4 _ TntP-rm^iatP - Si T.« ITV Tfi1««-.ni
EWERIMENT: ' . . .
-1.0 Narrow Field UV Telescope






.2 Change band filters


































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES A-4PAGE A-l. 0-05-1
DISCIPLINE : Astronomy \FPE/ SUBGROUP: A-4 - Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPEDIENT:
1.0 Narrow Field UV Telescope \BASIC FUNCTION: 05







Deactivate data handling equipment
Turn off main power to detectors























































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES A-4PAGE A- 1.0- 06-1
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy . \FPE/ SUBGROUP: '. A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPERIMENT: . . • .. '






























































































































































FPE/SUBGROUP: A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
MISSION MODE: A




















































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES A-4PAGE A-l. 0-06-3
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy \FPE/ SUBGROUP: A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPERIMENT:. • . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . - ' MISSION MODE: A
1.0 Narrow Field UV Telescope \BASIC FUNCTION: 06 Experiment Conduct



















































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES A_4PAGE /u- i .n-nfi-4
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy ' \ FPE/SUBGROUP : A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes . .. .
Ey?EP.ttlENT: . . . • ' . •

































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
' • • • . " - . . . • - .
DISCIPLINE.: Astronomv
EXPERIMENT: • .
FPE/SUBGROUP: A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescot
, - . ' • , • - - • . : • ' . . . - - '



















































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS I SERIES A-4PAGE A-l. 0-06-6
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy \FPE/ SUBGROUP: A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EWEPJlfENT: . MISSION MODE: A








































































































































































































DISCIPLINE- Astronomy 1 FPE/SUBGROUP: A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPERIMENT: . . . '
SERIES A-4
PAGE A-l. 0-06-7
MISSION MODE: A .




















































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy 1 FPE/SUBGROUP: A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPEPimiK: . .' . • '
SERIES A-4
PAGE A-l . 0-09-1
MISSION MODE: ' A
1.0 Narrow Field UV Telescope \BASIC FUNCTION:








Functionally check console system
















































































































Astronomy C/D Console Self-Test
Control Actuator







































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK | | 1 r* SERIES A-4^LLO PAGE A-l. 0-09-2
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy . I FPE /SUBGROUP: A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPERIMENT: MISSION MODE: A





































































































































n it n .
n ii n
Telescope Drive Control Actuator
n n n it
ii u n n
n it it n
ii • it ii n
n n it n
n it n ti
n n ii n
it it n it
n it u M
I t I I I t I t
II II I t I t
Telescope Drive Control Deactuatoi
n M it n
u n ii n
n ti it ti
M ti u ii
n n n it
n it n it
n M n ti
M ii n M
ti ti it n
n ii u n
ii it n n
it . n n it
































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES A-4PAGE A-l. 0-09-3
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy | FPE/SUBCROL'P: A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPERIMENT: . . . . MISSION MODE: A







Check out field camera optics
focusing
Check out focusing of spectro-
graphic section

















































































































Camera Focusing Tester11 11 11
Camera Foxusing Monitor
Spectrograph Focusing Monitor


















































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES A-4PAGE A-l. 0-10-1
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy \-FPE/suBcmup: A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPERBfENT: . . : . . . . . . . . MISSION MODE: A







Functionally check console systems
Repair malfunctioning equipment













































































































Astronomy C/D Console Self-Test
Control Actuator
Astronomy C/D Console Self-Test
Display Monitor
Telescope Repairer








Band Filter Repairerii H it
Camera Repairer
Telescope Module Remover
Star Tracker Module Remover
ii it ii ii
TV System Module Remover
Camera Module Remover
Spectrometer Module Remover





























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK' i 1 I f* SERIES A-4kl .LLo- PAGE A-l. 0-10-2
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy \FPE/ SUBGROUP: A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescope
EXPERIMENT: .. . - "• . \MISSIONMODE.- A
1.0 Narrow Field UV Telescope





































































 |n nn<;rhPrf,il M Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Telescope Module Installeri i i t i i
Star Tracker Module Installer
H ii it ii




Band Filter Module Installer
it it ii ii
Camera Module Installer


















Page Intentionally Left Blank
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle-Sortie, limited duration
EXPERIMENT:
2.0 Wide Field UV Telescope
H-31
FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK |. | <-. SERIES A-4JLLO P^A-2. 0-04-1
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy FPE/SUBGROUP: A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPERIMENT: MISSION MODE: A












Remove, fold, and stow protective
covering
Remove protective caps on optics
Release launch restraints
Set up work space in console area
Functionally cheek console systems

















































































Astronomy C/D Console Self-Test
Control Actuator





























FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SK • i i f SERIES A-4JLLo PAGE A_? n-ru_?
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy \ FPE/SUBGROUP : A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPERIMENT: . \ MISSION MODE: A
2.0 Wide Field UV Telescope .. .. \BASICFVNCTION:

























































































































































Telescope Drive Control Actuator
n n . ii n
n n it n
n ? i . . . . i i n
n n ii n
ti M ii n
n it n n
n n n n
n n n n
n n n n
n n n M
n n n it
n n n n
Telescope Drive Control Deactuatoi
ii ii n n
it ii n ii


































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES ^-4PAGE
 A- 2. 0-04 -3
DISCIPLINE: '. Astronomy \ FPE /SUBGROUP-. A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPERIMENT: • . •









Load film cassettes into cameras
Check out field camera optics
focusing









































































































 M Experiment Setut)
TASK - SKILL
TITLE































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES A-4PAGE A-2. 0-04-4
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy \FPE/ SUBGROUP: A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPERIMENT:


























































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK• 1 1 1 j-s , SERIES A-4k l L L o
 PAGE A-?.n-n4-s
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy 1 FPE/ SUBGROUP: A-4 Intermediate. Size UV Telescopes
EyTEP.&fENT:. •. ' • - • . MISSION MODE: .^
2.0 Wide Field UV Telescope \BASIC FUNCTION:










Turn on main power to instrument
detectors
Activate data handling equipment















































































































Grating Mode Selectorii ii ii
Band Filter Mode Selector






Star Tracker Mode Selectori i n n ' n

























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy \ FPE/SUBCMUP.: • ^ .4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPE.R&1EN? : - .






































































































































Phase Shifter Mode Selector
Telescope Mode Control Actuator
Spectrometer Mode Control Actuator
TV Mode Control Actuator
Grating Mode Control Actuator
it ii n n
Band Filter Mode Control Actuator
n n n II M
Camera Mode Control Actuator
n n n • • • II •






























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK' 1 1 1 0 SERIES A-4.ILLvJ PAGE
 A _ 2 _ 0_0 4_7
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy \FPE/ SUBGROUP: A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPERDfENT: . . .
2.0 Wide Field UV Telescope



























































































 04 Experiment Setup
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Telescope Mode Control Actuator
Star Tracker Mode Control
Actuator
Star .Tracker Mode Control
Actuator














Computer Mode Control Actuator
Amplifier Mode Control Actuator
H II II II




























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES A-4™™ A_9 n-nd-8
DISCIPLINE:. Astronomy \FPE/ SUBGROUP: A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPERIMENT: MISSION MODE: A
2.0 Wide Field UV Telescope \BASIC FUNCTION:











' . • - . . ,





















































































































Film Changing System Actuator
n ii i ii
Airlock Pressurization Actuator
















Star Tracker Inspectorit ii t i
TV Camera Inspector






























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES A- 4PAGE A-2. 0-04-9
DISCIPLINE: A^tronnmy I WE/SUBGROUP:
 A_4 Intermediate Size IIV Telescopes
EWERIMENT: MISSION MODE: A
2.0 Wide Field UV Telescope \BASIC FUNCTION:








Align equipment for operation



































































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy
EXPERIMENT:
2.0 Wide Field UV Telescope
FPE/SVBGROUP:
 A_4 intermediate Size UV Telescopes




. . . \BASIC FUNCTION:

































































































































Star Tracker InstallerH ii t
TV Camera Unstower







t i l l I I
Star Tracker Unstower






































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES A-4PAGE A-2. 0-04-11
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy | FPE/SUBGROUP: A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPERIMENT: . . .' . . . MISSION MODE: A
2.0 Wide Field UV Telescope \BASIC FUNCTION:









.2 Change band filters

















































































































. . : . . • . . . . . " . - . . . • .



























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES A-4PAGE A_2 . . 0-05-1
DISCIPLINE: Astronomv 1 FPE/ SUBGROUP: A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPERIMENT: , . . . .








Deactivate data handling equipment
Turn off main power to detectors
Retract telescope







































































































Telescope Position Monitorii it it
Telescope Retraction Actuatorii ii n
Launch Restraint Installerii M n




































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS





2.0 Wide Field UV Telescope \BASIC FUNCTION:






































































































 TASK -. SKILL
TITLE






























































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SKILLS SERIES A-4PAGE A-2. 0-06-2
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy . | FPE/SUBGROL'P: A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPERIMENT: . . . . . . . . . MISSION MODE: A .
2.0 Wide Field UV Telescope \BASIC FUNCTION :





















































































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES A-4PACE A-2.0-06-3
DISCIPLINE; Astronomy | FPE/ SUBGROUP: A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPEP.imWT: ' . • ' . MISSION MODE: A
2.0 Wide Field UV Telescope \BASIC FUNCTION:


























































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES A-4PAGE A-2. 0-06-4
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy \FPE/ SUBGROUP: A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes .
EXPERIMENT: . . . MISSION MODE: A
2.0 Wide Field UV Telescope \BASIC FUNCTION:





























































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T JASK.-SK • - , fs SERIES A-4MLLO PAGE
 A-2. 0-06-5
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy \FPE/ SUBGROUP:
 A-4 Intermediate Size IIV Telesropes
EXPERIMENT: , . MISSION MODE: A
. 2 . 0 Wide Field UV Telescope \BASIC FUNCTION:



















































































































































Stellar Ultraviolet Data Analyst


























FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SK' 1. 1 1 r* • SERIES A-4^IL-LO PAGE
 A-2. 0-06-6
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy 1 FPE/SUBGROL'P: A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPERIMENT: ' • • \MISSION MODE: A
2.0 Wide Field UV Telescope . ... [BASIC FUNCTION:







Override failures in mechanical
systems
• - • •













































































































Stellar Ultraviolet Data Analyst
II II II II
II II II II
II II II II




Stellar Ultraviolet Observerii it it
it ii H






Telescope System Controllerii it H
it ii H
n ii H






























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES A-APAGE A-2. 0-09-1
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy \FPE/ SUBGROUP: A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPERIMENT: . • '











































































































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK... 1 r SERIES A-4JLLO PAGE
 A _ 2 _ 0_Q 9_2
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy . . | FPE/SUBGROUP: A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPERIMENT: \MISSIONMODE: A
































































































































Telescope Drive Control Actuator
it it it ti
it it ti ii
it it H ii
ii ii H H
u it it it
H u u u
u ti u ti
ii H u it
u u ii u
u u ti ti
H u u u
Telescope Drive Control Deactuator
u ii u u
u it ii it
ti . it u u
u it u u
ti u ii u
u it ii u
u u ti u
u H it u
u n u u
H n H H
ii ii u u






























FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SKILLS , . SERIES A-4PAGE A-2. 0-09-3
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy . \FPE/ SUBGROUP: A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPERIMENT: \ - ' •































































































































BASIC FUNCTION : Q9 Scheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE































































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SKILLS SERIES A-4PAGE
 A-2. 0-10-1
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy . 1 FPE/SUBGROUP: ,. A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPERIMENT: MISSION MODE: A
2.0 Wide Field UV Telescope \BASIC FUNCTION:























































































































Astronomy C/D Console Self -Test
Actuator












Band Filter Repairerii it H
Camera Repairer
Telescope Module Remover
Star Tracker Module Remover
it ii it it
TV System Module Remover
Camera Module Remover
Spectrometer Module Remover

































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS .SERIES A-4PAGE A-2. 0-10-2
DISCIPLINE: Astronomy | FPE/ SUBGROUP: A-4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes
EXPERIMEUT ';• MISSION MODE: A





































































Star Tracker Module Installeri t i t t i H




Band Filter Module InstallerH it it ii
Camera Module Installer




















OF FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK REQUIREMENTS
NASW-2192
FINAL REPORT
VOLUME II - TECHNICAL REPORT
PART II • APPENDIX H: TASK-SKILLS DATA SHEETS
DISCIPLINE: Communications/Navigation
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT(FPE):
C/N-1 Communications/Navigation Research Facility
MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle-Sortie, limited duration
EXPERIMENTS:
1.0 Optical Frequency Demonstration
2.0 Millimeter-Wave Communication System and
Propagation Demonstration
3.0 Surveillance and Search and Rescue Systems
Demonstration
4.0 Satellite Navigation Techniques for
Terrestrial Users '
5.0 On-Board Laser Ranging
6.0 Autonomous Navigation Systems for Space
7.0 Transmitter Breakdown Tests
DISCIPLINE: Communications/Navigation
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
C/N-1 Communications/Navigation Research Facility
MISSION MODE: A — Shuttle-Sortie, limited duration
EXPERIMENT:
1.0 Optical Frequency Demonstration
H-57 1
Page Intentionally Left Blank
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Microwave Test Structure Inspector
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Optical Monitoring Device Fault
Identifier
Optical Monitoring Device Fault
Identifier
Optical Monitoring Device Fault
Identifier
Optical Monitoring Device Repairei
Pressure Monitoring Device Fault
Identifier
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BASIC FUNCTION: 10 Unscheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Power Monitoring Device Fault
Identifier
Power Monitoring Device Fault
Identifier
Power Monitoring Device Repairer




Spacecraft Plasma Probe Fault
Identifier
Spacecraft Plasma Probe Fault
Identifier
Spacecraft Plasma Probe Repairer.
Comm/Nav C/D Equipment Fault
Identifier
Comm/Nav C/D Equipment Fault
Identifier

























OF FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK REQUIREMENTS
NASW-2192
FINAL REPORT
VOLUME II • TECHNICAL REPORT
PART II • APPENDIX H: TASK-SKILLS DATA SHEETS
DISCIPLINE: Communications/Navigation
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
C/N-1 Communications/Navigation Research Facility
MISSION MODE: B - Shuttle-Serviced Free Flyer, extended duration
EXPERIMENTS:
1.0 Optical Frequency Demonstration
2.0 Millimeter-Wave Communication System and
Propagation Demonstration
3.0 Surveillance and Search and Rescue Systems
Demonstration
4.0 Satellite Navigation Techniques for
Terrestrial Users
5.0 On-Board Laser Ranging
6.0 Autonomous Navigation Systems for Space
7.0 Transmitter Breakdown Tests
12.0 Plasma Propagation Measurements
13.0 Multipath Measurements
DISCIPLINE: Communications/Navigation
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
C/N-1 Communications/Navigation Research Facility
MISSION MODE: B - Shuttle-Serviced Free Flyer, extended duration
EXPERIMENT:
1.0 Optical Frequency Demonstration
H-127
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FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
C/N-1 Communications/Navigation Research Facility
MISSION MODE: B - Shuttle-Serviced Free Flyer, extended duration
EXPERIMENT:
2.0 Millimeter-Wave Communication System and
Propagation Demonstration
H-131
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Radio Transmitter Module Remover
Radio Transmitter Module Installer
Radio Receiver Assembler
Radio Receiver Disassembler
Radio Receiver Module Remover
Radio Receiver Module Installer
Radio Antenna Assembler
Radio Antenna Disassembler
Radio Antenna Module Remover
Radio Antenna Module Installer
Radio Antenna Assembler
Radio Antenna Disassembler
Radio Antenna Module Remover
Radio Antenna Module Installer
Radio Antenna Assembler
Radio Antenna Disassembler
Radio Antenna Module Remover
Radio Antenna Module Installer
Radio Antenna Deployment Control
Actuator
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DISCIPLINE: Communications/Navigation \FPE/ SUBGROUP: c/N-1 Communications/Navigation Research Facility
EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Millimeter Wave Communication System
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Radio Frequency Control Actuator11 it
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BASIC FUNCTION: Q5 Experiment Shutdown
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Maintain data processing equipment




























































































Radio Transmitter Module Remover
Radio Transmitter Module Installer
Radio Receiver Assembler
Radio Receiver Disassembler
Radio Receiver Module Remover
Radio Receiver Module Installer





Radio Antenna Modul e Remover
Radio Antenna Module Installer
Radio Antenna Assembler
Radio Antenna Disassembler
Radio Antenna Module Remover
Radio Antenna Module Installer
Radio Antenna Assembler
Radio Antenna Disassembler
Radio Antenna Module Remover
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0 Millimeter Wave Communication System MISSION MODE: B










































































































Radio Transmitter Fault Identifier
Radio Transmitter Assembler
Radio Transmitter Disassembler
Radio Transmitter Module Remover
Radio Transmitter Module Installer
Radio Transmitter Repairer
Radio Transmitter Fault Identifier
it ii ii ii
Radio Receiver Fault Identifier
Radio Receiver Assembler
Radio Receiver Disassembler
Radio Receiver Module Remover
Radio Receiver Module Installer
Radio Receiver Repairer
Radio Receiver Fault Identifier
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Radio Antenna Module Remover.
Radio Antenna Module Installer
Radio Antenna Repairer






Radio Antenna Module Remover
Radio Antenna Module Installer
Radio Antenna Repairer
Radio Antenna Fault Identifier
Radio Antenna Assembler
Radio Antenna Disassembler
Radio Antenna Module Remover
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C/N-1 Communications/Navigation Research Facility
MISSION MODE: B - Shuttle-Serviced Free Flyer, extended duration
EXPERIMENT:
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DISCIPLINE: Communications/Navigation
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
C/N-1 Communications/Navigation Research Facility
MISSION MODE: B - Shuttle-Serviced Free Flyer, extended duration
EXPERIMENT:
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| MISSION MODE: B
ite Navigation Techniques for Terrestrial Users -\BASIC FUNCTION: 04 Experiment Setim '
' TASK STATEMENT
DESCRIPTION



































































































































Radio Antenna Disassembler .
Radio Antenna Module Remover
Radio Antenna Module Installer
Radio Receiver Assembler
Radio Receiver Disassembler
Radio Receiver Module Remover
Radio Receiver Module Installer
Radar Receiver Assembler
Radar Receiver Disassembler
Radar Receiver Module Remover
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Radio Receiver Power Control
Actuator
Radio Receiver Power Control
Actuator
Radar Receiver Power Control
Actuator
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Radio Transmitter Power Control
Deactuator
Radio Transmitter Power Control
Deactuator
Radar Transmitter Power Control
Deactuator
Radio Receiver Power Control
Deactuator
Radio Receiver Power Control
Deactuator
Radar Receiver Power Control
Deactuator
Radar Transmitter Power Control
Deactuator
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Comm/Nav C/D Equipment Fault •
Identifier
Comm/Nav C/D Equipment Fault
Identifier
Radio Transmitter Fault Identifier
Radar Transmitter Fault Identifier
Radio Receiver Fault Identifier
Radar Receiver Fault Identifier
Radio Antenna Fault Identifier
Frequency Synthesizer Fault
Identifier
Code Generator Fault Identifier
Precision Clock Fault Identifier
Comm/Nav Subsatellite Fault
Identifier
Comm/Nav C/D Equipment Repairer
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DISCIPLINE: Communications/Navigation
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
C/N-1 Communications/Navigation Research Facility
MISSION MODE: B - Shuttle-Serviced Free Flyer, extended duration
EXPERIMENT:
5.0 On-Board Laser Ranging
H-153
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DISCIPLINE: Communications/Navigation [FPE/SUBGPOUP: C/N-1 Communications/Navigation Research Facility
EXPERIMENT:
5,
. • . MISSION MODE: B











































































































Laser Transmitter Module Remover
Laser Transmitter Module Installer




Laser Receiver Module Remover
Laser Receiver Module Installer
Laser Receiver Remover
Laser Receiver Installer
Comm/Nav C/D Equipment Module
Remover
Comm/Nav C/D Equipment Module
Installer
Comm/Nav C/D Equipment Module
Remover
Comm/Nav C/D Equipment Module
Installer
Comm/Nav C/D Subsatellite Module
Remover
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Laser Receiver Control Deactuator
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EXPERIMENT:
5,
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Laser Transmitter Optics Cleaner
Laser Transmitter Assembler
Laser Transmitter Disassembler
Laser Transmitter Module Remover
Laser Transmitter Module Installer
Laser Transmitter Optics Cleaner
Laser Transmitter Module Remover
Laser Transmitter Module Installer
Laser Transmitter Optics Cleaner
Laser Transmitter Module Remover





Comm/Nav C/D Equipment Module
Remover
Comm/Nav C/D Equipment Module
Installer
Laser Transmitter Module Remover
Laser Transmitter Module Installer
Laser Receiver Module Remover
Laser Receiver Module Installer
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Comm/Nav C/D Equipment Fault
Identifier
Comm/Nav C/D Equipment Module
Remover
Comm/Nav C/D Equipment Module
Installer
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0 On-Board Laser Ranging














































Laser Receiver Module Remover
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DISCIPLINE: Communications/Navigation
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
C/N-1 Communications/Navigation Research Facility
MISSION MODE: B - Shuttle-Serviced Free Flyer, extended duration
EXPERIMENT:
6.0 Autonomous Navigation Systems for Space
H-161
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Comm/Nav C/D Equipment Module
Remover
Comm/Nav C/D Equipment Module
Installer
Radar Transmitter Module Remover
Radar Transmitter Module Installer
Radar Transmitter Tester
Radar Transmitter Installer
Radar Receiver Module Remover
Radar Receiver Module Installer
Radar Receiver Tester
Radar Receiver Installer
Laser Transmitter Module Remover
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6.0 Autonomous Navigation Systems for Space

























































































































Laser Receiver Removerit ii it
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Laser Receiver Module Remover
Laser Receiver Module Installer
Laser Receiver Tester
Laser Receiver Installer
TV Camera Module Remover







Star Tracker Module Remover
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6.0 Autonomous Navigation Systems for Space
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Radar Receiver Control Deactuator
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Laser Receiver Control Deactuator











TV Camera Control Deactuator •
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TV Camera Remover
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 05 Experiment Shutdown
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Star Tracker Control De actuator
Star Tracker Remover
Star Tracker Trans locator
Star Tracker Stower
Inertia! Navigation Sensor Control
Deactuator
Inertial Navigation Sensor Control
Deactuator
Inertial Navigation Sensor Remover
Inertial Navigation Sensor
Trans locator






Magnetostatic Device Trans locator
Magnetostatic Device Stower
Computer Control DeactuatorH it it
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Radar Transmitter Fault Identifier
Radar Receiver Fault Identifier
Laser Transmitter Fault Identifier
Laser Receiver Fault Identifier
TV Camera Fault Identifier
Radiometer Fault Identifier
Star Tracker Fault Identifier
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DISCIPLINE: Communications/Navigation
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
C/N-1 Communications/Navigation Research Facility
MISSION MODE: B - Shuttle-Serviced Free Flyer, extended duration
EXPERIMENT:
7.0 Transmitter Breakdown Tests
H-173
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Microwave Test Structure Unstower
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Power Monitoring Device Unstower
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BASIC FUNCTION: Q4 Experiment Setup
TASK'- SKILL'
TITLE
Power Monitoring Device Installer
M M M n
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Microwave Test Structure Condition
Determiner
Microwave Test Structure Condition
Determiner
Microwave Test Structure Condition
Determiner
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Microscopically examine inner walls
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Microwave Test Structure Assembler
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 04 Experiment Setup
TASK - SKILL . .
TITLE
Microwave Test Structure Installer
ii it ii n
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Microwave Test Structure Module
Remover
Microwave Test Structure Module
Remover
Microwave Test Structure Module
Remover
Microwave Test Structure Module
Remover
Microwave Test Structure Installer
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Optical Monitoring Device Remover
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7.0 Transmitter Breakdown Tests . \BASIC FUNCTION:





























































































































Power Monitoring Device RemoverH . 1 1
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Power Monitoring Device Installer
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DISCIPLINE: Communications /Navigation \FPE/SUBCROVP: c/N-1 Communications/Navigation Research Facility
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Waveform Modulator Module Remover
Waveform Modulator Module
Installer
Comm/Nav C/D Equipment Module
Remover
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BASIC FUNCTION: 05 Experiment Shutdown
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Waveform Modulator Stower
Waveform Modulator Trans locator
Power Monitoring Device Remover11 11 11 11
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Power Monitoring Device Control
Deactuator
Power Monitoring Device Control
Deactuator






Power Monitoring Device Stower
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Microwave Test Structure Remover
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Microwave Test Structure Stower
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Optical Monitoring Device Control
Deactuator



















Optical Monitoring Device Stower
Pressure Monitoring Device Control
Deactuator
Pressure Monitoring Device Control
Deactuator
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Optical Monitoring Device Fault
Identifier
Optical Monitoring Device Fault
Identifier
Optical Monitoring Device Fault
Identifier
Optical Monitoring Device Repairer
.Pressure Monitoring Device Fault
Identifier
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 10 Unscheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Power Monitoring Device Fault
Identifier
Power Monitoring Device Fault
Identifier
Power Monitoring Device Repairer
n M M M
Spectrometer Fault Identifier










Comm/Nav C/D Equipment Fault
Identifier
Comm/Nav C/D Equipment Fault
Identifier
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C/N-1 Communications/Navigation Research Facility
MISSION MODE: B - Shuttle-Serviced Free Flyer, extended duration
EXPERIMENT:
12.0 Plasma Propagation Measurements
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 Q4 Experiment Setup
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Radio Receiver Cable Connector
Radar Receiver Cable Connector
M ii it ii
RV Launch Cable Connector
ii ii it it
Radio Transmitter Cable Connector
Radar Transmitter Cable Connector
it it ii ii
VSWR Measuring Equipment Cable
Connector
VSWR Measuring Equipment Cable
Connector
Attitude Measuring Equipment Cable
Connector
Attitude Measuring Equipment Cable
Connector
Data Recorder Cable Connector
i i i t i t i t
Spectrometer Cable Connector
it i t i i
Telemetry Cable Connector
i i i t i i
Radar Antenna Cable Connector
ii it M ii
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Radio Receiver Cable Connector
Radio Receiver Remover
Radio Receiver Installer
Radio Transmitter Cable Connector
Radar Antenna Pointing Controller
n n n n











Radio Receiver Module Remover
Radar Receiver Module Remover
Radio Receiver Module Installer
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 in IItl ,.„!„„,„ la/1 Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Radio Receiver Fault Identifier
Radar Receiver Fault Identifier
RV Fault Identifier
Radio Transmitter Fault Identifier
Radar Transmitter Fault Identifier
VSWR Measuring Equipment Fault
Identifier
Attitude Measuring Equipment Fault
Identifier




Radar Antenna Fault Identifier




Radio Receiver Fault Identifier
Radio Transmitter Fault Identifier
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Radar Receiver Fault Identifier
Radar Transmitter Fault Identifiei
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Comm/Nav System Test Monitor
Comm/Nav C/D Equipment Self-Test
Control Actuator
Comm/Nav C/D Equipment Self-Test
Display Monitor
Radio Antenna Uns tower
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Radar Transmitter Module Remover
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Radio Receiver Module Remover
Radio Receiver Module Installer
Radar Receiver RemoverM it it
Radar Receiver Installer
n it n
Radar Receiver Module Remover
it H it n
Radar Receiver Module Installer
n n n it
Comm/Nav C/D Equipment Module
Remover
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Radio Antenna Fault Identifier
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Radio Receiver Fault Identifier
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Comm/Nav C/D Equipment Fault
Identifier
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Radar Antenna Repairerit 11 ii
Radio Transmitter Repairer
Radar Antenna RepairerH H it
Radio Transmitter Repairer .
Radar Transmitter Repairerit ti H
Radio Receiver Repairer
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Unpackage instruments and sensors
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Radiometer Control Actuator
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Cloud Chamber Control Actuator
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Visually observe suspended water-
droplets and crystals in cloud
chamber
Make microscopic observations of
suspended water-droplets and
crystals in cloud chamber
Voice record cloud chamber
observations





















































































 Q6 Experiment Conduct
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Cloud Physics Process Observer
i t i t i t i t
u it it it
Cloud Physics Process Observer
11 u it it
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Observation Condition Evaluatorii it u
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Evaluate Iproper sensor operation
CREW
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Scanner Data Quality Monitor
n it ii n
Radiometer Data Quality Monitor
n n n n
11 n ti ii
Scatterometer Data Quality Monitor
11 . H 11 11
Spectrometer Data Quality Monitor
n n ti n
H n n ii
Polarimeter Data Quality Monitor
n H n n
Sferics Detector Data Quality
Monitor
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Sf erics Detector Operation :
Evaluator
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3.0 Air and Water Pollution ^BASIC FUNCTION:







Activate the data taking system
Load film into cameras
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11 it t i
TV Camera Disassembler
TV Camera Assembler
TV Camera Module Remover
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3.0 Air and Water Pollution
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Polarimeter Control Deactuator
ti u u
TV Camera Control Deactuator
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Evaluate photographic quality of
data
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Monitor sensor output electronic
quality











































































































TV Data Quality Monitor
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Radiometer Data Quality Monitor
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TV Camera Fault Identifier
Computer Fault Identifier
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TV Camera Module Remover
TV Camera Module Installer
Computer Module Remover
Computer Module Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Remover
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Activate the data taking system














































































































































Radar Receiver Control Actuator
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Radar Transmitter Mode Selector
n n n it
n 11 n n
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Radar Receiver Mode Selector
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 04 Experiment Setup
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Sf erics Detector Mode Selector
ii ii M "
If M II II














5.0 Natural Disaster Assessment
MISSION MODE:
\BASIC FUNCTION:


















































































TV Camera Control Deactuator






Radar Receiver Control Deactuator
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Identify forest fire smoke in
photographs
Describe disaster observations to
ground

























































































 06 Experiment Conduct
TASK -.SKILL
TITLE
Forest Fire Disaster Identifier
ii ii ii ii
it ii M ii
ii it ti ti
ti ii it M
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Observation Condition Evaluator
It H 11 .
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II I t II
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Natural Disaster Assessment \BASIC FUNCTION:
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TV Data Quality Monitor
It 1! II II
Scanner Data Quality Monitor
it it it ii
ii it ii ii
Radar Data Quality Monitor
11 11 11 . 11
ii ii ii ii
Radiometer Data Quality Monitor
it it it it
Sferics Detector Data Quality
Monitor
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Clean and service optics
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Sferics Detector Fault Identifier
Radar Transmitter Fault Identifiei
it • n . u 11
Radar Receiver Fault Identifier
u u H u
Computer Fault
Identifier
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Camera Module Installer
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TV Camera Module Remover
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Radar Receiver Module Remover





Sferics Detector Module Remover
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sensor baseline character-
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Load film into cameras
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Scatterometer Mode Selector
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TV Camera Cap Installer
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Film Data Usefulness Determiner
it it it , it
TV Data Evaluator
it ii ii
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TV Data Usefulness Determiner
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Scanner Data Usefulness Determine!
n n H n
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II M 11 11
Scatterometer Data Evaluator
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TV Data Quality Monitor :
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Scanner Data Quality Monitor
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TV Camera Module Remover







Earth Surveys C/D Equipment
Module Remover
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FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
ES-1 Earth Observations Facility
MISSION MODE: B - Shuttle-Serviced Free Flyer, extended duration
EXPERIMENTS:
2.0 Land Use Mapping
4.0 Resource Recognition and
Identification
DISCIPLINE: Earth Observations
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE) :
ES-1 Earth Observations Facility
MISSION MODE: B - Shuttle-Serviced Free Flyer, extended duration
EXPERIMENT:
2.0 Land Use Mapping
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Unpackage instruments and sensors
Obtain s
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ensor baseline character -
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Radar Receiver Control Actuator
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Package (data for return to surface
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Radar Transmitter Fault Identifier
Radar Receiver Fault Identifier
Computer Fault Identifier




Optical Equipment Fault Identifier
Radar Transmitter Fault Identifier





Radar Transmitter Module Remover
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Package data for return to surface
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DISCIPLINE: Earth Observations 1 FPE/SUBGROUP.-
 Es_i Earth Observations Facility
EXPERIMENT:
4.0
| MISSION MODE: B
Resource Recognition and Identification
i

































































































Radar Transmitter Module Remover
Radar Receiver Module Remover














Radar Receiver Module Installer

























DEVELOPMENT OF FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK REQUIREMENTS
NASW-2192
FINAL REPORT
VOLUME II - TECHNICAL REPORT
PART II - APPENDIX H: TASK-SKILLS DATA SHEETS
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
v
LS-1 Medical Research Facility
MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle-Sortie, limited duration
EXPERIMENTS:
1.0 Neurological Function
1.1 Human Vestibular Function
2.0 Cardiovascular Function
2.1 Use of LBNP Device to Prevent CV
Deconditioning
3.0 Renal Function
3.1 Renal Blood Flow
7.0 Hematologic Function
7.1 Blood Volume and Red Cell Life Span




FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
LS-1 Medical Research Facility
MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle-Sortie, limited duration
EXPERIMENT:
1.0 Neurological Function
1.1 Human Vestibular Function
H-283
Page Intentionally Left Blank
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FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE .-.Life Sciences \FPE/SUBGROUP:--LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EXPERIMENT: . ' • . . " ' ' •
SERIES LS-1. .. .
PAGE A- 1.1-04-1
MISSION MODE: A

















































































































































F L I G H T E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE.- Life .Sciences \FPE/SUBCROI>P:
 LS-1 Medical Research Facilitv
EXPER&JENT: • ' . . ' '







































































































Record Keeping Materials Unstower















Head Proximity Device Unstower
Head Proximity Device Trans locatoi
































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences \FPE/ SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EXPERIMENT: . • . . . ' .
SERIES LS-1
PAGE A- 1.1 -04 -3
MISSIOH MODE: A



















































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK I I I r SERIES LS_iaui-vj
 PAGE A_ 1 . 1_ 0 4_4
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences FPE/SUBCROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EXPERIMENT: ' '.• . ' . • \MISSIONWDE: A
1.1 Neurological Function; Human Vestibular Function







Check out experiment equipment
operation

































































































Life Sciences C/D Equipment Tester
n n n n n
Rotational Testing :Device Tester
n n n n
M n n n
n n n it
n n it n
n ii n ii
n n n "
n n n M
n M n ,n
Accelerometer Tester
n n
Head Proximity Device Tester
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FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences -\FPE/SUBCROL'P: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EXPEFWfENT: . • • • -






DESCRIPTION . . .
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BASIC FUNCTION: Q4 Experiment Setup
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Data Management Unit Tester
„ t i
Human Subject Status Observer
n n n n
Human Subject Status. Monitor
it n i















Rotational Testing Device Module
Remover
Rotational Testing Device Module
Remover
Rotational Testing Device Module
Remover






















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences \FPE/ SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EXPERBJENT: ' . • .































































PAGE A- 1.1 -04 -6
MISSION MODE: A
BASIC FUNCTION.- 04 Experiment Setup
TASK -SKILL
TITLE
Rotational Testing Device Module
Installer

















Head Proximity Device Remover
Head Proximity Device Installer
Head Proximity Device Module
Remover


















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK' I I 1 0 SEKIES LS-1JLL.O ^^A-l.1-05-1










' " • MISSION !-K>DE: A
Neurological Function; Human Vestibular Function [BASIC FUNCTION.-
 05 Experiment Shutdown
REW TASK STATEMENT
DESCRIPTION
up after test run
:






















































































ii ' H ii
RAM Facility Equipment Cleaner
n ii M u
Rotational Testing Device Cleanerit n n M
M n ii ii
M ti it u
11 n u u
Biteboard Cleaner
H n •
Life Sciences C/D Equipment
Cleaner




Head Proximity Device Cleaner







Human Subject Status Observer

























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE-: Life Sciences \FPE /SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility




1.1 Neurological Function; Human Vestibular Function {BASIC FUNCTION:



































































































Rotational Testing Device Remover




































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
ife Sciences \FPE/SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility




































































































Record Keeping Materials Stower










Head Proximity Device Translocator
Head Proximity Device Stower
Vestibular Research Data Recorder
II II II M
































DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences }FPE/ SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EXPERIMENT: •
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FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK I 1 | C* SERIES LS-1JLLo PAGE A-l. 1-06-1
DISCIPLINE: iJife Sciences \FPE/SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility .
E 'XPERIME 'NT:
. . | MISSION MODE: A









































































































 06 Experiment Conduct
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Rotational Testing Device Control
Actuator
Rotational Testing Device Control
Actuator
Rotational Testing Device Occupant
it n n n









Visual Target Status Communicator
n n it it
n n it n






























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences \FPE/ SUBGROUP: LS-r Medical Research Facility
EXPERIMENT: '















































































PACE A- 1.1- 06-2
MISSION MODE: A
BASIC FUNCTION: 06 Experiment Conduct
'TASK - SKILL '
TITLE
Ganal Stimulation



























































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences : \FPE/SUBGPOVP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EXPERIMENT: . . . ; . • ,
1.1 Neurological Function; Human Vestibular Function
!












ish chair/litter tilt angles























































































Rotational Testing Device Control
Actuator


































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES LS-1PAGE A- 1.1 -06-4
DISCIPLINE.- Life Sciences \FPE/ SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
P^T>'ERIMENT '










Report spatial localization test
results
Operate voice and data recorders







































































BASIC FUNCTION: 06 Experiment Conduct



















































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences | FPE/SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EWERIMENT:











































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences \FPE/ SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EXPEDIENT:











































































MISSION MODE: A -
BASIC FUNCTIOK: Q9 Scheduled Maintenance




























Rotational Testing Device Module
Remover
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FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKMI i <- . SERIES LS-1JLLO PAGE A-l. 1-09-2


























































































BASIC FUNCTION: 09 Scheduled Maintenance
TASK. - SKILL
TITLE
Rotational Testing Device Module
Remover
Rotational Testing Device Module
Remover
Rotational Testing Device Module
Installer
Rotational Testing Device Module
Installer
Rotational Testing Device Module
Installer
Rotational Testing Device Module
Installer
Life Sciences C/D Equipment Module
Remover
Life Sciences C/D Equipment Module
Installer
Head Proximity Device Module
Remover . .
Head Proximity Device Module
Installer
Head Proximity Device Disassembler
Head Proximity Device Assembler
Data Recorder Disassemblerit it it
Data Recorder Assemblerit it ti
Data Recorder Module Remover
tt it it it
Data Recorder Module Installer























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK', 1 1 C- SERIES LS-1J LLo PAGE
 A _ l t l _ 0 9 _ 3
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences \FPE/SUBGROUP:
 LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EYPEnBIENT: . ' • - . MTSSrnhl MODF. • A


























BASIC FUNCTION: Q9 Scheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL •
TITLE
Data Management Unit Disassembler
Data Management Unit Assembler
Data Management Unit Module
Remover
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FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences \FPE/ SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EWE.RIMENT: .














































































































Rotational Testing Device Module
Remover




















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS

























































































Rotational Testing Device Module
Remover
Rotational Testing Device Module
Remover
Rotational Testing Device Module
Installer
Rotational Testing Device Module
Installer
Rotational Testing Device Module
Installer








Head Proximity Device Module
Remover
Head Proximity Device Module
Installer
Head Proximity Device Disassemble!
Head Proximity Device Assembler
Data Recorder Disassemblerit it it
Data Recorder Assembler
it ii i i
Data Recorder Module Remover
ii it ii ii
Data Recorder Module Installer























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE:-. .L i f e . sciences \FPE/ SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EXPERIMENT:
SERIES LS-1
PACE A - - 1 . 1 _ i n - *
MISSION 'MODE: A










































































































Data Management Unit Disassembler
Data Management Unit Assembler
Data Management Unit Module
Remover



























Head Proximity Device Tester






























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences \FPE/ SUBGROUP:
 LS-1 Medical Research Facility
ElfPERIf-ENT : . • '













































































BASIC. FUNCTION: iQ Unscheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Rotational Testing Device Fault
Identifier
Rotational Testing Device Fault
Identifier
Rotational Testing Device Fault
Identifier
Rotational Testing Device Fault
Identifier








Head Proximity Device Fault
Identifier
Head Proximity Device Fault
Identifier







Accelerometer Fault Identifier|| " ii
Data Management Unit Fault
Identifier






















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK' i l i t - SERIES LS-1JLLO
 MM n-i: i-io-s
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences \FPE/ SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EWEFtlMENT : \ ' • ' MISSION MODE : A

















































































































TASK - SKILL . . '
TITLE
Rotational Testing Device Repairerit M ti it
i t i t t i t i
it ti it it
Life Sciences C/D Equipment
Repairer .





Data Management Unit Repairer
Life Sciences C/D Equipment Tester
n ti n ti ti
Rotational Testing Device Testerit n n . tt
ii n it ti
it it : it it
n ti ti ti
n it M it
it it it n
ti it M ii
n it it it
Accelerometer Tester
n ti
Head Proximity Device Tester





























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE:
 Life Sciences \FPE/ SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility

















































Data Management Unit Tester .
ii it ii M












FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
LS-1 Medical Research Facility
MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle-Sortie, limited duration
EXPERIMENT: -
2.0 Cardiovascular Function
2.1 Use of LBNP Device to Prevent CV
Deconditioning
H-309
Page Intentionally Left Blank
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SKILLS





 2h Cardiovascular Function; Use of LBNP
Device to Prevent CV Deconditioning
MISSION MODE:


















































Body Temperature Measuring Device
Installer










































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences \FPE/SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EXPERIMENT: 2.1 Cardiovascular Function: Use of LBNP
Device to Prevent CV Deconditionine









































































































BASIC FUNCTION: 04 Experiment Setup^




Body Temperature Measuring Device
Wearer













I I I I
Stowage Container






















































DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences \FPE/ SUBGROUP-. LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EXPERIMENT: 2.1 Cardiovascular Function: Use of LBNP
SERIES LS-1
PAGE A- 2. 1-04 -3
MISSION MODE: A
Device to Prevent CV Deconditioning \BASIC FUNCTION:


















































































































Body Temperature Measuring Device
Unstower
Body Temperature Measuring Device
Unstower















































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences 1 FPE/SUBCROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility




Device to Prevent CV Deconditioning \BASIC FUNCTION: 04 Experiment Setup







































































































Body Temperature Measuring Device
Installer



























































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK•i 1 | (- SERIES LS-lJLLO PAGE A-2. 1-04-5




.1 Cardiovascular Function: Use of LBNP MISSION MODE: A
evice to Prevent CV Deconditioning \BASIC FUNCTION:






















































































































• ' • TASK - SKILL
TITLE . ' -
Body Temperature Measuring Device
Tester
Body Temperature Measuring Device
Tester
Data Management Unit Tester
ii it n it
ti n it M
LBNP Device Remover
n n n
n . n .n
n n it
n n n .
n n n
n. n n








































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SK I i I c SERIES LS-1v I L L O pACE A _2. 1-04-6
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences \FPE/ SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
E:>?EPJMENT : 2.1 Cardiovascular Function; Use of LBNP . MISSION MODE.- A































































































Body Temperature Measuring Device
Remover
Body Temperature Measuring Device
Remover
Body Temperature Measuring Device •
Remover
Body Temperature Measuring Device
Installer
Body Temperature Measuring Device
Installer























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK•i | | 0 SERIES LS-1JLLO
 PAW n_2 . 1-05-1
DISCIPLINE.:' -i^f* xrimc** 1 FPE/SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EXPERIMENT: 2.)l Cardiovascular Function; Use of LBNP | MISSION MODE: A

























































































































Body Temperature Measuring Device
Remover
Body Temperature Measuring Device
Remover
Body Temperature Measuring Device
Remover
Life Sciences C/D Equipment
Stower
Body Temperature Measuring Device
Stower


























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences | FPE/SUBCROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EV-.TESIMEWT: 2.1 Cardiovascular Function; Use of LBNP



















































































































BASIC FUNCTION:- Q5 Experiment Shutdown
TASK - SKILL
TITLE












































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'| 1 | C* SERIES LS-1JLL^J PAGE A _ 2 . 1-05-3
DISCIPLINE:
 L'ife Sciences \FPE/SUBGKOUP: LS_i Medical Research Facility
EWEFlIMENT: 2.1 Cardiovascular Function; Use of LBNP MISSION MODE: A






































































Record Keeping Materials Stower
i? ii it ii














FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK' M I C SERIES J,S_1
'




 I / i f f t sH'fitir.fis \FPE/ SUBGROUP: y^.j Medical Research Facility
EXPERIMENT:
 9 , raV^nva^,,l^ T™-M™- ,,co nf T.RMP 1 WJ5SJOff MODE: A









Remain immobile in LBNP device
Activate data taking












































































BASIC FtffJC7IOn:nft fi^^^t r.onduct
TASK - SKILL
TITLE






Data Management Unit Control
Actuator
Data Management Unit Control
Actuator
LBNP Device Control Actuator
n it ii n
ii n n n
Human Subject Status Monitor
n n M n
n ii it . n
it n n it
Human Subject Status Monitor
n n n it
n n it n






















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK' M I C * SERIES LS-1^L-.LO PAGE
 A _ 2 . 1 _ n 6 _ 2
DISCIPLINE:
 Life Sciences \FPE /SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EXPERIMENT: ,|
 1 rardioV^.ul?T Function' Use «f LBMP MISSION MODE: A
Device to Prevent CV Deconditionine |a4SIC FUNCTION:












1 . . • .










































































•' TASK - SKILL
TITLE
LBNP Device Operation Monitor
it ti ii ii
















Body Temperature Measuring Device
Operation Monitor
Body Temperature Measuring Device
Operation Monitor
Body Temperature Measuring Device
Operation Monitor
Life Sciences C/D Equipment
Operation Monitor
Human Subject Status Observer





















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences
EXPERIMENT: 2.1 Cardiovascular Function
FPE/SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research 'Facility














































































Human Subject Status Monitor
11 11 . ii
ii n 11
ii n n







































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK i i i 0 SERIES LS-1JLLO
 P^FA_2.1_09_1
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences • ]FPE/SUBCROI>P: LS-1 Medical Research Facility .
EXPERIMENT. -2 .1 Cardiovascular Function; Use of LBNP {MISSION MODE: A
Device to Prevent CV Deconditioning \BASIC .FUNCTION: 09 Scheduled Maintenance
1 ;


































































































LBNP Device Module Remover
LBNP Device Module Installer
Plethysmo graph Disassembler
Plethysmo graph Assembler
Plethysmo graph Module Remover










Body Temperature Measuring Device
Disassembler
Body Temperature Measuring Device
Assembler
Body Temperature Measuring Device
Module Remover
Body Temperature Measuring Device
Module Installer
Life Sciences C/D Equipment
Module Remover
Life Sciences C/D Equipment
Module Installer




























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE.- Life Sciences 1 FPE/ SUBGROUP.- LS-1 Medical Research Facility




Device to Prevent TV Deconditioning \BASIC FUNCTION :








Check out experiment equipment
operation
•





















































































' TASK - SKILL
. TITLE


























Body Temperature Measuring Device
Tester
Body Temperature Measuring Device
Tester
Body Temperature Measuring Device
Tester
Data Management Unit Testerit n n it
























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK-I | | <- SERIES LS-1v I L L O PAGE
 A_ 2 . 1-10-1
DISCIPLINE: ,,-j
 fp Sr.ietip.fis \FPE/ SUBGROUP: _ JS_i Medical Research Facility
EXPERIMENT: . $ m l Cardiovascular Function: Use of LBNP . MISSION NODE: A



































































































LBNP Device Module Remover














Body Temperature Measuring Device
Disassembler
Body Temperature Measuring Device
Assembler
Body Temperature Measuring Device
Module Remover
Body Temperature Measuring Device
Module Installer
Life Sciences C/D Equipment
Module Remover
Life Sciences G/D Equipment
Module Installer



























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK' M I C SERIES LS-1JLLb PAGE
 A_7 1 _ i n _ ?
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences I FPE/SUBCROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EXPERIMENT:
 7 -, r.*rM™*«o»1*r Fn^tinn; IIsP nf I.RNP 'MISSION .MODE: A
Device to Prevent CV Deconditionins \BASIC FUNCTION:








Check out experiment equipment
operation























































































Data Management Unit Module
Installer
Life Sciences C/D Equipment
Tester














Body Temperature Measuring Device
Tester
Body Temperature Measuring Device
Tester
Body Temperature Measuring Device
Tester
Data Management Unit fester
i t n n . n
























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: JLife Sciences \_FPE /SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EICPERIMENT: 2
.1 Cardiovascular Function; Use of LBNP
SERIES LS-1
PAGE
 A- 2. 1-10-3
MISSION MODE: A
Device to Prevent CV Deconditioning \BASIC FUNCTION:







































































































Body Temperature Measuring Device
Fault Identifier
Body Temperature Measuring Device
Fault Identifier
Data Management Unit Fault
Identifier






























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES LS-1PAGE
 A_?-.' 1-1 0-4
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences \FPE/ SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EWERIMENT:
 7 -, rf lrfi iovaqriji ar Function: Use of LBNP MISSION !-K)DE: A

































































































Body Temperature Measuring Device
Repairer
























Body Temperature Measuring Device
Tester
Body Temperature Measuring Device
Tester
Body Temperature Measuring Device
Tester
Data Management Unit Tester


























FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
LS-1 Medical Research Facility
MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle-Sortie, limited duration
EXPERIMENT:
3.0 Renal Function
3.1 Renal Blood Flow
H-329
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FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK' II I 0 SERIESLS_iJL.LO PAGE A-3. 1-04-1
DISCIPLINE: .Life Sciences ; \FPE /SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EXPERIMENT: . . . . . . . MISSION MODE : ^ '
3.1 Renal Function; Renal Blood Flow \BASIC FUNCTION:






Disinfect equipment and work area
i
• '



































































































Life Sciences C/D Equipment
Cleaner














Waste Management System Cleaner
n n n n
Life Sciences C/D Equipment
Unstower
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DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences FPE/SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EXPEFlBfENT: ' ' . . . . . • j VISSION. WDE: A
3.1 Renal Function; Renal Blood Flow (BASIC FUNCTION.-


























































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences \ FPE/SUBGROUP. • LS-1 Medical Research Facility
E-XPE.W1ENT : ' . ' • • • •














































































































 04 Experiment Setup
































Waste Management System Module
Remover






























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK' I I 1 C - . SERIES LS_1vl l_ l_0 PAGE A-3. 1-04-4
DISCIPLINE:
 Life sciences 1 FPE/SUBGROUP: L5_i Medical Research Facility
EXPEfiBlENT: ' . . - . - ' . • ' ' . MISSION MODE:. A




























































































 04 Experiment Setup
TASK - SKILL
TITLE






















Timing Device Module Remover
























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE:
 M f 0 ^\mP^ \ FPE/SUBGROUP: T.S-1 Medical Research Facilitv
EXPEKIHtENT : . > ' . '






Discard PAH urine samples
















































































BASIC FUNCTION: ^ Experiment Shutdown
- TASK - SKILL '
TITLE

























Waste Management System Cleaner























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK' I ||C SERIES LS-1y l L L v j P^^A-.V. 1-05-2
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences FPE/SUBGROUP.- LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EXPERB1ENT: '.. • • . • '. . , ' . ' MISSION WDE: A
3.1 Renal Function; Renal Blood Flow \BASIC FUNCTION: $5 Experiment Shutdown







Dispose of used materials
Monitor physical status of test
subject












































































TITLE . ' ' . . '
Gauze Sponge Stower
Biological Sample Container Stower





ri rr n ,
n n it
Human Subject Status Observer
n n it M
Radio Communicator " . , • ; •
n n

































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS .




PAGE A- 3. 1-05 -3
MISSION MODE: A
3.1 Renal function; Renal Blood Mow {BASIC FUNCTION:



























































































































Urology Research Data Recorder
n it ii n
































• ; F L I G H T E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences \FPE/ SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EWER&IENT: . '
3.1 Renal Function; Renal Blood Flow





















































































MISSION MODE.-' . A
BASIC FUNCTION:
 05 p.xneriment Shutdown
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Record Keeping Materials Stower
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FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Life . Sciences ! | FPE /SUBGROUP :_ LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EXPERBfENT: • ' • - ' ' ' ' , - ' . . . .









Urinate in measuring device
Measure daily urine volumes
.
. : . *
Withdraw aliquots from urine samples
i
Freeze aliquot of urine
Measure urine sample specific
gravity with refractometer i














































































 06 ExDeriment Conduc t

















Waste Management System Control
Actuator
Waste Management System Control
Actuator


































F L I G H T E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences [FPE/ SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EXPERimNT: - . . - ' - ; . . - . - • . ' . .
SERIES LS-1
PAGE A T I O f . 9
MISSION MODE.: A
3.1 Renal Function; Renal Blood Flow '\BASIC FUNCTION.- Q6 Experiment Conduct







Measure urine Na and pH electro-
analytical ly
























































































































Body Waste Measurement Observer
M u it
it i t i t
u
u

































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE.-
 M f f t science.; \FPE/ SUBGROUP: LS_! Medical Research Facility
EXPERBIEUT: • •. " '









Administer PAH by IV injection
Receive PAH by IV injection
Urinate in measuring device at
prescribed time
Withdraw venous blood sample



















































































MISSION !-X>DE: A .
BASIC FUNCTION:
 06 Experiment Conduct
TASK - SKILL
TITLE















t i t i i t
ii ii 11





























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences \FPE /SUBGROUP:
 }S_i Medical Research Facility
EXPERIlfENT: ' ' ' ' ' . ' •
SERIES LS-1 . • '
p/5C£
"A-3.1-06-4
MISSION 'MODE: A -
3.1 Renal Function; Renal Blood Flow \BASIC FUNCTION.-'







Add PAH sample volumes to daily
urine volumes for each subject
Analyze venous blood spectrophoto-
metrically















































































































Urology Research Data Processor




























Body Waste Measurement Observer
it ii n
it t i i t
n
n







































 M «HiCRl Research Facili ty








Monitor physical status of test
subject







































































BASIC FUNCTION: Q6 Experiment Conduct
TASK - SKILL
TITLE '•
Human .Subject Status Observer
K ti 11 11






















Urology Research Data Recorder




















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK I | I 0 , SERIES LS-1v I L L o . PAGE A-3. 1-09-1
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences \FPE/ SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EXPERIMENT: ' . . MISSION. MODE: A























































































BASIC FUNCTION: 09 Scheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Life Sciences C/D Equipment Module
Remover




Waste Management System Assembler
Waste Management System Module
Remover











































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SH, 1 , I <- SERIES LS-1.v I L L O . PAGE A-3. 1-09-2
DISCIPLINE-. Life Sciences FPE/SUBCROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EXPEmtENT: • • .' . . MISSION MDE : A
























































































































Timing Device Module Remover
Timing Device Module Installer
Life Sciences C/D Equipment
Tester
Life Sciences C/D Equipment
Tester
Waste Management System Tester
ii 11 it • 'i.i






































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences \FPE/ SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
E/^E.RIWNT: ' • ' •







































" . " . . . . • . '







FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK•| 1 | <~ SERIES LS-1JLLO PAGE A-3. 1-10-1
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences 1 FPE/SUBGPOUP.- LS-1 .Medical Research Facility .
EWEPJMNT : MISSION MODE: A





Service equipment as required

















































































BASIC ELECTION:- 10 Unscheduled Maintenance
TASK. - SKILL
• TITLE
Life Sciences C/D Equipment
Module Remover




Waste Management System Assembler
Waste Management System Module
Remover











































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TAS.K-SK• i I I 0 SERIES LS-1JLLO P/OTA-3. 1-10-2
DISCIPLINE.- Life Sciences \FPE/ SUBGROUP:
EXPERIMENT: . MISSION MODE: A





































































































































Timing Device Module Remover
Timing Device Module Installer
Life Sciences C/D Equipment Tester
tt it ii " M
Waste Management System Tester
ii ii n li















































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK-1 I 1 0 . . SEPIES LS-1JLLO PAOP
 A _ 3 > i_iO-3
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences ' 1 FPE/ SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EWERB1ENT: ' • . ' MISSION WDE: A







Provide diagnostic support for
malfunctions















































































 I0 Unscheduled Maintenance
TASK. - SKILL
TITLE
Life Sciences C/D Equipment Fault
Identifier
Life Sciences C/D Equipment Fault
Identifier
Waste Management System Fault
Identifier











it ii • n
Centrifuge Fault Identifier
n ii n
Timing Device Fault Identifier
i i n n . 1 1
Life Sciences C/D Equipment
Repairer



























jFLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences \FPE /SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research. Facility
EXPEDIENT:- . . . . . • : • ' • • • •









































































































MISSION . MODE :• A
BASIC FUNCTION:
 10 Unscheduled Maintenance






























































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences 1 FPE/SUBGPQUP.- LS-.l Medical Research Facility
EXPERIMENT: ' . ' '


































Page Intentionally Left Blank
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE): .
LS-1 Medical Research Facility
MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle-Sortie, limited duration
EXPERIMENT:
7.0 Hematologic Function
7.1 Blood Volume and Red Cell Life
Span
H-353
Page Intentionally Left Blank
FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE,-
 : Life Sciences : I FPE/ SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EXPERIMENT: •
7.1 Hematologic Function; Blood Volume and Red Cell Life Span
. . CREW TASK STATEWNT
NO. DESCRIPTION
(There are no inflight tasks for •
this experiment) ' '




















Page Intentionally Left Blank
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE) :
LS-1 Medical Research Facility
MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle-Sortie, limited duration
EXPERIMENT:
10.0 Clinical Therapeutic Function
10.1 Exercise Conditioning
H-357
Page Intentionally Left Blank
FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK•i I | <- SERIES' LS-1JLLo PAGE A-1011-04-1
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences \FPE /SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EXPEDIENT: . - MISSION MODE: A








Attach/ don sensor instruments































































































t i i i t i







































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE.- Life Sciences \FPE / SUBGROUP :• LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EXPERBIEKT: . .. •

























































































































it 11 it . •
ii . it ii
Life Sciences C/D Equipment
Tester
Life Sciences C/D Equipment
Tester
Data Management Unit Tester
i i i t
i i i i
it it
























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK' I i i o . SERIES LS-1J L L v J - PAGE A-10. 1-05-1
DISCIPLINE:
 I i i fe Sciences \FPE/SUBCPOUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facilitv
E&ERIMENT: - . ' .
 ; ' MISSION -MODE: A










• • ' • '
Monitor physical status of test
subject

























































































TASK - SKILL •-
' . . ' ' . TITLE
Life Sciences C/D Equipment
Control Deactuator
Life Sciences C/D Equipment
Stower
Ergometer Control Deactuator












• it n n
Timing Device Translocator
Timing Device Stower
Human Subject Status Observer
it n ii "

































DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences - \FPE/ SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EXPERIMENT: " • • \ MISSION MODE: A
10.1 Clinical/Therapeutic Function; Exercise Conditioning








Exercise on bicycle ergometer
Monitor heart rate display











































































i t , M
Human Subject Heart Rate Monitorii ii it ii . it
ii ii it it it










i i . 1 1 i t



























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences \FPE/ SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EltPERIMENT :. • • . '
•SERIES LS-1
PAGE A- 10. 1-06-2
MISSION MODE: A
10. 1 Clinical/Therapeutic Function; Exercise Conditioning [BASIC FUNCTION: Q6 Experiment Conduct








Monitor physical status of test
subject










































































Timing Device Control Actuator
ii it ii ii
Data Management Unit Control
Actuator











































F L I G H T E X P E R I M E N T TASK-S.K-, I , r SERIES LS-1^'-LC:> PAGE A-10. 1-09-1
DISCIPLINE: .Life Sciences FPE/ SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EWER&1ENT: • • . . . . ' MISSION MODE: A
10.1 Clinical/Therapeutic Function; Exercise Conditioning \BASIC FUNCTION: 09 Scheduled Maintenance





Service equipment as required























































































TASK. - SKILL ..
• ' - . TITLE
Life Sciences C/D Equipment Module
Remover

















Timing Device Module Remover
Timing Device Module Installer
Data Management Unit Module
Remover




























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK 1 1 1 C* SERIES i q_iJLLo . . P A G E . A-10. 1-09-2
DISCIPLINE: Life -Sciences \FPE'/SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EXPERBIEN7: . • • ' • MISSION MODE: A
10.1 Clinical/Therapeutic Function; Exercise Conditioning





































































BASIC FUNCTION: 09 Scheduled Maintenance











ii it " .
Life Sciences C/D Equipment Tester
ii it ii ii ii
Data Management Unit Tester
... it ii ii ii


















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'II i. C* SERIES LS-1'•IL-L-O
 PAGE A-10. 1-10-1
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences FPE/SUBGROUP: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EWEP.&1EN7: . | MISSION !-K>DE: A






Service equipment as required























































































BASIC FUNCTION: lo Unscheduled Maintenance
TASK. - SKILL •
TITLE
Life Sciences C/D Equipment Module
Remover

















Timing Device Module Remover
Timing Device Module Installer
Data Management Unit Module
Remover
Data Management Unit Module
Installer
Ergometer Tester

























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK' 1 | | C* • • SERIES LS-1JLLO PAGE A-10.1-10-2
DISCIPLINE.- Life Sciences FPE/SUBCROL'P: LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EXPERIMENT: • ' • | MISSION MODE: A































































































BASIC FUNCTION: 10 Unscheduled Maintenance












Life Sciences C/D Equipment
Tester
Life Sciences C/D Equipment
Tester
Data Management Unit Tester
ti n n M
n M n n
Life Sciences C/D Equipment Fault
Identifier































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SH j j | c- SERIES LS-1JLLo PAGE A-10. 1-10-3
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences FPE /SUBGROUP.-. LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EXPEP.B1ENT : . MISSION MODE: A






























































































BASIC FUNCTION: 10 Unscheduled Maintenance
TASK. - SKILL '
TITLE
Cardiotachometer Fault Identifier
I I I I I I
Timing Device Fault Identifier
M ii n ii
Data Management Unit Fault
Identifier
Data Management Unit Fault
Identifier








































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences 1 FPE / SUBGROUP :. LS-1 Medical Research Facility
EXPERIMENT: .










































1 MISSION MODE: A








t t t i
Data Management Unit Tester
n n i I tr












DEVELOPMENT OF FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK REQUIREMENTS
NASW-2192
FINAL REPORT
VOLUME II - TECHNICAL REPORT
PART II • APPENDIX H: TASK-SKILLS DATA SHEETS
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
LS-6 Life Support and Protective Systems
MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle-Sortie, limited duration
EXPERIMENTS:
5.0 Advanced Two-Gas Atmosphere
Supply and Control System
11.0 EVA Suit and Biopack
M MATRINHUH STSTEMS
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
'LS-6 Life Support and Protective Systems
MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle-Sortie, limited duration
'EXPERIMENT:
5.0 Advanced Two-Gas Atmosphere Supply
and Control System
H-371
Page Intentionally Left Blank
FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES LS-6PAGE A-5. 0-04-1
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences \FPE/SUBGROUP.-'iS-6 Life Support and Protective Systems
EXPERIMENT: . • ,' . MISSION MODE: A










Connect specimen unit to LSSTU













































































Atmosphere Supply/ Control System
Tester

























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK | 1 1 r '. SERIES LS-6JLLo . pAGE A _ 5 - 0-04-2
DISCIPLINE.- Life Sciences I FPE/SUBGROUP: LS-6 Life Support and Protective Systems
EWERIMENT: . • . . MISSION MODE: A.










Check specimen unit operation

































































Life Sciences C/D Equipment
Control Actuator








Data Management Unit Control
Actuator


























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES LS-6PACE
* A-5. 0-04-3
DISCIPLINE: .life Sciences | FPE/SUBGROUP: LS-6 Life Support and Protective Systems :
EXPERIMENT: . • . MISSION MODE: A










Check operation of LSSTU controls
Check data system operation
i
Make motion picture recordings
































































Data Management Unit Operation
Monitor














Data Management Unit Operation
Monitor

























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK• N I C SERIES LS_6JLL^ PAGE A-5. 0-04-4
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences \FPE/SUBGROVP: LS-6 Life Support and Protective Systems
EXPERIMENT: . . . - \ MISSION !<X)DE :. A
5.0 Advanced Two- Gas Atmosphere Supply and Control System







































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES LS_6PAGE A-5. 0-05-1
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences ' 1 FPE /SUBGROUP: LS-6 Life Support and Protective Systems
EXPERIMENT: ' i ... . '





















































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES LS-6PAGE
 A_c; n-ns-?
'DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences \FPE/ SUBGROUP: LS-6 Life Support and Protective Systems
EXPERIMENT: • • : ' . . - . '










































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'II | r .SERIES LS-6JLLvJ PAGE A-5. 0-06-1
DISCIPLINE; Life Sciences FPE/SUBCROUP: LS-6 Life Support and Protective Systems '
EXPERIMENT: | MISSION MODE: A
5.0 Advanced Two -Gas Atmosphere Supply and Control System \BASIC FUNCTION: 05 Experiment Conduct
.








Monitor specimen unit operation





































































Atmosphere Supply/ Control System
Operation Monitor
(Method of sample collection
























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES LS-6PAGEA-5. 0-06-2
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences \FPE/ SUBGROUP:
 Ls_6 Life SuDDort and Protective Systems
EXPERIMENT:









Make motion picture recordings



























































































Atmosphere Supply/ Control System
Operation Monitor





















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES Ls_6 • • • ' •PAW A-5. 0-06-3
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences ' \FPE/ SUBGROUP: LS-6 Life Support and Protective Systems
EXPERIMENT:
 :
5.0 Advanced Two-Gas Atmosphere Supply and Control System






Manually overide automatic controls
as required ,




. \ • '
















































 06 Exceriment Conduct


































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK I | 1 r SERIES LS-6J LLO PAGE
 A-5. 0-10-1
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences \FPE/SUBGROLP: LS-6 Life Support and Protective Systems
EXPERIMENT: • ' ' . MISSION MODE: ^






























































. . TASK: - SKILL
TITLE
Life Sciences C/D Equipment
Fault Identifier
Life Sciences C/D Equipment
Fault Identifier
Life Sciences C/D Equipment
Fault Identifier
Life Sciences C/D Equipment
Repairer
Life Sciences C/D Equipment
Repairer
Data Management Unit Fault
Identifier
Data Management Unit Fault
Identifier
Data Management Unit Repairer
Atmosphere Supply/ Control System
Fault Identifier
Atmosphere Supply/ Control System
Fault Identifier






















FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
LS-6 Life Support and Protective Systems
MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle-Sortie, limited duration
EXPERIMENT:
11.0 EVA Suit and Biopack
H-383
Page Intentionally Left Blank
FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences
EWERIMENT:
11.0 EVA Suit and Biopack
SERIES LS-6
PACE A-ll. 0-04-1
FPE/ SUBGROUP: LS-6 Life Support and Protective Systems
MISSION. MODE: A
\BASIC FUNCTION:
 04 Experiment Setup










Remove test suit from storage
Inspect suit
Apply sensors to self
Apply sensors to manikin
Don test suit
Put test suit on manikin



































































EVA Suit Installer .
ii ii it
EVA Suit Umbilical Connector
















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE:







11.0 EVA Suit and Biopack [BASIC FUNCTION:









Connect test suit to data monitoring
Remove biopack from storage
Don biopack
Check out suit and biopack
performance (self)


























































































EVA Suit Cable Connector
it ii ii
















































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES LS-6PAGE-H-i i , 0-04-3
DISCIPLINE:
 Life Sciences -\FPE/ SUBGROUP: LS-6 Life Support and Protective Systems
EWERIMENT.;: . . . MISSION MODE: A
11.0 EVA Suit and Biopack \BASIC FUNCTION.: 94 Experiment Setup




! • • •



























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES LS-6PACE A-ll. 0-05-1
DISCIPLINE.- aft sciences \ FPE/SUBGROUP : LS-6 Life Support and Protective Systems
EXPERIMENT: . . . ' ' • MISSION MODE: A






Remove suit and biopack (self)
Remove suit and biopack from
manikin




















































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE:
 Life Sciences FPE/SUBCROUP: LS-6 Life Support and Protective
EXPERIMENT:
•





Perform tasks in suit and biopack:
(Note: Task-skill determination
is based on performance of a
representative selection of crew
functions with a hypothetical "EVA
Test Assembly" similar to the































































































SERIES LS-6 . . . '
PACE A-ll. 0-06-1
Systems























































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences
EXPERIMENT:
11.0 EVA Suit and Biopack









Monitor suit and biopack data
return






















































































i t i t i i
Installer
ii
Human Subject Status Monitor
it ii t ii
!l II II II
I I I I I I I I























































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK,i I I <-* SERIES LS-6JLLO PAGE A-ll. 0-06-3
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences FPE/ SUBGROUP: LS-6 Life Support and Protective Systems
EXPERIMENT: _ • . . . HISS ION MODE: • A



































































BASIC FUNCTION: 06 Experiment Conduct
TASK - SKILL ' . •
TITLE
EVA Suit Research Debriefing
Communicator


















EVA Suit Research Data Evaluator
it ii it H '!
it it it ii n
Biopack Research Data Evaluator
n n " ii



















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences \FPE/ SUBGROUP: LS-6 Life Support and Protective
E^ERimUT :







Interface with ground personnel
Access/egress through airlock



























































































Airlock Inside Hatch Opener
Spacecraft Airlock
ii it






Airlock Inside Hatch Closer
Airlock Depressurization Actuator






































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES LS-6PAGE A-ll. 0-06-5
DISCIPLINE.- Life Sciences \FPE/SUBGROUP: LS-6 Life Support and Protective Systems
EXPERIMENT: . . : . . . .
11.0 EVA Suit and Biopack : \BASIC FUNCTION: 06





Retrieve crewman to airlock
Rapidly pressurize airlock



















































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES LS-6R4OTA-11. 0-09-1
DISCIPLINE: -Life Sciences | FPE/SUBGROUP: LS-6 Life Support and Protective Systems
EXPERIMENT: , . MISSION MODE: A
11.0 EVA Suit and Biopack \BASIC FUNCTION: 09 Scheduled Maintenance














































EVA Suit Cleanerii M ii
EVA Suit Module Remover



















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK., 1 if SERIES LS-6JLLo PAGE A-ll. 0-10-1
DISCIPLINE: Life Sciences \FPE/ SUBGROUP: LS^6 Life Support and Protective Systems
EXPERIMENT-: . . ' . MISSION MODE: A




































































EVA Suit Module Remover







EVA Suit Fault Identifier























DEVELOPMENT OF FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK REQUIREMENTS
NASW-2192
FINAL REPORT
VOLUME II - TECHNICAL REPORT
PART II • APPENDIX H: TASK-SKILLS DATA SHEETS
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science and Manufacturing
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
MS-1 Materials Science and Manufacturing In Space




1.2 Metal Foams and Controlled-Density
Materials
1.3 Free Casting of Metals
1.4 Liquid Dispersions
2.0 Crystal Growth
2.1 Crystal Growth from Solution
2.2 Single Crystal Growth from Melts
2.3 Crystal Growth from Vapor
2.4 Supercooling and Homogeneous Nucleation
3.0 Glass Processes





5.0 Physical Properties of Fluids
5.1 Convection
•TITHM
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science and Manufacturing
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
MS-1 Materials Science and Manufacturing In Space





Page Intentionally Left Blank
FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS S£7?IESMS-1PAGE A-l. 1-04-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. | FPE /SUBGROUP :r MS -1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' . MISSION MODE: A
1.1 Metallurgical Processes; Composite Materials \BASIC FUNCTION:


























































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS -IPACE A-l. 1-04-2
DISCIPLINE .-Materials Science S Mfe. I FPE/SUBGROUP.- MS-! Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: .'












































3 . 1 . 04
3 . I . 04
3 . I . 04
3.1.04
4.D.13






2 . D . 2 2










 04 ExTDeriment Setup

















































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SH, , - , o SERIES MS_!U U U O PAGE
 A_1.1_04-3
DISCIPLINE: Material.; Scienrp fi Mfp. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: .











Set up heating equipment
Set up mixing equipment
Set up casting equipment






















































| MISSION MODE: A
BASIC FUNCTION:








Mold Injection System Deployer
Materials Forming Equipment
Depioyer
Liquid Metal Supply System
Deployer
























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS_lFACE A- 1.1 -04-4
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:
























































2 . D . 2 4
2.D.14
2 . D . 2 0
3 . I . 04
3 . 1 . 04
3.1.04
3.1.04








3 . 1 . 04
3 . 1 . 04




















 04 Experiment Setup





























































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SK'i i i p SERIES MS-1JLLO WOT A _i . 1-04-5
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfe. \FPE/SUBGROUP:.m.i , Material* Science S^ManufacturinS-'iiK Space
EXPERIMENT: . MISSION MODE: A
1.1 Metallurgical Processes; Composite Materials











" . ' '
.. • • • i
• 1
Conduct voice conferences with
ground
Set up experiment apparatus
- • . - . • ' • ' • ' i






















































3 . 1 . 04
3 . 1 . 04
2.B.06
3 . 1 . 04
3.1.04
3 . I . 04
3 . I . 04
3.1.04









































n n . 1 1













































: FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK•II -1, C;- . , SERIES MS _!-V'L-Lo . . , , • Mff i A _ 1 . 1 _o4-6
DISCIPLINE: Matprials Science & Mfg. 1 FPE/SUBGROUP:MS-1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
EXPE-WfENT: ' . • • ' . ' < . . • ' . : ' .
1.1 Metallurgical Processes; Composite Materials



















































































' ' . - . MISSION MODE:
 A ' '
BASIC FUNCTION: •
 nA PimterilnOTt Sfitim















Liquid Metal Supply System
Unstower
Furnace Unstower



































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK•ii | c- SERIES MS_iJLLO PAGE A-l. 1-04-7
DISCIPLINE: Mpto-rjal c Srienrfi FT M-fg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-lrMaterials Science & Manufacturing in -Space
EXPERIMENT: \ MISSION MODE: A
1.1 Metallurgical Processes; Composite Materials \BASIC FUNCTION:
























































































































Slip Cast Injection System
Unstower
Slip Cast Injection System
Translocator





VHP Power Unit Unstower
VHP Power Unit Translocator





























F L I G H T E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'1 1 1 r SERIES MS-1JLLO .PAGE A-l. 1-04-8
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science £ Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: M$_I Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:' . MISSION MODE: A





























































2 . D . 2 7
2.F.06
3 . I . 04

































 04 Experiment Setup
TASK - SKILL
TITLE










I I I I I I
II II II
I I I I I I
ii ii n
it ii ii
i t i t i i




































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: MatP-rials Science S Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP:^K_-{ Mat *»riii-l <; .Sc'ip'nce & ManufaCturii
EXPERIMENT:






























































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'| I I (- SERIES MS-1JLLO
 PAGE A-l. 1-04-10
DISCIPLINE :Materlals Science & Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS_! Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' . . ' MISSION -MODE: ^
1.1 Metallurgical Processes; Composite Materials • [BASIC FUNCTION:














































































Liquid Metal Supply System Module
Remover




Mold Injection System Module
Remover
Mold Injection System Module
Installer
Dispersion Control System Module
Remover
































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-l. 1-04-11
0ISCIPLIW?: Mats-Hals Science & Mfg. 1 FPE/SUBGROUP : MS --1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: .














































































































Chill System Module Remover
Chill System Module Installer
Mixing Unit Removerii it it
Mixing Unit Module Removerii - it ii ti
Mixing Unit Installer
ii n H
Mixing Unit Module Installer
n ii H n
Slip Cast Injection System
Remover
Slip Cast Injection System Module
Remover
Slip Cast Injection System
Installer






VHP Power Unit Remover
VHP Power Unit Module Remover
VHP Power Unit Installer





























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1 . ••PAGE A-l . 1-04-12
Z>ISCIPLJ.V£:Matpriais Science & Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . ' / ' , . . ' MISSION MODE: 'A



















































Heat Rejection System Module
Remover
Heat Rejection System Module
Installer
VHP Power Unit Calibrator


















FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-l. 1-05-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science fi Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials-.Science § Manufacturing in; Space
EXPERIMENT:




























































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK' t | | 0 - • - . - . , SERIES MS-10 L-«-P- ' • • • ' • • • • PAGE. k-i. 1-05-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfe. FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: • . ' ' . ' " 1 MISSION MODE: A
1.1 Metallurgical Processes; Composite Materials \BASIC FUNCTION:









































































































Composite Materials Sample '.
Trans locator
Composite Materials Sample Stower
1! . II II II
I I I I I I I t
I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I
Environmental Chamber Stower
H ii n .
M n it
Liquid Metal Supply System Stower
Furnace Stower
Mold Injection System Stower
































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK• 1 1 1 0 SERIES MS-1JLLO PAGE A-l. 1-05-3
DISCIPLINE:
 Mat*-Hal<; Sri«nr.« a Mfg. 1 FPE/SUBGROUP: MS -1 Materials Science & Manufacturing. In Space
EXPERIMENT: : | MISSION MODE: A






















































































































Mixing Unit Removerit it it
Mixing Unit Translocator
•it M ii
Mixing Unit Stowerii n ii
Slip Cast Injection System
Remover
Slip Cast Injection System
Translocator






























; Science & Mfg. IFPE/SUBGROVP: j^x Materials Science &
SERIES MS-1
PAGE A-l.1-Q5-4
DISCIPLINE: Materials U & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' ' | MISSION MODE: A
. 1.1 Metallurgical Processes; Composite Materials BASIC FUNCTION:


































VHP Power Unit Remover
VHP Power Unit Translocator -
VHP Power Unit Stower





























































Composite Materials Data Recorder






































DISCIPLINE: Materials Science 5 Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP:
 Mq_1 Material* Science S MamifactUl
EXPERIMENT:














































































































Jine in SpaceMISSION MODE: A
BASIC FUNCTION:





ii i i 11









Liquid Metal Supply System
Cleaner
Liquid Metal Supply System
Cleaner
Liquid Metal Supply System >
Cleaner
Liquid Metal Supply System
Cleaner
Liquid Metal Supply System
Cleaner








Mold Injection System Cleaner
n ti n n
M n i i it




























 FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS_!PAGE A-l . 1-05-6
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. | FPE/SUBCROUP: MS -1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' . . ' ' . • -: ' ' " . .. . MISSION MODE:. A
1.1 Metallurgical Processes; Composite Materials \BASIC FUNCTION:










































































































"TASK - SKILL ' '
TITLE
Mold Injection System Cleanerii n it ii
Dispersion Control System Cleaner
II t l
II . . II
II II
II I t































































DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MR-V Materials Science fi 'Manufactui
EXPERIMENT: • ' ' • ' • •






























































































Liquid Metal Supply System
Cleaner
Furnace Cleaner
Mold Injection System Cleaner












































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-l. 1-05-8 :
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. 1 FPE/ SUBGROUP:
 MS_-, Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' • • • • ' : ' . . MISSION MODE: A
1.1 Metallurgical Processes; composite Materials \BASIC FUNCTION:




















































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SK M i r - SERIES MS.!vILLO PAGE A.LL06-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfe. \FPE/SUBGROUP; MS-1 Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: | MISSION MODE: . A























































































Liquid Metal Supply System
Operation Monitor










Furnace Operation Monitorii ii it
Mold Injection System Operation
Monitor
























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-l. 1-06-2 _
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP,: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing, in Space
EXPERIMENT: . • . ' MISSION MODE: &









































































3 . I . 04
3.1.04
3.1.04

















TITLE . ' '
Chill System Operation Monitor
II II II • : II




Slip Cast Injection System
Operation Monitor




VHP Power Unit Operation Monitorii n n n n
Computer Unit Operation Monitor
n n n ii
Heat Rejection System Operation
Monitor


































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-l. 1-06-3
DISCIPLINE: Material <; Srifinr.fi R Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science 8 Manufacturing in Snace
EXPERIMENT: ; . MISSION MODE: A
1.1 Metallurgical Processes; Composite Materials \BASIC FUNCTION:























































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS




f ine* in RpacpMISSION MODE: \

























































3 . I . 04




























































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1 •= 'PAGE A-l. 1-06-5
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science 5 Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:























































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PACE
 A_T T.nf t - f i
DISCIPLINE.; Materials Science & Mfg. | FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . .








Photograph metal lographic sections


































































3 . 1 . 04
3 . 1 . 04








































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfe. I FPE/SVBGROVP : MS-1 Materials Science & Manufactui
EXPERIMENT: • ... • . ' • • .
1.1 Metallurgical Processes; Composite Materials






Enlarge portions of metal lographic
photographs
, TV transmit enlarged photos





















































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS










































































BASIC FUNCTION: Q6 Experiment Conduct











































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SKILLS SERIES MSJ.PAGE A-!. 1-06-9
DISCIPLINE1:
 Ma i-P-H a I* Science S Mfp. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS -1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: '






















































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-l. 1-06-10
DISCIPLINE; Materials Science $ Mfg. :\FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . . . . . : . .

















































3 . I . 04
3.1.04
3.1.04
3 . I . 04


































































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SK'1| | r- SERIES MS-1 ,JLLo WOT.
 A_!. 1.Q6-11
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . | MISSION MODE: A



































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS .SERIES MS_-| . . . • .PAGE A- 1.1-09-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science 8 Mf e.' \ FPE / SUBGROUP. -^S- 1 Materials Science 8 Manufacturing in Space .
EXPERIMENT: .- . ' • , MISSION MODE: A






















































































































n ; M it
it ii n
it it n
Liquid Metal Supply System
Cleaner
Liquid Metal Supply System
Cleaner
Liquid Metal Supply System
Cleaner
Liquid Metal Supply System
Cleaner
Liquid Metal Supply System
Cleaner


































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-l. 1-09-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:







































































































BASIC FUNCTION: Q9 Scheduled Maintenance
TASK -SKILL . .
TITLE
Mold Injection System Cleaner
n it n ii
ti n it n
n ii it it
ii it n n






























































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A- 1.1 -09-3
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science 5 Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space,
EXPERIMENT:, . ' . . lujSSION MODE: A.






























































2 . D . 2 7
2.C.14

















i t i t i t
i i i t i i
ii i t i i
Environmental Chamber Cleaner
Liquid Metal Supply System
Cleaner
Furnace Cleaner
Mold Injection System Cleaner






































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SKILLS SERIES |^^  -jPAGE A-1.1-09-4
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: •






' . • --
:

















































































































Liquid Metal Supply System
Disassembler






















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES . MS-1PAGE A-l. 1-09-5
DISCIPLINE .-Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-^1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: • . . •' . .











































































 09 Scheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Liquid Metal Supply System Module
Remover
























Mold Injection System Assembler
Mold Injection System Module
Remover






















FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A- 1.1 -09-6
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: , .

































































































Dispersion Control System Module
Remover




Chill System Module Remover




' 11 tl fl
Mixing Unit Module Removerii H ii H
Mixing Unit Module Installer
M H ii ii
Slip Cast injection System
Disassembler
Slip Cast Injection System
Assembler
Slip Cast Injection System Module
Remover





























; Science 5 Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP :m-I Materials Science S
SERIES MS-!
PAGE A-1.1-09-7
DISCIPLINE: Materials §   Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: \ : . ~ ' ~ '. : | MISSION MODE: A
1.1 Metallurgical Processes; Composite Materials \BASIC- FUNCTION:





































































VHP Power Unit Disassembler
VHF Power Unit Assembler
VHP Power Unit Module Remover





Heat Rejection. System Disassemblei
Heat Rejection System Assembler
Heat Rejection System Module
Remover





























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'.I 1 <- SERIES -M S_iJLLO PAGE A-l. 1-10-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfe. 1 FPE/SUBGROUP: MS^l Materials Science 6 Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: .- | MISS ION MODE : A


























































































Materials Science C/D Equipment
Disassembler
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Assembler
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Module Remover








































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS -IPAGE A-l. 1-10-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. | FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . MISSION MODE: A










































































Liquid Metal Supply System
Disassembler
Liquid Metal Supply System
Assembler
Liquid Metal Supply System Module
Remover









































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK•| 1 I r> SERIES MS-1JLLO PAGE A-l. 1-10-3
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Mfe. in Space
EXPERIMENT: \ MISSION MODE: A


































































































Mold Injection System Assembler
Mold Injection System Module
Remover






Dispersion Control System Module
Remover




Chill System Module Remover




i t i t t i
Mixing Unit Module Remover
i i i t i t . 1 1
Mixing Unit Module Installer
it it n it
Slip Cast Injection System
Disassembler


























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS_TPAGE
 A-l:l-ie*4
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfe. \FPE /SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Mfg. in Space
 ; -.,
EXPERIMENT: .. • . MISSION MODE: A





























































2 . D . 2 2
2 .D .22













2 . D . 2 7
2 . D . 2 7
2 .D.27







Slip Cast Injection System Module
Remover






VHP Power Unit Disassembler
VHP Power Unit Assembler
VHP Power Unit Module Remover







Heat Rejection System Assembler
Heat Rejection System Module
Remover


































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK• ii 1 <~ SERIES MS-1JLLO PAGE A-l. 1-10-5
DISCIPLINE; Materials Science $ Mfe. FPE/SUBCROUP : MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Spar*
EXPERIMENT; . . . | MISSION MODE: A


























































































Liquid Metal Supply System Fault
Identifier
Liquid Metal Supply System Fault
Identifier
Liquid Metal Supply System
Repairer
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Fault Identifier
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Fault Identifier
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Repairer
Atmosphere Supply/ Control System
Fault Identifier
Atmosphere Supply/ Control System
Fault Identifier























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE^- 1,1 -10-6
DISCIPLINE: Material.; Sri mirfi ft Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP:
 MS_! Materials Science & Manufacturing in -Space. _. L. . . :.
EXPERIMENT: . . ' ' - »ISS-ICW MOVE: A
1.1 Metallurgical Processing; Composite Materials \BASIC FUNCTION:
 10 unscheduled Maintenance .
































































































Mold Injection System Fault
Identifier
Mold Injection System Fault
Identifier
Mold Injection System Repairer
Dispersion Control System Fault
Identifier
Dispersion Control System Fault
Identifier
Dispersion Control System Repairei
Chill System Fault Identifier










Slip Cast Injection System Fault
Identifier
Slip Cast Injection System Fault
Identifier




























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-l. 1-10-7
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:








































































VHP Power Unit Fault Identifier
11 11 it i i ii





Heat Rejection System Fault
Identifier
Heat Rejection System Fault
Identifier



























Page Intentionally Left Blank
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science and Manufacturing
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE) :
MS-1 Materials Science and Manufacturing In Space
MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle-Sortie,:limited duration
EXPERIMENT:
1.0 Metallurgical Processes
1.2 Metal Foams and Controlled-Density
Materials
H-445
Page Intentionally Left Blank
FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS_!PAGE
 A- 1.2 -04-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. 1 FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-I Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT.-






Set up specific apparatus configura-
tions


















































































H i i it
it H it

























































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK' M i r * SERIES Ms,-lJLLo PAGE
 A-li 2-04-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science £ Mfg. \FPE/SUBGFtOUP:
 MS_-, Materials Science fi Manufacturi™ in Snare
EXPERIMENT:


























































































2 . D . 2 2
2 . D . 2 2
2 . D . 2 2
2.D.52
2 .D .52
2 . D . 5 2
2.B.06
4.D.14















. | MISSION MO'DE:. A
BASIC FUNCTION:


























VHF Power Unit Unstower
VHP Power Unit Translocator
VHF Power Unit Installer
Computer Unstower

































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TAS'K-SK•1 I 1 O SERIES MS-1k l L L o PAGE A-l. 2-04-3
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/SVBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT.- ^



































































































Metal Foam Sample Unstower
Metal Foam Sample Translocator
Metal Foam Sample Installer
Radio Communicator




Metal Foam Sample Remover
it it n ii
ii it ii n
11 »l II H
Metal Foam Sample Installer
n n,, n "
n n n ii






























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Matft'ri al <;• Sr.ience fi Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science S Manufactu:
EXPERIMENT:







































































PAGE A- 1.2 -04 -4
Eing in SpaceMISSION MODE: A
BASIC FUNCTION:
 04 Experiment Setup








Liquid Metal Supply System Module
Remover


















Mold Injection System Module
Remover
Mold Injection System Module
Installer




















FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SK i I I r* SERIES MS-1JLLO PAGE A.J. 2-04-5
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science FT Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS_-| Materials Science PT Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: i, 2 Metallurgical Processes; Metal Foams £ Mission MODE.- A






































































































BASIC FUNCTION: Q4 Experiment Setup
TASK - SKILL
TITLE


















Chill System Module Remover
Chill System Module Installer
TV Camera Remover
TV Camera Installer
TV Camera Module Remover
TV. Camera Module Installer






























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS •SERIES MS-1PAGE A-l. 2-04-6
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science £ Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: 1.2 Metallurgical Processes; Metal Foams ^
Controlled-Density Materials


































































2 . D . 2 2
2 .D .22



















BASIC FUNCTION :ad FxTieriment Setun
. 'TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Mixing Unit Module Remover
it it n ii
i t t i t i n







VHP Power Unit Remover
VHP Power Unit Installer
VHP Power Unit Module Remover





VHP Power Unit Calibrator

























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: j^S-1 Materials Science & Mamifactu
EXPERIMENT.- 1.2 Metallurgical Processes; Metal Foams £
Controlled-Density Materials




































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-l . 2-05-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science $ Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: 1.2 Metallurgical Processes; Metal Foams $












































































































Mold Injection System Stower
















































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg.
SERIES MS-1
PAGE A-l. 2-05-2
FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space























































































2 .D . 22
2 .D.22















































VHP Power Unit Stower
VHP Power Unit Translocator
VHP Power Unit Remover
Computer Stower


































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A- 1.2-05-3
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. 1 FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT.- 1.2 Metallurgical Processes; Metal Foams t,









































































































Environmental Chamber Cleaner .
11 11 n
it i i ii
Liquid Metal Supply System Cleaner
Furnace- Cleaner
Mold Injection System Cleaner





































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES. MS-1PAGE A- 1.0- 05- 4
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. | FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space










Communicate experiment results to
earth


























































Liquid Metal Supply System Cleaner
Furnace Cleaner
Mold Injection System Cleaner
Dispersion Control System Cleaner
Radio Communicator . .
t i t i
Film Developer

















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK-| | | C* SERIES MS-1ULLO PAGE A- 1.2-06-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science $ Mfg. | FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT.- 1 . 2 Metallurgical Processes; Metal Foams MISSION MODE: A




















































































Materials Science C/D Equipment
Control Actuator










Liquid Metal Supply System
Operation Monitor
Liquid Metal Supply System
Operation Monitor
Atmosphere Supply/ Control System
Operation Monitor





















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK• i i 1 o SERIES MS-1JLLO PAGE A-l. 2-06-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science 8 Mfg. 1 FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space





























































































| MISSION MODE: A
BASIC FUNCTION:







Mold Injection System Operation.
Monitor






Chill System Operation Monitor
ii it it ii
Mixing Unit Operation Monitor
ii ii ii it
it ii ii ii
ii it • ti ti
Vibrator Operation Monitor
ii it ii
VHP PoWer Unit Operation Monitor
ii M n it ii
.Computer Operation Monitor
n n n
Heat Rejection System Operation
Monitor

























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-l. 2-06-3
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space ..
EXPERIMENT: 1 . 2 Metallurgical Processes; Metal Foams . . . MISSION MODE: A







































































































Dispersion Control System Control
Actuator




















FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS_lPAGE A-l. 2-06-4
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. 1 FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: 1.2 Metallurgical Processes; Metal Foams
and Controlled-Density Materials























































































Dispersion Control System Control
Actuator
Dispersion Control System Control
Actuator
Mixing Unit Control Actuator
i i i t i i
n ii ii








Liquid Metal Supply System Control
Actuator
Liquid Metal Supply System Control
Actuator
Liquid Metal Supply System Control
Actuator










Mold Injection System Control
Actuator






















FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-l. 2-06-5
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science .§ Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: 1.2 Metallurgical Processes; Metal Foams

























































































- SKILL • • • • ' .
TITLE
Mold Injection System Control
Actuator
Mold Injection System Control
Actuator














VHP Power Unit Control Actuator
n it n
ii n it




Heat Rejection System Control
Actuator
Heat Rejection System Control
Actuator
Heat Rejection System Control
Actuator
Heat Rejection System Control
Actuator
Metal Foam Structure Determiner























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'|| j <- SERIES MS_!UL.l-0 PAGE
 A_-! .2-06-6 '
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg:. \FPE /SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science ^ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: 1.2 Metallurgical Processes; Metal Foams MISSION MODE: A
and Controlled-Density Materials









Prepare metal lographic sections
Conduct "physical testing" of
samples







































































 06 Experiment Conduct
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Metal Foam Structure Determiner
Metal Foam Structure Analyzer
n it it ii







Metal Foam Structure Evaluatori i i i i i . 1 1
it it it ti
Metal Foam Structure Analyzerit t i i i t i
ti i t i t i t
Metal Foam Structures Test Report
Preparer
Metal Foam Structures Test Report
Preparer
Metal Foam Structures Test Report
Preparer





















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'I 1 I r> SERIES MS-1^'l-Lo PAGE A-l. 2-06-7
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space

































































3 . 1 . 04























 0(, Experiment Conduct
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Metal Foam Structures Test Report
Preparer
Metal Foam Structures Test Report
Preparer
Metal Foam Structures Test Report
Preparer
Metal Foam Structures Test Report
Preparer
Metal Foam Structures Test Report
Preparer
Metal Foam Structures Test Report
Preparer
Metal Foam Research Planner
1! tl It II
II II II II
Metal Foam Research Planner
i i i i i t i i
i i i i i i i i
i i i i i i i i
M it it ii
i t i t i t i t
it ti ti M
ii i t i t t i
i i i t i t t i






















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-l . 2-06-8
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. | FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: 1.2 Metallurgical Processes; Metal Foams '
 : MISSION MODE: A :
and Controlled-Density Materials - \BASIC FUNCTION: 06 Experiment Conduct







































































































TASK - SKILL .
TITLE















































































F L I G H T E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK>, i ,1. r SERIES MS-1uLLo PACE A-l. 2-06-9
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: 1.2 ' Metallurgical Processes; Metal Foams -MISSION MODE: A










Operate measuring, recording and




































































































BASIC FUNCTION: 06 Experiment Conduct
TASK -SKILL
TITLE
Metal Foam Research Planner
11 it it it
ii it n it
11 11 it n
n n n n
1 1 1 1 n "
n it n n
n n. n n
n n n n
n n n n
11 n n ii
n n n n
ii n n n
n n n 11
n n n n
11 ii ii it
n n n n
n n it . n
n 11 n n
n n n n
n 11 n n
Metal Foam Research Evaluator
it 11 , n . it





























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK' . 1 1 0 SERIES MS-1^LLvJ PACE A-l. 2-06-10
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science $ Mfg. | FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPEPIMNT:. i.2 Metallurgical Processes; Metal Foams . MISSION MODE: A


























 06 Experiment Conduct













FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-l. 2-09-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:








































































































 09 Scheduled Maintenance










Liquid Metal Supply System
Cleaner
Liquid Metal Supply System
Cleaner
















































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SK• ii i o SERIES MS-1JLLO PAGE A-l. 2-09-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science $ Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS_i Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:
 1>2 Metallurgical Processes; Metal Foams £ , MISSION MODE: A
Controlled-Density Materials •






































































































Liquid Metal Supply System
Cleaner
Furnace Cleaner
Mold Injection System Cleaner


































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A- 1.2 -09 -3
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. 1 FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space



















































































































Liquid Metal Supply System
Disassembler
Liquid Metal Supply System
Assembler






















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-l. 2-09-4
DISCIPLINE: Materials Sci^nrp & Mfg. JFPE/SUBGflOl/P; MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Soace
EXPERIMENT:
 T 2 Metallurgical Processes: Metal Foams & ' : • > . ' MISSION MODE: A
Controlled-Density Materials \BASIC FUNCTION: 09 Scheduled Maintenance _


































































































Mold Injection System Disassemble]
Mold Injection System Assembler
Mold Injection System Module
Remover
























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-l. 2-09-5
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science 5 Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Scace
EXPERIMENT: 1 . 2 Metallurgical Processes: Metal Foams 8 . . MISSION MODE: A






















































































2 . D . 2 2
2 . D . 2 2
2.D.22
2 . D . 5 2
2 .D .52
2 .D .52






















Dispersion Control System Module
Remover




Chill System Module Remover
Chill System Module Installer
Mixing Unit Disassemblerii ii i
Mixing Unit Assemblerit M ii
Mixing Unit Module RemoverM ii M t i





VHP Power Unit Disassembler
VHP Power Unit Assembler
VHP Power Unit Module Remover





































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS






FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space







































































BASIC FUNCTION: Q9 Scheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Heat Rejection System Assembler
Heat Rejection System Module
Remover












Mixing Unit Module Remover
























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'I. 1 0 SERIES MS-1^•LLO PAGE A-l . 2-10-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science $ Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP:
 MS_! Matfir iaK 'SriPTirp' f=T Manufactur ing in Spar*
EXPERIMENT: 1 . 2 . Metallurgical Processes; Metal Foams . &'= . MISSION WDE: A
























































































Materials Science C/D Equipment
Disassembler
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Assembler
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Module Remover








































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-l. 2-10-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science £ Mfg. | FPE/SUBGROUP: MS - 1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space


















































































Liquid Metal Supply System
Disassembler
Liquid Metal Supply System
Assembler
Liquid Metal Supply System Module
Remover









































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-l.2-10-3
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. 1 FPE/SUBGROUP: MS- 1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:



















































































2 . D . 2 2
2 .D .22












 10 Unscheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Mold Injection System Disassemblei
Mold Injection System Assembler
Mold Injection System Module
Remover






Dispersion Control System Module
Remover




Chill System Module Remover




.11 ' ii u
Mixing Unit Module Remover
M n ii ii
Mixing Unit Module Installer































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK, I, . r SERIES MS-1uLLo PAGE A-l. 2-10-4
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS -1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in J5p ace
EXPERIMENT: ^





































































































 n u^^^n ^ Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
VHP Power Unit Disassembler
VHP Power Unit Assembler
VHP Power Unit Module Remover







Heat Rejection System Assembler
Heat Rejection System Module
Remover












Mixing Unit Module Remover
Mixing Unit Module Installer
TV Camera Disassembler
TV Camera Assembler
TV Camera Module Remover



























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASKrSK-I | | 0 . SERIES MS-1^L-L-O
 PAGE A_ 1 > 2-10-5
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space























































































i t i t i t
ii it ii
Liquid Metal Supply System Fault
Identifier
Liquid Metal Supply System Fault
Identifier .
Liquid Metal Supply System
Repairer
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Fault Identifier
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Fault Identifier
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Repairer



























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1P/OTA-I. 2-10-6
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. 1 FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS - 1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: 1.2 Metallurgical Processes; Metal Foams & MISSION MODE: A
Controlled-Density Materials '\BASIC FUNCTION:










































































































Mold Injection System Fault
Identifier
Mold Injection System Fault
Identifier
Mold Injection System Repairer
Dispersion Control System Fault
Identifier
Dispersion Control System Fault
Identifier
Dispersion Control System .
Repairer
Chill System Fault Identifier
it ti .... ii i i
Chill System Repairer
Mixing Unit Fault








































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-l. 2-10-7
DISCIPLINE: .Materials Science $ Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP:MS-l Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: 1.2 Metallurgical Processes; Metal Foams §• :- , MISSION MODE: A
Control led -Density Materials \ (BASIC FUNCTION:
















































. 2 .D . .22
2 . D . 5 2
4 . C . 0 2









2 . D . 2 7
4 .C .02
4 .C.07









VHP Power Unit Fault Identifier
t i i i i t i i i t
VHP Power Unit Repairer
TV Camera Fault Indentifier
M ii ii i i
Computer Fault Identifierii ii
Computer Repairer
i t
Heat Rejection System Fault
Identifier
Heat Rejection System Fault
Identifier





























DISCIPLINE: Materials Science and Manufacturing
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE): ' '
MS-1 Materials Science and Manufacturing In Space
MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle-Sortie, limited duration
EXPERIMENT:
1.0 Metallurgical Processes
1.3 Free Casting of Metals
H-481
Page Intentionally Left Blank
FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-1.3-04-T
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. I FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . ' ' . MISSION MODE: A
1.3 Metallurgical Processes; Free Casting of Metals \BASIC FUNCTION:







































































Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner



















FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1
™<^A-1. 3-04-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/SUBGPOUP:MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . . MISSION MODE: A
1.3 Metallurgical Processes; Free Casting of Metals \BASIC FUNCTION:
































































Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner



















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK•i 1 | 0 . SERIES MS-1>« LLO PAGE A-l. 3-04-3
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science 8 Mfg. 1 FPE/SUBGROUP:
 MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: • . > . . ' • • • . \MISSION 'MODE: A


























































































Metal Free Casting Research
Planner





Environmental Chamber Unstoweri t i i i t
• it n it
ii H it
Liquid Metal Supply System
Unstower
Computer Unstower













Plasma Beam Unit Unstower
Plasma Beam Unit Translocator

























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS





FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
' MISSION MODE: A


































































2 . D . 2 0
2 . D . 2 0













Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Unstower
Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Translocator
Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Installer
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Unstower
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Translocator
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Installer
Membrane Drawing Tool Unstower
Membrane Drawing Tool
Translocator





































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-i: 3-04-5
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. .\FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:
































































































































11 it M .







t i i i i t i t
VHP Power Unit Unstower
VHP Power Unit Translocator
VHP Power Unit Installer

































F L I G H T E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS_iPAGE A- 1.3 -04 -6
DISCIPLINE :Mater.jais Science & Mfe. \FPE /SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials. Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' .' '
1.3 Metallurgical Processes; Free Casting of Metals











































































































Liquid Metal Supply System Module
Remover
Liquid Metal Supply System Module
Installer





















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'I 1 I C SERIES MS-1k l L L o PAGE A-l. 3-04-7
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science $ Mfg. I FPE/SUBGPOUP.- MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' . . MISSION WDE : A




















































































 04 ExT,eriment Setup
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Control Actuator
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Module Remover











It- . TI ' II II r
Furnace Module Installer







Plasma Beam Unit Remover
Plasma Beam Unit Installer
Plasma Beam Unit Module Remover
Plasma Beam Unit Module Installer
























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-l. 3-04-8
DISCIPLINE-.- Materials Science & Mfg. I FPE/SUBGROl'P: MS-1 Materials Science- § .Manufacturing, in Space
.EXPEDIENT: . ' ' . ••USSION MODE: A
































































2 . D . 2 0




' • TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Dispersion Control System Module
Installer
Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Remover
Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Installer
Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Module Remover
Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Module Installer
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Remover
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Installer
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Module Remover
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Module Installer
Membrane Drawing Tool Remover
Membrane Drawing Tool Installer
Membrane Drawing Tool Module
Remover




Atmosphere Analysis Unit Remover
Atmosphere Analysis Unit
Installer






















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PACE A-l. 3-04-9
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfe. 1 WE/SUBGROUP: MS-! Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPEPDfENT: • MISSION MODE: A

















































































































. TASK - SKILL
TITLE






Chill System Module Remover







TV Camera Module Remover





Mixing Unit Module Remover
II M tl it
Mixing Unit Module Installer




































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A- 1.3 -04 -10
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS -1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
E:<PERIMENT:. - . . . - . MISSION t-KIDE: A
1.3 Metallurgical Processes; Free Casting of Metals . \BASICFUNCTION:


















































































- TASK - SKILL - •
TITLE
VHP Power Unit Remover
VHP Power Unit Installer
VHP Power Unit Module Remover
VHP Power Unit Module Installer
Holographic Device Remover
Holographic Device Installer
Holographic Device Module Remover
Holographic Device Module
Installer
Heat Rejection System Module
Remover






VHP Power Unit Calibrator









Membrane Drawing Tool Calibrator



























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-l. 3-05-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfg. | FPE/ SUBGROUP:- MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPEP.IWNT ': ' - MISSION f-IODE: A

































































































Liquid Metal Supply System
Cleaner











Dispersion Control System Cleaner
i t t i n ii
Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Cleaner
Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Cleaner
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Cleaner

































, FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE
 X-l. 3-05-2
DISCIPLIUE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPEP.IWNT: tflSSiav MODE: A





























































• - N O .













2 . D . 2 4
2 . D . 2 4
2 . D . 3 2
2 . D . 3 2






















n . i i n
n n n
n it n















Plasma Beam Unit Stower
Plasma Beam Unit Translocator
Plasma Beam Unit Remover
Dispersion Control System Stower



























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS , SERIES MS-1PACE A-l. 3-05-3
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S, Mfg. | WE/SUBGROUP.- MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPEPnfENT: MISSION MODE: A






























































































Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Trans locator
Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Remover
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Stower
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Trans locator
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Remover
Membrane Drawing Tool Stower
Membrane Drawing Tool Trans locatoi




Atmosphere Analysis Unit Stower
Atmosphere Analysis Unit
Translocator





































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A- 1.3 -05 -4
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROVP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPEPJWNT: . ' ' • • " " " . .








Communicate experiment results to
earth
























































































BASIC- FUNCTION : 05 Experiment Shutdown
















n n ii M
VHP Power Unit Stower
VHP Power Unit Translocator
VHP Power Unit Remover

































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS




FPE/ SUBGROUP: . MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space




























































































Liquid Metal Supply System Control
Actuator
Liquid Metal Supply System Control
Actuator


































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKMI | o SE.PIFS MS-1JLLO P/IOT A-l. 3-06-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. I FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
fvprDnfEwr.- I VTSSTON A»Dff: A















































































BASIC- FUNCTION: 06 Experiment Conduct
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Plasma Beam Unit Control Actuator
1! II II II M
Dispersion Control System Control
Actuator
Dispersion Control System Control
Actuator
Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Control Actuator
Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Control Actuator
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Control Actuator
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Control Actuator
Membrane Drawing Tool Control
Actuator
Membrane Drawing Tool Control
Actuator
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Control
Actuator
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Control
Actuator
Chill System Control Actuator
H it M M
Camera Control Actuator
H H H
TV Camera Control Actuator





















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PACE A-l. 3-06-3
DISCIPLINE.- Materials Science £ Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space -
E-vTYorifEwr- • ;1.3 Metallurgical Processes; Free Casting of Metals



































































































Heating/Cooling Device , Control
Actuator
VHP Power Unit Control Actuator •
ii it . ii H • . H
Computer Control Actuator
. 1 1 i i i i
Heat Rejection System Control
Actuator






























: FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg.
EvprDT\fENT: ' •
SEF.IES • MS-1 , -
PAGE A-l. 3-06-4
FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space


































































BASIC FWCTIO:-!: 06 Experiment Conduct




Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Operation Observer
Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Operation Observer
Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Operation Observer
Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Operation Observer
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Operation Observer
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Operation Observer
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Operation Observer
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Operation Observer
Membrane Drawing Tool Operation
Observer
Membrane Drawing Tool Operation
Observer
Membrane Drawing Tool Operation
Observer





















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-l. 3-06-5
DISCIPLINE; Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space







• • ' •












































































Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Controller
Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Controller
Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Controller
Liquid Sphere Deployment System '.
Controller
Hollow Bodies Deployment System ;
Controller
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Controller
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Controller
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Controller


























F L I G H T E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS sr.-irs- MS-IPAGE A- 1.3 -06 -6
DISCIPLINED Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE7 SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing . in. Space








Prepare detailed debriefing reports

























































"ISSIOV '•'ODE • A




TV Camera Controli i i t t i Actuatort t
Metal Free Casting Test Report
Preparer
Metal Free Casting Test Report
Preparer
Metal Free Casting Test Report
Preparer
Metal Free Casting Test Report
Preparer
Metal Free Casting Test Report
Preparer
Metal Free Casting Test Report
Preparer
Metal Free Casting Test Report
Preparer
Metal Free Casting Test Report
Preparer






















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PACE A-l. 3-06-7
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science 5 Mfg. 1 FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
EXPEP.IWNT :
















































3 . 1 . 04
2.C.23
2.C.23











BASIC FUNCTION: 06 Experiment Conduct














Metal Free Casting Structure
Determiner
Metal Free Casting Structure
Determiner
Metal Free Casting Structure
Determiner
Metal Free Casting Structure
Analyzer
Metal Free Casting Structure
Analyzer
Metal Free Casting Structure
Analyzer

















F L I G H T E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A -.1.3- 06-8
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \_FPE /SUBGROUP-: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space




























































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PACE A-l. 3-06-9
DISCIPLINE-. Materials Science £ Mfg. \FPE/SUBCROUP: MS-1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
































































BASIC FUNCTION: 06 Experiment Conduct .
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner •
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner



















F L I G H T E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A- 1.3- 06- 10
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science £ Mfg. | FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space

























































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PACE A-l. 3-06-11
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science $ Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space






' • . • •
CREW

























































BASIC FUNCTION: 06 Experiment Conduct
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner •
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
 ;
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner


















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS 5f.~IF5 MS.!R4;
^ A- 1.3- 06-1 2
DISCIPLINE.; Materials Science § Mfg. | FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space




































































Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner .
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner
Metal Free Casting Research
Planner

























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK• M I C * SERIES MS-1^ILLO PACE A- 1.3-06-13
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfe. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPEDIENT: \VTSSTDNManF,- A 1











































































BASIC FUNCTION: 06 Experiment Conduct
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Liquid Metal Supply System
Operation Monitor

















Plasma Beam Unit Operation
Monitor


























F L I G H T E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A- 1.3- 06- 14
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
clyp£ori/r?jT .
1.3. Metallurgical Processes;. Free Casting of Metals


















































2 . D . 4 6
2 .B .06






























MISSION ?-10DE : A
BASIC FUNCTION: 06 Experiment Conduct
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Operation Monitor
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Operation Monitor
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Operation Monitor
Membrane Drawing Tool Operation
Monitor •
Membrane Drawing Tool Operation
Monitor
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Operation
Monitor
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Operation
Monitor
Chill System Operation Monitor
M II T n
Camera Operation Monitor
ii M i t
TV Camera Operation Monitor

































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'1 I I 0 SERIES MS-1v l L L o PACE A-l. 3-06-15
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
EXPEDr\!ENT:









Operate measuring, recording and
























































| MISSION MODE: A





VHP Power Unit Operation Monitor
M ti ii ii ii
Computer Operation Monitor.
II II M
Heat Rejection System Operation
Monitor -
Heat Rejection System Operation
Monitor
Metal Free Casting Research
Evaluator
























F L I G H T E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SEF.IES MS_lP/U7FA-1. 3_09-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfg. \FPE/SUBGHOUP: MS-1 Materials Science S manufacturing in Space
E;<PEP.IWNT: . . | MISSION MODE.- A
























































































BASIC FWICTIO;: : Q9. Scheduled Maintenance
' . TASK - SKILL
TITLE .
Environmental Chamber Cleaner.
i t i t i t
M It It
I I I I I I
I t I I I I
Liquid Metal Supply System
Cleaner






n n n n
Plasma Beam Unit Cleaner
n ii M n
Dispersion Control System Cleaner
ii ii n n
Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Cleaner
Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Cleaner
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Cleaner
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Cleaner
Membrane Drawing Tool Cleaner




























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK I 1 1 O SERIES Mq_1JLLO PACE
 A-1 ,_n q_7
DISCIPLIUE-: Material s Srienre f, Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Matpr ia lq Srif inre FT Maniifartiiri ng in Spar.fi
EXPEDIENT: . . . | MISSION MODE: A
1.3 Metallurgical Processes; Free Casting of Metals






























































































 09 Scheduled Maintenance




Materials Science C/D Equipment
Disassembler
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Assembler
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Module Remover







































? - , . . 'FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: M a t e r i a l s Science fi. Mfg.
EXPEP.P'fEN? : . .
1.3 Metallurgical Processes;
SEPIES . M S - 1
PAGE A-l. 3-09-3
FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space





























































2 . D . 2 4
2 . D . 2 4
2 . D . 2 4
2 . D . 2 4
2.D.18
MISSION MOUE: A
BASIC- FUNCTION: 09 Scheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL -
TITLE
Liquid Metal Supply System
Disassembler
Liquid Metal Supply System
Assembler
Liquid Metal Supply System Module
Remover











































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1W*A-1. 3-09-4
DISCIPLINE: Mats-Hal* Science & Mfg. 1 FPE/SUBGROUP: M.S-1 Materials Science 8 Manufacturing, in Space
EXPERIMENT: - MISSION MODE: A




















































































































Dispersion Control System Module
Remover




Chill System Module Remover





Mixing Unit Module Remover
i t i t i t it
Mixing Unit Module Installer
ii ii .11 it
VHP Power Unit Disassembler
VHP Power Unit Assembler
VHP Power Unit Module Remover





Heat Rejection System ,
 :
Disassembler .
Heat Rejection System Assembler






























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'| | I (~ SEFIES MS-1JLLO pAQE A-l. 3-09-5
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. •[ FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space





















































































BASIC FUNCTION: 09 Scheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE














Atmosphere Analysis Unit Module
Remover




Viewing Device Module Remover







TV Camera Module Remover
























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK--S.K-, , i c* SERIES MS-1vIL-Lo PAGE A-l. 3-09-6
DISCIPLINE.- Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPEVTMENT '• . . MTSSTDN Mnnw. • A











































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK , , . . . , • <-* : &ZIES MS-1JLLO ?.4"r A-l.3-09-7
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science £ Mfg. | FPE/SUBGROUP : MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
:rrp;rp7-'.<J7y7 • • • •' . • '.iTGGTnfJ Mnnf • A































































s/isic FUNCTION: 09 Scheduled Maintenance
r.4S.^  - S.^ ILL
TITLE '
Plasma Beam Unit Disassembler
Plasma Beam Unit Assembler
Plasma Beam .Unit Module Remover
Plasma Beam Unit Module Installer
Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Disassembler
Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Assembler
Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Module Remover
Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Module Installer
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Disassembler '
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Assembler
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Module Remover




Membrane Drawing Tool Assembler
Membrane Drawing Tool Module
Remover




















wFLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK-, , , 0 SERIES MS-1JLLO PACE A-l. 3-10-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science 8 Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science &' Manufacturing in Space
EXPEDIENT: . ' MISSION MODE: A




















































































BASIC FUNCTION: IQ Unscheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Disassembler
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Assembler .
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Module Remover











































F L I G H T E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS.! .. .P^A-1. 3-10-2
DISCIPLINE: .Materials Science S Mfe. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' . ' : •



























































2 . D . 24
2 .D .24
2 . D . 2 4





 10 Unscheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Liquid Metal Supply System
Assembler
Liquid Metal Supply System
Module Remover













































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS





FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science f, Manufacturing in Snace







































































































 10 Unscheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Dispersion Control System Module
Remover




Chill System Module Remover .
Chill System Module Installer
Mixing Unit Disassembler
i t i t t i
Mixing Unit Assembler
it it ti
Mixing Unit Module Remover
it H it it
Mixing Unit Module Installer
ti it H i t
VHP Power Unit Disassembler
VHF Power Unit Assembler
VHP Power Unit Module Remover
VHP Power Unit Module Installer
Atmosphere Analysis Unit
Disassembler
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Assemble!
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Module .
Remover




Viewing Device Module Remover





























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK, I - i r SERIES MS-1^iL.Lo PAGE A-l. 3-10-4
DISCIPLINE.- Materials Science & Mfg. [FPE /SUBGROUP:
 Ms_i Materials Science 8 Manufacturing in Space
EXPER'DIENT: '. . • • \ MISSION I'iODE :. A



















































































2 . D . 2 4
2 . D . 2 4
2 .D .24




























TV Camera Module Remover
TV Camera Module Installer
Holographic Device Disassembler
Holographic Device Assembler














































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK . | | r- SERIES MS-1JLLO PACE A-l. 3-10-5
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP.- MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPER&IENT: MISSION MODE: A



















































































Plasma Beam Unit Disassembler
Plasma Beam Unit Assembler
Plasma Beam Unit Module Remover
Plasma Beam Unit Module Installer
Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Disassembler
Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Assembler
Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Module Remover
Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Module Installer
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Disassembler
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Assembler
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Module Remover
Hollow Bodies .Deployment System
Module Installer
Membrane Drawing Tool Disassemble
Membrane Drawing Tool Assembler























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK' •I | r ><?------ MS-1dl_UO .-. p-- A-l. 3-10-6 :
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science F7 Mfg. FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science f, Manufarturina in Space
EXPEDIENT: ' . . .. . • l-'.ISSION UODE : A •



























































2 . D . 2 7















 1n , l T ,c r h p H , , l*H Main t^annA
7ASK - SKILL
TITLE






Heat Rejection System Disassemble!
Heat Rejection System Assembler
Heat Rejection System Module
Remover





































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK I | | r* SERIES MS-1JLLO PAGE A-l. 3-10-7
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science 5 Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science • &• Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . . •• -. MISSION MODE: A

















































































Liquid Metal Supply System Fault
Identifier
Liquid Metal Supply System Fault
Identifier
Liquid Metal Supply System
Repairer
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Fault Identifier
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Fault Identifier





































F L I G H T E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP:
 MS-1 Materials Science & Manufactu
EXPERIMENT:















































































4 . C . 0 2
4 .D.14
2 . D . 2 7











MISSION MODE: • A
BASIC FUNCTION:
 10 Unscheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL •
TITLE
Dispersion Control System Fault
Identifier
Dispersion Control System Fault
Identifier
Dispersion Control System Repairer
Chill System Fault Identifier










VHP Power Unit Fault Identifier
I I M M I I I I





Heat Rejection System Fault
Identifier
Heat Rejection System Fault
Identifier
































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK•| I I (~ SERIES MS-1J.LLO P/ICFA-1. 3-10-9
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. | FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPEpntENT: . . MISSION MODE: A
1.3 Metallurgical Processes; Free Casting of Metals \BASic FUNCTION: 10 Unscheduled Maintenance






























































































Plasma Beam Unit Fault Identifier
it »i 11 it "
Plasma Beam Unit Repairer
Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Fault Identifier
Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Fault Identifier
Liquid Sphere Deployment System
Repairer
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Fault Identifier
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Fault Identifier
Hollow Bodies Deployment System
Repairer
























F L I G H T E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS




FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing, in Space
1.3 Metallurgical Processes; Free Casting of Metals



































































4 . C . 0 2
2. A. 43
2 .D.56







BASIC FUNCTION.: iQ Unscheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Membrane Drawing Tool Fault
Identifier
Membrane Drawing Tool Repairer
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Fault
Identifier
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Fault
Identifier
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Repairer
Viewing Device Fault Identifier










































DISCIPLINE: Materials Science and Manufacturing
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
MS-1 Materials Science and Manufacturing In Space





Page Intentionally Left Blank
FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-S.K M I 0 SERIES MS_1^ LL-0 ' PACE A-l. 4-04-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials. Science & Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: MISSION t>K>DE: A








Formulate selected materials slip
Store slip in suitable container
Select mold of suitable complexity
Set up experiment apparatus
CREW



















































. N O .


































. TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Liquid Dispersion Research .Planner










Liquid Dispersion Research Planner
II II II M








Liquid Metal Supply System
Unstower



























F L I G H T E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS





































































2 . D . 2 4







2 . D . 2 0





2 . D . 2 1
2 .D.21
2..D.21
2 . D . 2 1
2 . D . 2 1












 04 Experiment Setup








Mold Injection System Unstower





















Slip Cast Injection System
Unstower



























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS ,PAGE A-l. 4-04-3
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EWEP.IMfENT :




































































































 n4 p.YT,fiTi merit Setllp
TASK - SKILL
TITLE





VHP Power Unit Unstower
VHP Power Unit Translocator
VHP Power Unit Installer
Computer Unstower

























































F L I G H T E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES M S_VPAGE- A _ 1.4 -04 -4
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science* F, Mfg. 1 FPE/SUBCROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' ' . ' ' ' • • :
1.4. Metallurgical Processes; Liquid Dispersions




























































2 . D . 2 4
2 . D . 2 4
2 . D . 2 4























Liquid Metal Supply System Module
Remover

















t i i t M
Furnace Module Installer
1! II i i
Mold Injection System Module
Remover





















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK 1 | j <~ SERIES MS-!JLLO
 PACE A-l. 4-04-5
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . . MISSION MODE: A
































































































 04 Experiment Setup
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Dispersion Control System Module
Remover


















Chill System Module Remover
Chill System Module Installer
TV Camera Remover
TV Camera Installer
TV Camera Module Remover





























F L I G H T E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'. I 1 o . SERIES MS-1JLLO P^A-I.4-0'4-6
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science $ Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
E'fPE 'P.I MEH?: ] MISSION 'MODE: A






































































2 . D . 2 2
2 .D.22
2 . D . 2 2
2 .D .22
2 .D.52



















 04 Experiment Setup
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Mixing Unit Module Remover
n M n n
n n n ii
Mixing Unit Module Installer
n n ii M





VHP Power Unit Remover
VHP Power Unit Installer
VHP Power Unit Module Remover
VHP Power Unit Module Installer
Slip Cast Injection System Removei
Slip Cast Injection System
Installer
Slip Cast Injection System Module
Remover






VHP Power Unit Calibrator



























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK • i i 0 SERIES MS-1^LLo pACE A-l. 4-05-1
DISCIPLINE wate-riais Science & Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
EXPEPD1ENT : . . . MISSION MODE: A































































3 . 1 . 04
2.C.24
2.D.19





























 04 Experiment Shutdown
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Metal Slip Casting Remover
11 11 11 n
M n 11 "
Immiscible System Casting Remover
n n n M
II II 11 M
Metal Slip Casting Stower
n ti ii it
Immiscible System Casting Stower
M it n ti
Environmental Chamber Cleaner
n n n
M II . II




































F L I G H T E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SEPIESMS-lPAGEH-i . 4-05-2
DISCIPLIUE: Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/SU3GPOUP.:-ns-l Materials Science & Manufacturing in Soace
EXPERBIENT: ' • . ' ' ' • ' ' - . ' ' •








Communicate experiment results to
earth











































2 . D . 2 1
2 .D.21


























Slip Cast Injection System
Cleaner





Liquid Metal Supply System
Cleaner
Furnace Cleaner
Mold Injection System Cleaner
Dispersion Control System Cleaner
Radio Communicatori i i i






















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg.
EXPEPBfENT:
FPE/SUBGROUP:
 m_i Materials Science & Manufactu








Thoroughly mix material slip
Force slip into mold











































































Materials Slip Mixing Controller
ii ii it ii
n ti it ii
it n n n
n ii n ii
Slip Cast Injection System
Controller
Slip Cast Injection System
Controller
Slip Cast Injection System
Controller
Slip Cast Injection System
Controller






























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SH, 1 I 1 c* . SERIES /MS-1JLLo PAGE
 A _ l t 4_0 6_2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfg. \FPE/SUBCROUP.-. MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' '










Strain (drain) excess slip from mold
Dry the completed cast
Determine suitable drying time
Insert immiscible system mixtures
into mold























































3 . 1 . 04
2 . C . 2 3









2 . D . 2 4
2 . D . 2 4
2 .C .24
3 . 1 . 04
2 . B . 0 6
2 . D . 2 4
2 . D . 2 4















 06 Experiment Conduct
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Materials Slip Excess Remover
n n n n
ii n n n
Materials Slip Drying Observer
n n n n
Liquid Dispersion Research Plannei
n ii n it
n ii n n
Mold Injection System Controller
n n M n
n n n n
„
Liquid Dispersion Research Planner
n it it n
n it M n
Furnace Control Actuatorit i t n ti
n i t n f t

























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PACE A- 1.4-06-3
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. 1 FPE/ SUBGROUP:
 MS-1 Materials Science 5 Manufacturing in Snace
EWERIMENT:





































































MISSION MODE: . A
BASIC FUNCTION: Q6 Experiment Conduct
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Dispersion Control System Control
Actuator
Dispersion Control System Control
Actuator
Dispersion Control System Control
Actuator
Dispersion Control System Control
Actuator
Dispersion Control System Control
Actuator






































F L I G H T E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science $ Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS _i Mats-Hals Science S Manufactui
E'fPEP.I^HT: • ' • • • • . • • • •
1.4 Metallurgical Processes; Liquid Dispersions \BASIC FUNCTION: 06
















































































































t i i t
i t i t
Liquid Dispersion
i t i i
t i t i













































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PACE A-l. 4-06-5
DISCIPLINE.- Materials Science 8 Mfg. '\FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials .Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:

























































































2 . D . 2 2
2 .D.25
















I I I I
II . II
II II
I I I I
I I I I
II . II
I I I t
II II





I I I I
I I I I
I I I t
Liquid Dispersion
ii M




i t i i
it ii
Research Planner
i t i i
M it
i t t i
i i i i
it M





i t t i







i i i i -
ii n
n ii
i i i t
i t t l






























F L I G H T E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-l. 4-06-6
DISCIPLINE:- Materials Science & Mfg. | FPE/SUBGROL'P: MS-1 .Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
F'r'PZfcjVEy,^: . . • . •















































































































i i t i







i t i i
n M
n n




i t t i
n ii




I I I I
I I I I
I t I I
I I I I
I I I I
I t I I
M It
II I t
I I I I
I t I I
t t I I
I I I I
I I I I
I I I I
I I I I
I I I I
I I t t



































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK, , , , <-. . SE7?i£S MS-1JLLO PACE A-l. 4-06-7
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
EXPEPIWNT: . MISSION MODE: A


















































































B/1SIC FUNCTION: 06 Experiment Conduct
TASK - SKILL .'
rmff
Liquid Metal Supply System
Operation Monitor













Mold Injection System Operation
Monitor






Chill System Operation Monitor
ii ii ii ii
Mixing Unit Operation Monitor
it M ii it





















F L I G H T E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SHft i I c SEPJES MS-1ylLLo .
 PAGF A- 1.4 -06-8
DISCIPLINE. : Materials Science 8, Mfg. .FPE/SUBCROUP.-
 Ms_i Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space
EXPEDIENT: '
. |. \TSSiaV MODE: A










Operate measuring, recording and








































• •• NO. : '









2 . D . 5 0
3.1.04
3.1.04
2 . C-. 23
2 . C . 2 4
4.A.01













VHP Power Unit Operation Monitor
11 11 it 11 H
Computer Operation Monitor
it ii n
Heat Rejection System Operation
Monitor •
Heat Rejection System Operation
Monitor
Slip Cast Injection System
Operation Monitor






























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-l. 4-06-9
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. I FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 ' Materials Science 8 Manufacturing- in Space
EXPEP.niENT:

































- > FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS ; SERIES. MS-1. .PAGE A- 1.4-09-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § 'Manufacturing in Space
rYpFBTWfl?'- ' • • ' " • ' ' '
1.4 Metallurgical Processes; Liquid Dispersions




• ' DE SCRIPT 10'-} • • .





























































2 . C . 2 4
2 . D . 2 4
2 . D . 2 4
2 . D . 2 3




2 . C , 2 3
2 . C . 2 4
2 . D . 19


























Liquid Metal Supply System
Cleaner






Mold Injection System. Cleaner
n . M ii it
Dispersion Control System Cleaner




































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK, 1 , i r SERIES MS-1JLL-O
 PAGE A-l. 4-09-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science $ Mfg. FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' MISSION MODE: A
1.4 Metallurgical Processes; Liquid Dispersions







































































2 . C . 2 2
-1
-2
BASIC FUNCTION: 09 Scheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Slip Cast Injection System
Cleaner
Slip Cast Injection System
Cleaner












Liquid Metal Supply System
Cleaner
Furnace Cleaner
Mold Injection System Cleaner






























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK, 1 I j (*. : 5E./?I£:5 .MS-1^IL_i -O PAGE A-l.4-09-3
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science 8 Mfe. \FPE /SUBGROUP:
 MS-1 Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT.: . . MISSION MODE: A















































































Materials Science C/D Equipment
Disassembler
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Assembler
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Module Remover




































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS




FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science 8 Manufacturing in Space





































































Liquid Metal Supply System
Disassembler
Liquid Metal Supply System
Assembler
Liquid Metal Supply System
Module Remover


































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-.lPAGE A- 1.4- 09- 5
DISCIPLINE:, Materials Science $ Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . . • ' .

























































2 . D . 2 4














2 . D . 2 7
2 . D . 2 7





















II • M n
Mold Injection System Disassembler
Mold Injection System Assembler
Mold Injection System Module
Remover




Heat Rejection System Assembler
Heat Rejection System Module
Remover
































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg.
E 'XPE 'P.I MENT :
SERIES MS-1
PAGE A- 1.4-09- 6
FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
1.4 Metallurgical Processes; Liquid Dispersions








































Slip Cast Injection System
Disassembler
Slip Cast Injection System
Assembler
Slip Cast Injection System
Module Remover
















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK.. 1 1 n SERIES MS-1vl Ll-O PAGE A-l. 4-10-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/suBGROUP:.yis-i Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: MISSION MODE: A
























































































BASIC FUNCTION: IQ Unscheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL ' .
TITLE
Radio Communicator
i t i t
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Disassembler
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Assembler
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Module Remover








































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PACE A-l. 4-10-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mftr. \FPE/SUBGROUP:. MS-1 Materials. Science $ Manufacturing in Space.
EXPEDIENT: ' • .


















































































Liquid Metal Supply System
Disassembler
Liquid Metal Supply System
Assembler
Liquid Metal Supply System Module
Remover











































F L I G H T E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-l. 4-10-3
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfe. [FPE/SUBGROUP: MS- 1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPEDIENT: • • • • ' • • •
1.4 Metallurgical Processes; Liquid Dispersions
CREW TASK STATE!4ENT





















































































2 . D . 2 2
2 .D.22
















it - M i i
Mold Injection System Disassemble!
Mold Injection System Assembler
Mold Injection System Module
Remover






Dispersion Control System Module
Remover




Chill System Module Remover




i t i t i i
Mixing Unit Module Remover
ii M n t i
Mixing Unit Module Installer































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1R4OTA-1.4-10-4
DISCIPLINE: Materials .Science & Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPEP.DfENT : ' ' , ' '
1.4 Metallurgical Processes; Liquid Dispersions








































































2 . D . 2 7
2 .D .27
2 .D.27













VHP Power Unit Disassembler
VHP Power Unit Assember
VHP Power Unit Module Remover







Heat Rejection System Assembler
Heat Rejection System Module
Remover










Slip Cast Injection System
Disassembler
Slip Cast Injection System
Assembler
























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SH, 1 I 1 c SERIES MS-1^1 LLO
 PAGE A-l. 4-10-5
DISCIPLINE.- Materials Science 8 Mfe. FPE/SUBGPOL'P: MS-1 Materials Science 8 Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . | MISSION MODE: A








































































BASIC FUNCTION: IQ Unscheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL .
TITLE










Environmental Chamber Repairer11 11 11
it it 11
Liquid Metal Supply System Fault
Identifier
Liquid Metal Supply System Fault
Identifier .
Liquid Metal Supply System
Repairer
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Fault Identifier
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Fault Identifier
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DISCIPLINE .-Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:






































































































Mold Injection System Fault
Identifier
Mold Injection System Fault
Identifier
Mold Injection System Repairer
Dispersion Control System Fault
Identifier




Chill System Fault Identifer
ii 11 ii it
Chill System Repairer
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DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials' Science .£ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:
















































































BASIC FUNCTION: IQ Unscheduled Maintenance
' . TASK - SKILL
• TITLE
VHP Power Unit Fault Identifier
ii ii ii it it




Heat Rejection System Fault
Identifier
Heat Rejection System Fault
Identifier












Slip Cast Injection System Fault
Identifier
Slip Cast Injection System Fault
Identifier


























DISCIPLINE: Materials Science and Manufacturing
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
MS-.1 Materials Science and Manufacturing In Space
MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle-Sortie, limited duration
EXPERIMENT:
2.0 Crystal Growth
2.1 Crystal Growth from Solution
H-561
Page Intentionally Left Blank
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DISCIPLINE: Materials Science 8 Mfg. 1 FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT : ' • MISSION MODE: A









Activate the experiment unit
Place sample in sample holder
Emplace sample holder in experiment
unit
Determine temperature needed for
experiment
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ti it "
Crystal Growth Research Planner
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t t i t i t t i
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FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1R4CEA-2.1-04-2 .
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . . . . . '
 : ' '






Set up photographic coverage
Adjust conditions for next experi-



































































































MISSION MODE: A • '
BASIC FUNCTION:
 04 Experiment Setup




Camera Installeri i i t
M ii
ii it
Crystal Growth Research Planner
i t i t
M M
it ii

























































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE .- Materials Science S Mfe.
EXPEP&IENT: •
SERIES MS-1
PAGE A- 2. 1-04 -3
FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space




















































































 04 Experiment Setup
TASK - SKILL
TITLE •














I I I I
t i
ii
Silicate Melt Susceptor Control
Actuator
Silicate Melt Susceptor Control
Actuator
Silicate Melt Susceptor Control
Actuator





Heat Rejection System Control
Actuator
Heat Rejection System Control
Actuator
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DISCIPLINE: Materials Science §•' Mfg. \ FPE /SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science 5 Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . , ' . MISSION MODE: A '


























































































BASIC FUNCTION: 04 Experiment Setup




Materials Science C/D Equipment
Unstower





Silicate Melt Susceptor Unstower
Silicate Melt Susceptor
Translocator
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DISCIPLINE: Materials Science 5 Mfg. FPE/SUBGROUP.- MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: '
 : MISSION MODE: A




































































































Materials Science C/D Equipment
Control Actuator
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Module Remover .
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DISCIPLINE: Materials Science $ Mfg. .| FPE/SUBGROUP.; MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:























































































BASIC FUNCTION: Q4 Experiment Setup
. . TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Silicate Melt Susceptor Installer
Silicate Melt Susceptor Module
Remover




Seed Injector Module Remover
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DISCIPLINE: Materials Science $ Mfg. | FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPEP.imNT: • ' •











' • • • . •
Install TV Cameras
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 A_2 . l-05-l
DISCIPLINE: Material.; Science fi Mfg. 1 FPE/SUBGROUP:
 Ms_.i Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space
EXPEPDfENT: . • MISSION MODE: A .























































































BASIC FUNCTION: Q5 Experiment Shutdown
TASK - SKILL '
TITLE
Materials Sample Stower
. 1 1 . 1 1 i i




Silicate Melt Susceptor Cleaner
M n \ n n











TV Camera Optics Cleaner
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 A- 2. 1-05 -2
DISCIPLINE:. Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPEP.niENT:
2.1 Crystal Growth; Crystal Growth from Solution





Communicate experiment results to
earth















































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-Sf<'II I r SERIES MS-1JLLo
 PME i.2. 1-06-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:




































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'1 1 | r SEKIES MS-Ivl L-L-0 PACE A-2.1-06-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science 5 Mfg. 1 FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . . [MISSION MODE: A








Observe cooling process and
crystal formation
Determine crystal growth completion
Acquire real time temperature
measurements
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M n ii
Crystal Growth Process Evaluator






Data Recorder Control Actuator
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DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ; . ' . MISSION MODE: A










Remove crucible/ sample holder from
furnace
Dissolve glassy matrix around
crystal
Conduct physical evaluation of
crystal .
Conduct electrical evaluation of
crystal
















































































Crystal Growth Research Evaluator
n n n -it
n n n it
Crystal Growth Research Evaluator
it it n n
n n ti it
Crystal Growth Research Evaluator
n M tt n
n n ti it




















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science 8 Mfg.
EXPERIMENT:
2.1 Crystal Growth; Crystal
, 1 I 1 <~ SERIES MS-1
JLLO PAGE A-2. 1-06-4

















































































































BASIC FUNCTION: Q6 Experiment Conduct
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Crystal Growth Research Planner
i i i i i i i i
i i i t i i i t
n ii ii ii
Crystal Growth Research Planner
n it n n
n . i t n i i
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Crystal Growth Research Planner
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DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. 1 FPE/ SUBGROUP-. MS -1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: • • VIS S ION MODE: A
























































































TASK - SKILL .
TITLE
Crystal Growth Research Plannerit i t i i i t
M n H ii
n ii n n
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FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PACE A-2. 1-06-6
DISCIPLINE.- Materials Science S Mfg. | FPE/ SUBGROUP :•• MS-1 Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . . '









Operate measuring, recording, and






















































 06 ExDeriment Conduct
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Silicate Melt Susceptor Operation
Monitor
Seed Injector Operation Monitori t i t t i i i
Computer Operation Monitor
i t i i i i
Heat Rejection System Operation
Monitor
Heat Rejection System Operation
Monitor
Crystal Growth Research Evaluator
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DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. | FPE/SUBGROUP.- MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . . . . . | MISSION MODE: k


































































































BASIC FUNCTION: 09 Scheduled Maintenance




M M ii .
Furnace Cleanerii ii
Silicate Melt Susceptor Cleaner
M II . II II










n ii M .
TV Camera Optics Cleaner
n n M n
Materials Analysis Equipment





TV Camera Module Remover
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DISCIPLINE .-Materials Science 8 Mfg. \FPE/SUBCPOUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:' MISSION MODE: A
























































































BASIC FUNCTION.-- 09 Scheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Disassembler
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Assembler
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Module Remover
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Module Installer
Environmental Chamber Disassembler
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DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
'EXPERIMENT: • •' • ' • . ' ' . . ..
2.1 Crystal Growth; Crystal Growth from Solution




















































































BASIC FUNCTION: 09 Scheduled Maintenance
. ' TASK - SKILL





















Heat Rejection System Assembler
Heat Rejection System Module
Remover
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DISCIPLINE: Materials Science 5 Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPEPB1ENT: MISSION AWQE1: A













































Silicate Melt Susceptor Assembler
Silicate Melt Susceptor Module
Remover




Seed Injector Module Remover
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DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfe. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 - Materials Science & Manufacturing in -Space
EXPERBfENT: ' . . | MISSION MODE: A













































































































TV Camera Optics Cleaner































Is Science & Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP:
 MS-1 - Materials Sciem
SERIES MS-1
PACE A-2.1-10-2
DISCIPLINE: Material  nce S Manufacturing in'Space
EXPERIMENT: ' " : \ M I S S I O N MODE: A
























































































TV Camera Module Remover
TV Camera Module Installer
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Disassembler
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Assembler
Materials Science C/D Equipment ^
Module Remover








































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-2. 1-10-3
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science £ Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 - Materials Science § Manufacturing In Space
EXPERIMENT:
• -


















































































BASIC FUNCTION: 10 Unscheduled Maintenance


























Heat Rejection System Assembler
Heat Rejection System Module
Remover
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DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. | FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 - Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . ; , MISSION MODE: A
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2 .-D . 27
2.D.45
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Silicate Melt Susceptor Assembler
Silicate Melt Susceptor Module
Remover




Seed Injection Module Remover




























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK • I , rs SERIES MS-1JLLO PAGE A-2. 1-10-5
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 - Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: " . . ' MISSION MODE: A










































































BASIC FUNCTION: \Q Unscheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Fault Identifier
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Fault Identifier
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Repairer















Computer Fault IdentifierM n it
Computer Repairer
Heat Rejection System Fault
Identifier
Heat Rejection System Fault
Identifier
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DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP.- MS-1 - Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPEP.BfENT: . MISSION MODE: A



























































































Silicate Melt Susceptor Fault
Identifier
Silicate Melt Susceptor Fault
Identifier
Silicate Melt Susceptor Fault
Identifier
Silicate Melt Susceptor Repairer
Seed Injector Fault Identifier
ti M it ii






TV Camera Fault Identifier
M n ii ii
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DISCIPLINE: Materials Science and Manufacturing
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
MS-1 Materials Science and Manufacturing In Space
MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle-Sortie, limited duration
EXPERIMENT:
2.0 Crystal Growth
2.2 Single Crystal Growth from Melts
H-589 WISE
Page Intentionally Left Blank
FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK i , i 0 SERIES MS-1JLLO PAGE A-2. 2-04-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 - Materials Science § Manufacturing In Space
EXPERIMENT: ' • ' . MISSION MODE: k





Adjust conditions for next experi-







































































































Crystal Growth Research Planner
ti ii M it
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE. A-2. 2-04-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science 8 Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 - Materials Science & Manufacturing In Space •
EXPERIMENT : . .


































































































Zone Melter Control Actuator
i t i i t i ii . " • - '
Crystal Puller Control Actuator .ii M i i i i
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Control
Actuator
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Control
Actuator
Camera Control Actuator




















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS




FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 - Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space









Insert selected test cell into
holder assembly























































































Zone Refiner Control Actuator
ii ii it "
VHP Power Unit Control Actuator
M ii it ii ii
Computer Control Actuator
ii ii n
Heat Rejection System Control
Actuator

























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PACE A-2. 2-04-4
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfg. \FPE /SUBGROUP: MS-1 - Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERBfENT: " . ' . - ' . . - .








Place silicon bar in furnace
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DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 - Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: - ' MISSION MODE: A
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Atmosphere Analysis Unit Unstower
Atmosphere Analysis Unit
Translocator
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DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 - Materials Science ?T Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . . .





























































































VHP Power Unit Unstower
VHP Power Unit Translocator
VHP Power Unit Installer
Computer Control Actuator
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 A_2 . 2-04-7
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science 8 Mfg. FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 - Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . | MISSION MODE: A












































































Materials Science C/D Equipment
Control Deactuator
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Control Actuator
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Module Remover
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Module Installer
Atmosphere Supply/ Control System
Module Remover














Atmosphere Analysis Unit Remover
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DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. I FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 - Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' '



































































































Atmosphere Analysis Unit Module
Remover










TV Camera Module Remover







VHP Power Unit Remover
VHP Power Unit Installer
VHP Power Unit Module Remover
VHP Power Unit Module Installer
Holographic Device Remover
Holographic Device Installer
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DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. \FP.E /SUBGROUP: MS-1'- Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: '





















































































Heat Rejection System Remover
Heat Rejection System Installer
Heat Rejection System Module
Remover










Crystal Puller Module Remover
Crystal Puller Module Installer
Zone Refiner Remover
Zone Refiner Installer
Zone Refiner Module Remover





VHP Power Unit Calibrator


























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-2.2-04-10
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 - Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:













Install data recording equipment'
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DISCIPLINE: Materials Science 8 Ms. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 - Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: MISSION MODE: A
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FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-2. 2-05-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. 1 FPE/SUBGPOUP: MS-1 - Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: '








Communicate experiment results to
earth •
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DISCIPLINE:. Materials Science S Mfe. 1 FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 - Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: • MISSION MODE: A










Determine characteristics of inter-
face
'
Adjust furnace temperature set point











































































Materials Sciences C/D Equipment
Control Actuator
Materials Sciences C/D Equipment
Control Actuator
Materials Sciences C/D Equipment
Control Actuator
Materials Sciences C/D Equipment
Control Actuator
Crystal Growth Research Evaluator
n it ii M
n n it it
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DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. | FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 - Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' _. . ' ' ' | MISSION .MODE: A
2.2 Crystal Growth; Single Crystal Growth from Melts









Analyze crystal homogeneity with
phase-contrast microscope
Photograph solid- liquid interface
with TV camera
Observe crystal growth through
microscope (floating zone)
Take 16mm movies of crystal growth
Activate zone heating











































































BASIC . FUNCTION : 06 Experiment Conduct
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Crystal Growth Structure Analyzer
11 it it ii
M it ii ii
n ii M M
TV Camera Control Actuator
II II II M








II II . It .. .
Zone Melter Control Actuator
n ,n n n
ti n n it
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DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfg. FPE/SUBGROUP.- MS-1.- Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: MISSION MODE: A
 s










































































































Zone Melter Control Actuator




Crystal Growth Research Planner
n M n n
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Crystal Growth Research Planner
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Is Science fi Mfe . • ' \ WE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 - Materials Scien(
SERIES MS-1
PAGE A-2.2-06-4
DISCIPLINE: Materials  g . ' I FP /
 
S-1  ce S Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' ' ~~ " : I MISSION MODE: A



























































































-2 Crystal Growth Research Planner





































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science's Mfe.
EXPERIMENT: • .. ' y
SERIES MS-1
PACE A- 2. 2- 06-5
FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 - Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
••
2.2 Crystal Growth; Single Crystal Growth from Melts (BASIC FUNCTION: 06










































































Crystal Growth Research Planner .























Atmosphere Analysis Unit Operation
Monitor
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DISCIPLINE:: Materials Science § Mfg. | FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 - Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . . . . . . . . . . . . MISSION MODE: A
2.2 Crystal Growth; Single Crystal Growth from Melts




























































































BASIC FUNCTION: 06 Experiment Conduct
. TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Camera Operation Monitor
i i M ' f t
TV Camera Operation Monitor









VHP Power Unit Operation Monitor
n H n n n
Computer Operation Monitor
n n n
Heat Rejection System Operation
Monitor
Heat Rejection System Operation
Monitor
Zone Melter Operation Monitor
n n ' n n .
Crystal Puller Operation Monitor
M n it n
Zone. Refiner Operator Monitor
n n H it
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DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. FPE/SUBGROUP:
 MS-1 - Materials Science & Manfacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . MISSION MODE: A







Operate measuring, recording and
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TASK - SKILL
TITLE
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FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 - Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
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DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 - Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . i . ,
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DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 - Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . . • MISSION MODE: A
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VHP Power Unit Disassembler
VHP Power Unit Assembler
VHP Power Unit Module Remover





Heat Rejection System Disassembler
Heat Rejection System Assembler
Heat Rejection System Module
Remover
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 A-2. 2-09-4
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science £ Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: • , MISSION MODE: A
2.2 Crystal Growth; Single Crystal Growth from Melts \BASIC FUNCTION: 09 Scheduled Maintenance









































































































Viewing Device Module Remover







TV Camera Module Remover
TV Camera Module Installer
Holographic Device Disassembler
Holographic Device Assembler
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DISCIPLINE .-Materials Science S Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science 5 Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . .. • •
•2.2 Crystal Growth; Single Crystal Growth from Melts


















































































Zone Melter Module Remover
Zone Melter Module Installer
Crystal Puller Disassembler
Crystal Puller Assembler
Crystal Puller Module Remover
Crystal Puller Module Installer
Zone Refiner Disassembler
Zone Refiner Assembler
Zone Refiner Module Remover




















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES. MS-1PAGE A-2. 2-10-1
DISCIPLINE Materials Science § Mfg. | FPE/SUBGROUP : MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . -














































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-2. 2-10-2
DISCIPLINE: Mat^-r-i ai = Sr i Ptir^ PT Mfp. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . . ' ' . . . .































































































VHP Power Unit Disassembler
VHP Power Unit Assembler
VHP Power Unit Module Remover







Heat Rejection System Assembler
Heat Rejection System Module
Remover




























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK•i I 1 <- SERIES MS-1kl
 LLO PAGE A-2. 2-10-3
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. FPE/SUBGROUP : MS71 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: • MISSION MODE: A










































































































Atmosphere Analysis Unit Module
Remover




Viewing Device Module Remover







TV Camera Module Remover
TV Camera Module Installer
Holographic Device Disassembler
Holographic Device Assembler






























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PACE A-2. 2-10-4
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfe. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: •













































































































Zone Melter Module Remover
Zone Mel-ter Module Installer
Crystal Puller Disassembler
Crystal Puller Assembler
Crystal Puller Module Remover
Crystal Puller Module Installer
Zone Refiner Disassembler
Zone Refiner Assembler

























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK•i 1 | (- SERIES MS_!JLLO PAGEk_2 . 2-10-5
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science 8 Mfg. 1 FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science 5 Mfg. in Space
EXPERIMENT:. . - ' . • • . • MISSION MODE: A












































































 10 Unscheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE









Environmental Chamber Repairerit ii it
ti it it
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Fault Identifier
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Fault Identifier






























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'| 1 I r* SERIES MS-1JLLvJ PAGE A-2. 2-10-6
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. [FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science £ Mfe. in Space
EXPERIMENT: . . ' ' ' '




























































































VHP Power Unit Fault Identifieri t i t i t i t i i




Heat Rejection System Fault
Identifier
Heat Rejection System Fault
Identifier







Atmosphere Analysis Unit Fault
Identifier
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Fault
Identifier
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Repairer
Viewing Device Fault Identifierii ii M it
Viewing Device Repairer


























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-2. 2-10-7
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. | FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:
















































































BASIC FUNCTION: \Q Unscheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
TV Camera Fault Identifier




















































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-2. 2-10-8
DISCIPLINE .-Materials Science ^ Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science ^ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: • . . • MISSION MODE: A
2.2 Crystal Growth; single crystal urowtn rrom Melts \BASIC FUNCTION.- 10 Unscheduled Maintenance






























Crystal Puller Fault Identifier
Crystal Puller Repairer
Zone Refiner Fault Identifier









DISCIPLINE: Materials Science and Manufacturing
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
MS-1 Materials Science and Manufacturing In Space
MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle-Sortie, limited duration
EXPERIMENT:
2.0 Crystal Growth
2.3 Crystal Growth from Vapor
H-623
Page Intentionally Left Blank
FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK • | 1 o SERIES MS.!J
 LLO PAGE A-2. 3-04-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. | FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPEDIENT: MISSION MODE: A
2.3 Crystal Growth; Crystal Growth from Vapor
































































































BASIC FUNCTION: 04 Experiment Setup
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Camera Timer Control Actuator
ti it ii it












M M . ii
Computer Unstower




































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg.
EXPERIMENT: 2.3:Crystal Growth; Crystal
SERIES MS-1 .
PAGE A-2.3-04-2
FPE/ 'SUBGROUP:. MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space



























































































































Materials Science C/D Equipment
Control Deactuator
























F L I G H T E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg.
EXPEPIMNT :
2.3 Crystal Growth; Crystal
, - - - c* SERIES MS-1
JLLo PAGE A-2. 3-04-3
FPE/SUBGPOUP: MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
| MISSION MODE: A

































































































Materials Science C/D Equipment
Module Remover


























TV Camera Module Remover

























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS -lPAGE A-2. 3-04-4
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science $ Mfg. \FPE/SUBGBOUP;..MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . '
























































































BASIC FUNCTION: 04 Experiment Setup






Heat Rejection System Remover
Heat Rejection System Installer
Heat Rejection System Module
Remover



































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE
 A-2. 3-04-5
DISCIPLINE: Matp.rialt: SriPtirp FT Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: Ms_] Materials Science F, Manufacturing in Snace
EXPERIMENT: \









Install data recording equipment




























































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS •SERIES MS-1PAGE A-2. 3-05-1.
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfe. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . .








Communicate experiment results to
earth






























































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS




FPE/SUBGROUP." ;MS-1, Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
: , '• . •>"
2.3 Crystal Growth; Crystal Growth from Vapor














Record macroscopic (crystal) faces
growth velocities
• i
Observe changes in preferential








































































MISSION MODE: A '.























































































































Rotate and translate growth tube






















































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'I I I <~ SERIES MS-1*iL-L.O PAGE A-2. 3-06-3
DISCIPLINE; Materials Science £ Mfg. FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . ' ' ' ' | MISSION MODE: A


























































































































BASIC FUNCTION: 06 Experiment Conduct
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Crystal Growth Research Planner
11 it u i>
t i i i i t t i
Crystal Growth Research Planner
u ti u u
u H M ii
ti u u u
u u u u
u u ti u
u u u u
ii it ti tt
u it u M
u ti H it
u M ti ti
u ti ti u
u. u M it
it u u u
u ii u ii
u u ti u
ti n M u
u M u ii
u u n u
u n n M
Crystal Growth Research Planner
M n u n
M n ti n






























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-2. 3-06-4
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. .[FPE/SUBGROUP: .MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:











































































































BASIC FUNCTION: Q6 Experiment Conduct
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Crystal Growth Research Planner
it it
i« i i
t i t i
















t i i t
it n
n n


















































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-2. 3-06-5
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfg. | FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:




















































































































TV Camera Operation Monitor
n it n n
Computer Operation Monitorit M n
Heat Rejection System Operation
Monitor




Crystal Growth Research Evaluator























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'I 1 1 c- SERIES MS-1^ ILLo PAGE A-2. 3-06-6
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfg. ,\FPE/SUBGROUP: MS- 1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in -Space
EXPERIMENT: . . . . MISSION MODE: A





Operate measuring, recording and










































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-2. 3-09-1
DISCIPLINE .-HateTials Science § Mfg. | FPE/SUBGRQUP: MS-1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' ' ., •' . ' '
2.3 Crystal Growth; Crystal Growth from Vapor
















































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-2. 3-09-2
DISCIPLINE .-Materials Science § Mfg. [EPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . .


















































































MISSION. MODE: A '
BASIC FUNCTION:























































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg.
EXPERIMENT:
2.3 Crystal Growth; Crystal
SERIES MS-1
P/1OTA-2.3-09-3


















































































































TV Camera Module Remover















Heat Rejection System Disassemble]
Heat Rejection System Assembler
Heat Rejection System Module
Remover
































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'1 | -I C» SERIES MS-1J.L.Lo PACE A- 2. 3 -09-4
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science 5 Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' • • ' • ' ' ' ' . ' MISSIOti MODE: A

































































Camera Timer Module Remover













FLIGHT I E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK, , i - <-* SERIES MS-1JLLO PACE A-2. 3-10-1
DISCIPLINE.- Materials Science § Mfg. FPE/si/BGROUP: 'MS- .1 -Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . • ' . - . . MISSION MODE: A


































































































Materials Science C/D Equipment
Disassembler
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Module Assembler
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Module Remover












































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK•i i- | rv SERIES MS-1JLLO PAGE A-2. 3-10-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . '
 : . MISSION MODE : A
2.3 Crystal Growth; Crystal Growth from Vapor
































































































































Camera Timer Module Remover







TV Camera Module. Remover




























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg.
EXPERIMENT: 2.3 Crystal Growth; Crystal
SERIES MS-1
PAGEk-2. 3-10-3










































































































Heat Rejection System Disassemblei
Heat Rejection System Assembler
Heat Rejection System Module
Remover

































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'II | 0 SERIES MS_1JLLO PAGE A-2.3-10-4
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfe. \FPE/-SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ;- • . . ' - MISSION MODE: A
2.3 Crystal Growth; Crystal Growth from Vapor









































































BASIC FUNCTION.- IQ Unscheduled Maintenance













Materials Science C/D Equipment
Fault Identifier
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Fault Identifier


































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T 'TASK-SK. , , , ( - SERIES MS-1JLLO PAGE A-2. 3-10-5
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. \ FPE/ SUBGROUP :. MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . . - . • . | MISSION MODE: A
2.3 Crystal Growth; Crystal Growth from Vapor \BASIC FUNCTION:





















































































































Heat Rejection System Fault1'
Identifier
Heat Rejection System Fault
Identifier












TV Camera Fault Identifier



























r FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1 . '•PAGE A-2. 3-10-6
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science 5 Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP-. MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' ' . , . . .
.2.3 Crystal Growth; Crystal Growth from Vapor














































Camera Timer Fault Identifier











DISCIPLINE: Materials Science and Manufacturing
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
MS-1 Materials Science and Manufacturing In Space
MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle-Sortie, limited duration
EXPERIMENT:
2.0 Crystal Growth




Page Intentionally Left Blank
FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK• i i i o SERIES MS-1 .J LLO pAGE A-2. 4-04-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS- 1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' ' ; MISSION MODE: A
2.4 Crystal Growth; Supercooling and Homogeneous Nucl cation











































































































BASIC FUNCTION: Q4 Experiment Setup
TASK - SKILL . .
TITLE
Crystal Growth Research Planner
it ii ii n
it ti ti ii
.11 M 11 11
M 11 11 11
it n n n
n 11 11 " . ,
it it M it
' I I • M M I I
II II 11 ."
II II II 11
II II II II
II II II II
II II II It
I t II II II
II II II II
. .11 II II II
I I I I I I - I I
II II 11 II
II II II II




































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE'^2. 4-04-2
DISCIPLINE .-Materials;' Science '$ Mfg. \~FPE /SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: - ' . .




































































































BASIC FUNCTION: Q4 Experiment Setup














Atmosphere Analysis Unit Unstower
Atmosphere Analysis Unit
Translocator












VHP Power Unit Unstower
VHP Power Unit Translocator






























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PACE ^.2. 4-04-3
DISCIPLINE: Material'.; Srienr.e & Mfp. 1 FPE/SUBCROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EWERIMENT: . .























































































BASIC FUNCTION :M Experiment Setuo










Materials Sciences C/D Equipment
Control Actuator








































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-2. 4-04-4
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science 5 .Mfg. I FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: • - ' .. •


































































































Calorimeter Control Actuatori t i i . ii
Calorimeter Operation Monitor
. 1 1 i i it
VHP Power Unit Control Actuatorii it 11 ii ii
VHP Power Unit Operation Monitorii it ii ii ii
Friction Measuring Device Control
Actuator






Zone Mel ter Control Actuator
it ii ii M






























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK, - - i ^ SERIES .MS-1JLLO PXCffA-2.4-04-5
DlSClPLlNEMateTials Science § Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . . . . . . MISSION MODE:' A











































































Atmosphere Analysis Unit Control
Actuator
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Control
Actuator
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Operation
Monitor







































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TAS.K--S.K'II I r , SERIES. MS-1JLLo . PACEH-2. 4-04-6:
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP:. MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . . . . . | MISSION MODE: A








Introduce bar of sample material















































































Heat Rejection System Control
Actuator
Heat Rejection System Control
Actuator
Heat Rejection System Operation
Monitor
Heat Rejection System Operation
Monitor
TV Camera Control Actuatorii ii ii ii
TV Camera Operation Monitor





it n , n
Friction Measuring Device Control
Actuator
Friction Measuring Device Control
Actuator






















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK | 1 | r- SERIES MS-1'' L-LO PAGE A-2. 4-04-7
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfe. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: , • . . . . • . MISSION MODE: A













































































 04 Experiment Setup












Materials Science C/D Equipment
Control Actuator






































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKM 1 i C • -' ' SERIES, MS-1ULLo P/JCF. A-2. 4-04-8
DISCIPLINE .-Materials Science & Mfg. \fPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EWERIMENT: . ' MISSION MODE: • A ,
2.4 Crystal Growth; Supercooling and Homogeneous Nucleation \BASIC FUNCTION:

























































































TASK - SKILL .
TITLE .
Zone Melter Control Actuator
it n it ii
M it n n
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Control
Actuator
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Control
Actuator
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Control
Actuator
TV Camera Control Actuator
n n it n







VHP Power Unit Control Actuator
n it it n ti




Heat Rejection System Control
Actuator
























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-2. 4-04-9
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space .
EXPERIMENT:




















































































 04 ExDeriment Setup
TASK - SKILL
TITLE





















































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES' MS-1PAGE A-2. 4-04-10
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfg. 1 FPE /SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . • '


















































































BASIC FUNCTION: 04 Experiment Setup
















Atmosphere Analysis Unit Remover
Atmosphere Analysis Unit
Installer
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Module
Remover






TV, Camera Module Remover
TV Camera Module Installer


























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-2.4-04-11
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . . . .



























































































BASIC FUNCTION :04 Experiment Setup
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Friction Measuring Device Module
Remover
Friction Measuring Device Module
Installer
VHP Power Unit Remover
VHP Power Unit Installer
VHP Power Unit Module Remover
VHP Power Unit Module Installer
Holographic Device Remover
Holographic Device Installer
Holographic Device Module Remover
Holographic Device Module
Installer
Heat Rejection System Remover
Heat Rejection System Installer
Heat Rejection System Module
Remover
Heat Rejection System Module
Installer
Zone Melter Remover
Zone Melt er Installer
Zone Melter Module Remover
































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK, - - - o SERIES MS-1^Il-Lo PAGE. A-2. 4-04-12
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfe. 1 FPE/SUBGROUP: , Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: , . ' . , MISSION MODE: A











Install data recording equipment
Install optical instrumentation



































































BASIC -FUNCTION. • 04 Experiment Setup




VHP Power Unit Calibrator









































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK, - - - ^ SERIES MS-1JLLo; ; PAGE A-2. 4-04-13
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science $ Mfg. | FPE/SUBGROUP. : Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space .
EXPERIMENT: . . • MISSION MODE: A





























































ii it ii • •
H it it
Holographic Device Tester














. Science 6 Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science £
SERIES .MS-1t'ik-f A
P/jgg A-2.4-05-1
DISCIPLINE:Materials . ] -1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ' ' ' ~ " ' " . ' \MISSIONMODE: A
2.4 Crystal Growth; Supercooling and Homogeneous Nucleation \BASIC FUNCTION:
























































































Friction Measuring Device Cleaner



















































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS -IPAGE&-2. 4-05-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials. Science § Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: • .
2.4 Crystal Growth; Supercooling and Homogeneous Nucleation



















































































BASIC FUNCTION: 05 Experiment Shutdown
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Friction Measuring Device Control
Deactuator
























Zone Melter Control Deactuator
!! II II . it
Zone Melter Remover























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'•| I -| C SERIES . MS-1<IL-LO
 PAGE A-2. 4-05-3
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS -1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:. ' . . MISSION MODE: A




























































































. TASK - SKILL .
TITLE
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Control
Deactuator
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Remover







VHP Power Unit Control Deactuatorit M it M ii
VHP Power Unit Remover
Computer Control Deactuator
' • ' • " • " - . , • • . . . '
Heat Rejection System Control
Deactuator
Heat Rejection System Control
Deactuator
Environmental Chamber StowerH ii it
M it ii





























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK' M i r - SERIES MS_1^ I L L O ^^A_2.4-05-4
DISCIPLINE .-Materials Science S Mfg. \FPE /SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space ..
EXPERIMENT.: , ; ' ' ' MISSION MODE: A




















































































































VHP Power Unit Translocator
VHP Power Unit Stower
Computer Stower































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE.- Materials Science -.§ Mfg. I FPE / SUBGROUP :. Materials Science $ Manufacturing
EXPERIMENT: • •
" ' ' ' ' ' "2.4 Crystal Growth; Supercooling and Homogeneous Nucleation





Communicate experiment results to
earth
















































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SH, I! 1 c- SERIES MS-1^ I L L o PAGE A-2. 4-06-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science $ Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . ) f-HSSION MOVE: A
•i.o, crystal Growth; supercooling and Homogeneous Nucleation \BASIC FUNCTION:












Check operation of automatic
equipment
1




























































































Crystal Growth Process Monitor
11 M ii ii
M M it ii
n ii ii it
M n ii f
Crystal Growth Process Monitor
II II II M
It II II M
II II II II
II II II It







Crystal Growth Research Planner
ii M M "
it ii it ii
ii n it ii
M n ii M
ii n n M

























. FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'II | 0 SERIES MS_!JLLO . P A G E A-2. 4-06-2
DISCIPLINE .-Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space






Conduct voice conferences with
ground personnel







































































BASIC FUNCTION: 06 Experiment Conduct
TASK - SKILL '
TITLE
Radio Communicator
t i i t
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Control Actuator
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Control Actuator
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Control Actuator
Computer Control Actuator



































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS




FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space









Measure sample weights and
dimensions :
1
Prepare sections of samples
Perform metal lographic examination























































 06 Experiment Conduct
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Heat Rejection System Control
Actuator
Heat Rejection System Control
Actuator
















Crystal Growth Structure Analyzer
11 . it
it ii


















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SHM I r C' SERIES MS-1JLLo PAGE-k-2 . 4-06-4
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-,1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:










Dictate notes on voice recorder
Prepare photographs of metal lo-
graphic sections
Analyze metal lographic section
photographs
Prepare photograph enlargements


















































































 nfi FYpRriment Conduct
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Crystal Growth Data Recorder








Crystal Growth Structure Analyzer
ii M M ii
ii n H H
it n it n






























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'| I 1 £- • SERIES MS-1
"
 LL
-° PACE A-2. 4-06-5
DISCIPLINE: Materials -Science S Mfg. FPE/SUBCROyP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . | MISSION MODE: A








































































































BASIC FUNCTION:. 06 Experiment Conduct
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Control Actuator
Crystal Growth Research Planner
1! II II II
II II II "
I I I I I I . I I
Crystal Growth Research Planner
II M II II
II II ' I II
II II II I t
II II II M
II II II II
II II II II
I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I
II I I I I H
II II M II
II II II II
II II II . II
I I I I I I I I
II II M II
II I t I t I I
I I I I I I I I
II II I I I I




























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. | FPE/SUBCROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufactm
EXPERIMENT: • ' • •• ' •





































































































Ei ng in Spare?MISSION MODE: A
BASIC FUNCTION:
 nfi pYnfir imftnt ronduct
. TASK - SKILL
TITLE









































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE .-Materials Science § Mfg.
EXPERIMENT:
2.4 Crystal Growth; Supercooling
SERIES MS-1
PAGE A-2. 4-06-7
FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
| f-HSSION l-KIDE: A

































































































Atmosphere Analysis Unit Operation
Monitor
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Operatior
Monitor





VHP Power Unit Operation Monitor
it ii it ii 11
Computer Operation Monitor
M ii M
Heat Rejection System Operation
Monitor
Heat Rejection System Operation
Monitor






















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE&-2. 4-06-8
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. | FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' • ' ' ' . ' . MISSION MODE: A









Operate measuring, recording and






















































Zone Melter Operation Monitor
Calorimeter Operation Monitor































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE .-Materials Science £ Mfg.
EXPERIMENT:
2.4 Crystal Growth; Supercooling
SERIES MS _1
PAGE A-2. 4-09-1
FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space
MISSION MODE: A
























































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS





FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
MISSION MODE: A





























































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK• i I I cv SERIES MS-1klL-L-0 ,PAGE A-2. 4-09-3
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. FPE/SUBGROUP: .MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIlfENT : • . ' ' , ' ' | MISSION MODE: A




















































































BASIC FUNCTION: 09 Scheduled Maintenance
TASK - -SKILL
TITLE
VHP Power Unit Assembler
VHP Power Unit Module Remover





Heat Rejection System Disassembler
Heat Rejection System Assembler
Heat Rejection System Module
Remover














Atmosphere Analysis Unit Module
Remover



























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PACEf^.2. 4-09-4
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' . • •
2.4 Crystal Growth; Supercooling and Homogeneous Nucleation

























































































MISSION MODE: . A
BASIC FUNCTION: Q9 Scheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Viewing Device Module Remover
Viewing Device Module Installer
TV Camera Disassembler
TV Camera Assembler
TV Camera Module Remover
TV Camera Module Installer
Holographic Device Disassembler
Holographic Device Assembler













Zone Melter Module Remover



































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES .MS-1PAGE A-2. 4-09-5
DISCIPLINE : Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP:. MS-1 '.Materials Science 5 Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:, •
2.4 Crystal Growth; Supercooling and Homogeneous Nucleation





















 09 Scheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL . '
TITLE
Friction Measuring Device Module
Remover






FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK•| 1 I <- • SERIES MS_!J LLO PAGE A-2. 4-10-1
MSCIPLIWE: Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-l Materials Science 8 Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . . MISSION MODE: A




















































































fl/isic FUNCTION: iQ Unscheduled Maintenance
W5X - 5XJLL
TITLE
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Disassembler
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Assembler
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Module Remover
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Module Installer









































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PACE A-2. 4-10-2
DISCIPLINE.- Materials Science £ Mfg. | FPE/SUBGROUP: MS -1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: • '































































































VHP Power Unit Disassembler
VHP Power Unit Assembler
VHP Power Unit Module Remover





Heat Rejection System Disassemblei
Heat Rejection System Assembler
Heat Rejection System Module
Remover




























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-2. 4-10-3
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science fi Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIlfENT: " . ' . . . • ' ' •
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2.D.27



































Atmosphere Analysis Unit Module
Remover




Viewing Device Module Remover
Viewing Device Module Installer
TV Camera Disassembler
TV Camera Assembler
TV Camera Module Remover
TV Camera Module Installer
Holographic Device Disassembler
Holographic Device Assembler
































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK, - - i n SERIES MS-lJ LLO PAGE A-2. 4-10-4
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science £ Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science £. Manufacturing in Space .
EXPERIMENT ': . . . MISSION MODE: A
2.4 Crystal Growth; Supercooling and Homogeneous Nucleation




















































































Zone Melter Module Remover









Friction Measuring Device Module
Remover

































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK I I I £- . SERIES MS-1JLLO PAGEk-2. 4-10-5
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP:
 MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' \ MISSION MODE: A

















































































Materials Science C/D Equipment
Fault Identifier
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Fault Identifier














VHP Power Unit Fault Identifier
!l 1? 11 .11 It




Heat Rejection System Fault
Identifier
Heat Rejection System Fault
Identifier






















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1 :PAGE A-2. 4-10-6
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science $ Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1. Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:




























































































Atmosphere Analysis Unit Fault
Identifier
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Fault
Identifier
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Repairer
Viewing Device Fault Identifier
ti i t i t i t
Viewing Device Repairer
TV Camera Fault Identifier














Zone Melter Fault Identifier
























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK , - i c SERIES MS-1k
' LL^ PAGE A-2. 4-10-7
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfe. \FPE/5UBGFtouP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . , . MISSION MODE: A
2.4 Crystal Growth; Supercooling and Homogeneous Nucleation







































Calorimeter Fault Identifierii ti ti
Calorimeter Repairer
Friction Measuring Device Fault
Identifier













DISCIPLINE: Materials Science and Manufacturing
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (-FPE) : _
MS-1 Materials Science and Manufacturing In Space
MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle-Sortie, limited duration
EXPERIMENT:
3.0 Glass Processes
3.1 Preparation of Glasses
H-687
Page Intentionally Left Blank
FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1pAW A-3. 1-04-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS- 1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' • • •























































































































Plasma Beam Unit Unstower
Plasma Beam Unit Translocator


































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-3. 1-04-2
DISCIPLINE.- Materials Science § Mfg. | FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:









Place samples in processing
equipment
Conduct voice conferences with
ground experiment personnel

























































































VHP Power Unit Unstower
VHP Power Unit Translocator
VHP Power Unit Installer






































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-3. 1-04-3
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. | FPE/SUBCROUP:- MS-L Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space . .
EXPERIMENT: • ' .• .








































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK, , I 1 r SERIES MS-1vl LLO PAGE A-3. 1-04-4
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space



































































































 04 Experiment Setup
TASK - SKILL •
TITLE,
Furnace Module Removerit ii it







Plasma Beam Unit Remover
Plasma Beam Unit Installer
Plasma Beam Unit Module Remover
Plasma Beam Unit Module Installer
Internal Attachments Remover
Internal Attachments Installer
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Remover
Atmosphere Analysis Unit
Installer
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Module
Remover






TV Camera Module Remover
TV Camera Module Installer




























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'I I 1 C SERIES MS-1> I U L O PAGE
 A _ x . 1-04-5
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science £ Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: , MISSION MODE: A











































































 04 ExDeriment Setup
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
VHP Power Unit Installer
VHP Power Unit Module Remover
VHP Power Unit Module Installer
Holographic Device Remover
Holographic Device Installer
Holographic Device Module Remover
Holographic Device Module
Installer
Heat Rejection System Module
Remover






VHP Power Unit Calibrator





Plasma Beam Unit Calibrator
























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK-, , I <- .. . SERIES MS-1JLLO PAC-E A-3. 1-04-6
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. 1 FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . . ' | VI SS ION . MODE : A












































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK•| I I r SERIES MS-1JLLO PAGE A-3. 1-05-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/SUEGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: MISSION MODE: A





































































































ii it ii M
Plasma Beam Unit Cleaner











Materials Science C/D Equipment
Stower

































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES \*c 1^^A-S. 1-05-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science 5 Mfg. | FPE/SUBGROUP.- MS-1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:




























































































Plasma Beam Unit Stower
Plasma Beam Unit Translocator




Atmosphere Analysis Unit Stower
Atmosphere Analysis Unit
Translocator










VHP Power Unit Stower
VHP Power Unit Translocator
VHP Power Unit Remover


























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-3. 1-06-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:. MISSION MODE: A
3.1 Glass Processes; Preparation of Glasses \BASIC FUNCTION:











Perform optical tests for glass
homogeneity
' . ' • • • i
• , • • ;
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FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SEPIES MS-1A- J . 1-UO-Z
DISCIPLINE .-Materials Science £ Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EWERIMENT: - . •









Prepare photographs of glass samples
Transmit photographs to ground
Conduct voice conferences with
ground personnel


























































































Photograph Printer Controllerit it t i
Telemetry Equipment Controller







TV System Control Actuator
Plasma Beam Unit Control Actuator
it n ti n n
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Control
Actuator
























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE
 A-3. 1-06-3
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science 5 Mfg. ! FPE/SUBCROUP : MS-1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: • . ' . . - •

























































































 06 Experiment Conduct
TASK - SKILL
TITLE





























VHP Power Unit Control Actuator























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1P/5GEA- 3. 1-06-4
OlSCTPLiffff: Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science 5 Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:





















































































Heat Rejection System Control
Actuator


























VHP Power Unit Operation Monitor




















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'M | o SERIES MS-1^"-Lo PAGE A-3. 1-06-5
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science 8 Mfe. 1 FPE/SUBGROUP.- MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . . MISSION MODE: A
3.1 Glass Processes; Preparation of Glasses [BASIC FUNCTION: 06 Experiment Conduct




























































































i t . 1 1 i t
Heat Rejection System Operation
Monitor
Heat Rejection System Operation •
Monitor
Materials Science C/D Equipment .
Operation Monitor
Plasma Beam Unit Operation Monitoiii ii M ti ti
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Operatior
Monitor






Glass Processing Research Planner
ti M M ii
ii M it • ii
ii ii ii 'i
Glass Processing Research Planner
n ii M ii
ii ?i n M
M ii n n























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'MI r SERIES MS-1JLLo
 PACE A-3. 1-06-6
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science. § Mfg. I FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: • ' . • MISSION MODE: A









Operate measuring, recording and










































































BASIC FUNCTION: 06 Experiment Conduct
TASK -SKILL
TITLE
Glass Processing Research Planner
It 11 II 11
II 11 M 11
M II M 11
I I I I f l I I
11 It 11 II
I I I I I I I I
11 II II II
11 II II II
I I I I t t f l
II It II It
I t I t I t I t

































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'|| I 0 SERIES MS-1JI_I_O PAGE
 A_3. i-09-l
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: • . \ MISSION 1>K)DE: A














































































 09 Scheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE '
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Disassembler
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Module Assembler
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Module Remover










































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES .MS-1PAGE A- 3'. 1-09-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. | FPE/SUBGPOUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT.- ' ' . • ' ' • ' ' • •









































































































VHP Power Unit Disassembler
VHF Power Unit Assembler
VHP Power Unit Module Remover
VHF Power Unit Module Installer




Atmosphere Analysis Unit Module
Remover




Viewing Device Module Remover
Viewing Device Module Installer
TV Camera Disassembler
TV Camera Assembler
TV Camera Module Remover


























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-3. 1-09-3
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science £ Mfg. \FPE /SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:



















































































































Plasma Beam Unit Disassembler
Plasma Beam Unit Assembler
Plasma Beam Unit Module Remover







Heat Rejection System Assembler



























. F L I G H T EXPERIMENT TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1R4C£A-3.1-09-4
DISCIPLINE Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:


































 09 Scheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE



















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK, - - I r SERIES- MS-1J LLO R4CE -A-3. 1-10-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' - . • - ' MISSION f-K>DE : A
.3.1 Glass Processes; Preparation of Glasses -.\BASIC FUNCTION :













































































Materials Science C/D Equipment
Disassembler
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Assembler
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Module Remover










































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS




FPE/SUBGROVP: MS-1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
.








































































































Furnace Module Remover .
Furnace Module Installer
VHP Power Unit Disassembler
VHF Power Unit Assembler
VHP Power Unit. Module Remover
VHF Power Unit Module Installer
Atmosphere Analysis Unit
Disassembler
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Assembler
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Module
Remover




Viewing Device Module Remover
Viewing Device Module Installer
TV Camera Disassembler
TV Camera Assembler


























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-3. 1-10-3
DISCIPLINE;: Materials Science S Mfg. 1 FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space

































































































BASIC FUNCTION: iQ Unscheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
TV Camera Module Installer
Holographic Device Disassembler
Holographic Device Assembler















Plasma Beam Unit Disassembler
Plasma Beam Unit Assembler
Plasma Beam Unit Module Remover

































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK• | i I r- SERIES MS-1JLLO PAGE A-3. 1-10-4
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE /SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science S Manufacturing in space
EXPERIMENT: . ^ „ . „ MISSION MODE: A



































































BASIC FUNCTION: IQ Unscheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Heat Rejection System Module
Remover


















Materials Science C/D Equipment
Fault Identifier
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Fault Identifier





















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS^JPACE A-3. 1-10-5
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . .
































































































t i i t
Furnace Repairer
it
VHP Power Unit Fault Identifier
II II II " II





Heat Rejection System Fault
Identifier
Heat Rejection System Fault
Identifier






























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'. I I <- SERIES .MS-1^ iL-LO PAGE A-3. 1-10-6
DISCIPLINE.- Materials Science 8 Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS -1 Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: : ' MISSION MODE: • A

































































































Plasma Beam Unit Fault Identifier
ii M ii n it
Plasma Beam Unit Repairer
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Fault
Identifier
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Fault
Identifier
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Repairer
Viewing Device Fault Identifier
M n n n
Viewing Device Repairer
TV Camera Fault Identifier































DISCIPLINE: Materials Science and Manufacturing
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
MS-1 Materials Science and Manufacturing In Space





Page Intentionally Left Blank
FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE
 A-3. 2-04-1
DISCIPLINE: 'Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE /SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: .
 :
3.2 Glass Processes; Glass Processing
























































































































Plasma Beam Unit Unstower
Plasma Beam Unit Translocator


































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SHM I I c * • ' • SERIES MS-1ULLv R4OTA-3. 2-04-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. | FPE/SUBGROUP: . MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . . . ' \MISSIONMODE: A









Place samples in processing
equipment
• '































































































VHP Power Unit Unstower
VHP Power Unit Translocator
VHP Power Unit Installer
Heat Rejection System Unstower
Glass Sample Installer
t i i t i i
II I! II
I I I I I I
11 II II
II II II
Data Recorder Control Actuator
it ii M ii
Computer Control Actuator
I! II II



























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK•M | o SERIES MS_-iJLLO PAGE
 A..3; 2.Q4-3
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . . . . ' MISSION MODE: A
3.2 Glass Processes; Glass Processing \BASIC FUNCTION: Q4 Experiment Setup































































































Materials Science C/D Equipment
Control Deactuator
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Control Actuator
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Module Remover






































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-3. 2-04-4
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science $ Mfg. | FPE/SUBCROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:






































































































Plasma Beam Unit Remover
Plasma Beam Unit Installer
Plasma Beam Unit Module Remover
Plasma Beam Unit Module Installer
Internal Attachments Remover
Internal Attachments Installer
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Remover
Atmosphere Analysis Unit
Installer
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Module
Remover






TV Camera Module Remover
TV Camera Module Installer
VHP Power Unit Remover
VHP Power Unit Installer
VHP Power Unit Module Remover
VHP Power Unit Module Installer
Holographic Device Remover
Holographic Device Installer




























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK, - - , r SERIES MS-1^ I L L° PAGE
 A-3 .2-04-5
DISCIPLINE .'Materials Science F7 Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: • ' MISSION MODE: A









































































Heat Rejection System Module
Remover






VHP Power Unit Calibrator





Plasma Beam Unit Calibrator
























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-3. 2-04-6
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . ' . . ' . • • • MISSION MODE: A






Install data recording system




















































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK<j 1 I 0 SERIES MS-1^1 LLO PAGE A-3. 2-05-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfe. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: , . MISSION MODE: A











































































































II II It H
Plasma Beam Unit Cleaner












































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS V SERIES ,MS-1 .PAGE-k-3. 2-05-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. 1 FPE/SUBGROVP.- MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: MISSION MODE: A



































































































Plasma Beam Unit Stower
Plasma Beam Unit Translocator
Plasma Beam Unit Remover
Internal Attachments Stower
Internal Attachments Trans locator
Internal Attachments Remover
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Stower
Atmosphere Analysis Unit
Translocator










VHP Power Unit Stower
VHP Power Unit Translocator
VHP Power Unit Remover




























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS_1.PAGE A- 3. 2 -06-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfe. FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . . . MISSION MODE: A
3.2 Glass Processes; Glass Processing , \BASIC FUNCTION: 06 Experiment Conduct








Evaluate gross integrity of
samples
Initiate experiment run















































































Glass Sample ObserverM M it
Glass Processing Research
Evaluator
Plasma Beam Unit Control Actuator
i i i t i i it ii
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Control
Actuator






























• FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES J4S-1PAGE n _ z _ 2-06-2
DISCIPLINE.-. Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP.- MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . - • ' .







































































































VHP Power Unit Control Actuator
ii n ii n n
Computer Control Actuator
n n n
Heat Rejection System Control
Actuator





















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'1 1 1 C* SERIES MS_-|JLLO PAGE
 A_3-.2-nfi-3
DISCIPLINE-. Materials Science $ Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP:- MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' . . MISSION MODE: ^
3.2 Glass Processes; Glass Processing . \BASIC FUNCTION:












































































































ii n ' ii
it ti n
VHP Power Unit Operation Monitor
M n ii it it
Computer Operation Monitor
II II M
Heat Rejection System Operation
Monitor
Heat Rejection System Operation
Monitor























• . . F L I G H T E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-3. 2-06-4
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. 1 FPE / SUBGROUP • ; . . MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: • . . . • • • ' - MISSION MODE: A



































































































• TASK - SKILL
TITLE .
Plasma Beam Unit Operation Monitor
ti it 11 ti 11
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Operation
Monitor











t i i i
11 . n
Glass Processing Research Planner
M it
M . ' . M
1! II
I I I I
I I I I
11. 11
I I I I
I t I I
I I I I
11 11
It It '









I I I t





























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES .MS-1R4SFA-3.2-06-5
DISCIPLINE.- Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MSrl Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' • ' ' . .
3.2 Glass Processes; Glass Processing
;








Operate measuring, recording and
transmission systems and equipment
















































BASIC FUNCTION Q6 Experiment Conduct
'TASK - • SKILL
TITLE




i i i t
ii . ii


























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK • i 1 e* . SERIES' MS-1JL.LO
 PAGE A_3 . 2-09-1
DISCIPLINE .-Materials Science & Mfg. FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Snace
EXPERIMENT: . . . . . . . MISSION MODE: A






• •" " •
CREW




































































Materials Science C/D Equipment
Disassembler
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Assembler
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Module Remover
















Atmosphere Supply/ Control System
Assembler
























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS




FPE/SVBGPOVP: MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space










































































































VHP Power Unit Disassembler
VHP Power Unit Assembler
VHP Power Unit Module Remover
VHP Power Unit Module Installer
Atmosphere Analysis Unit
Disassembler
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Assembler
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Module
Remover




Viewing Device Module Remover
Viewing Device Module Installer
TV Camera Disassembler
TV Camera Assembler
TV Camera Module Remover


























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES- MS-1PAGE
 A-3. 2-09-3
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE /SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' ' MISSION MODE: A















































































































Plasma Beam Unit Disassembler
Plasma Beam Unit Assembler
Plasma Beam Unit Module Remover







Heat Rejection System Assembler



























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A- 3. 2 -09-4
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfg. 1 FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science S Manufacturing in Snace
EXPERIMENT: • • . • •

































, , . ,
BASIC FUNCTION: Q9 Scheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE




















FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SK • i i 0 SERIES MS-1^1 LLO
 PAGE A-3. 2-10-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP:
 MS-1 Materials Science 8 Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . . . . • • • | MISSION MODE: A












































































 10 Unscheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Disassembler
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Module Assembler
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Module Remover



















Atmosphere Supply/ Control System
Module Remover




















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-3. 2-10-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: MISSION MODE: A
3.2 Glass Processes; Glass Processing -\BASIC FUNCTION.-







































































































VHP Power Unit Disassembler
VHF Power Unit Assembler
VHF Power Unit Module Remover





Atmosphere Analysis Unit Module
Remover




Viewing Device Module Remover




























s Science 5 Mfg. |FPE/SUBGRQUP: MS-1 Materials Science
SEPIBS MS-1
PAGE A-3.2-10-3
DISCIPLINE: Material i Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: MISSION MODE:
3.2 Glass Processes; Glass Processing \BASIC FUNCTION:































































































TV Camera Module Remover
TV Camera Module Installer
Holographic Device Disassembler
Holographic Device Assembler














Plasma Beam Unit Disassembler
Plasma Beam Unit Assembler
Plasma Beam Unit Module Remover







Heat Rejection System Assembler




























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK M | ( - SERIES MS-1k l L L O - PAGE A-3. 2-10-4
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science £ Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: MISSION MODE: A
























































































Materials Science C/D Equipment
Fault Identifier
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Fault Identifier























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK i j j C SERIES MS-1JLL
^ PAGE A-S.-2-10-5
DISCIPLINE .-Materials Science & -Mfp. 1 FPE/SUBCROUP: ' MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' . . . • | MISSION MODE: A
3.2 Glass Processes; Glass Processing















































































 10 Unscheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE











VHP Power Unit Fault Identifier
11 n 11 n ii




Heat Rejection System Fault
Identifier
Heat Rejection System Fault
Identifier































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES Ms_!
™^A-3. 2-10-6
DISCIPLINE:. Materials Science S Mfe. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: .































































































Plasma Beam Unit Fault Identifier
ii M M M ii
Plasma Beam Unit Repairer
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Fault
Identifier
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Fault
Identifier
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Repairer
Viewing Device Fault Identifier
M II II II
Viewing Device Repairer
TV Camera Fault Identifier






























Page Intentionally Left Blank
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science and Manufacturing
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
MS-1 Materials Science and Manufacturing In Space





Page Intentionally Left Blank
FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS





FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
MISSION MODE: A







Select mixture to be separated
Select buffer pH







































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PACE A-4.1-04-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science 5 Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . .







Connect ampoule to injection device
Conduct voice conferences with
ground
























































































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A - 4 _ 1-04-3
DISCIPLINE: .Materials Science S Mfg. 1 FPE/SUBGROUP.- MS-1 Materials Science 5 Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: , . . - . . ' . '
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FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS





FPE/SUBCROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space





















































































































Electrophoretic Column Removerii it ."
Electrophoretic Column Installer













































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1 .PAGE A-4. 1-04-5
DISCIPLINE.- Materials Science 6 Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: '


















































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg.
fvppppiffiwr;
4.1 Biological Processing; El
SERIES MS-1
PAGE A.4 T.O^-I































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PACE A. 4. LOS- 2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfg. 1 FPE/SUBCROUP:
 MS-1 Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space .
EWEPJIIENT :' ' MISSION MODE: . A































2 2 • • '
OPER.





























































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE. A-4. 1-05-3
DISCIPLINE .-Materials Science $ Mfg. \FPE/SUBCROUP: MS-1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: • . ' . ' • . . . • MISSION MODE: A .








Dispose of toxic cleaning materials




































































TASK - SKILL . .
TITLE
Interferometer Stower
















































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-4.1-05-4
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: , ' .











































































































i t i t
i t i i
Buffer/Waste Separator Cleaner

























F L I G H T E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK 1 1 1 C SERIES MS-1^L-1-0 . PAGE&-4. 1-05-5
DISCIPLINE.- Materials Science $ Mfg. [FPE/SVBGROVP:. MS-1 Materials Science S Manufacturing in Soace
EXPERIMENT: MISSION MODE: A
































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES • MS-1PAGE A-4. 1-06-1
DISC IPLINE: Materials Science S Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS -I Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:







DESCRIPTION . • ' -.





Withdraw mixture components from
column
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-4. 1-06-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE /SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: • . .








Fill apparatus with buffer



































' N O .
2 . C . 04
2.D.37
2.D.37































Buffer Solution Flow Rate
Determiner
Buffer Solution Flow Rate
Determiner
Buffer Solution Flow Rate
Determiner





























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS <?"jrc MO iP/SCFA-4. 1-06-3
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science 8 Mfg. FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: • . . . . . • • MISSION 140DE: A
4.1 Biological Processing.; Electrophoretic Separation \BASIC -FUNCTION:
 06 Experiment Conduct









Operate Schlieren optical scanner
Operate U .V. Microdensitometer
• i



































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK' M i r SERIES MS-1J LLo pAGE A-4. 1-06-4
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfe. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . • . •- .
4.1 Biological Processing; Electrophoretic Separation








Titrate samples with biological
reagents
•• ' .

































































| MISSION 1-<ODE: A
BASIC FUNCTION:
 06 Experiment Conduct
TASK. - SKILL
TITLE
Biological Materials Test Observer
11 11 it ii
it M ii n








































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SEHIES MS-1PAGE A-4. 1-06-5
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. 1 FPE / SUBGROUP :. MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERBfEN-7 : • ' • '













Voice record lab notes













































































Biological Materials Test Observerit 11 it it
it n n ii






























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS_!PAGE A-4. 1-06-6
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space
EXPERBIENT : • - . • - ' MISSION MODE: A


















































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS




FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space






















































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK' N I C SERIES MS-I^L-Lvj P/SGEA-4. 1-06-8
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. 1 FPE/SUBGPOUP: MS-1 Materials Science & 'Maniifart.nrincx in Snarp
EXPERIMENT: ' ' • ' . ' • . . MISSION MOOE: A

















































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS_-,PACE
 A-4. 1-06-9
•DISCIPLINE .-Materials -Science S Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space
EXPER&fENT: j MISSION MODE: A
4.1 Biological Processing; Electrophoretic Separation (BASIC FUNCTION: .
 06 Experiment Conduct






















































































































Heat Rejection System Operation
Monitor
























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SH't l 1 0 SERIES- MS -IJLLO
 PAGE A _ 4 < 1-06-10
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE /SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
EWERIVENT: - . . . . • . \ MISSION MDE: A
4.1 Biological Processing; Electrophoretic Separation








Operate measuring, recording, and

































































 06 Exnferiment Conduct









































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES • MS-1PAGE A-4. 1-09-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:





































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS^lPAGE.k-4. 1-09-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. I FPE/SUBGROUP.- MS-1 -Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space
EXPER&tENT: • - . ' ' . • . •'
4.1 Biological Processing; Electrophoretic Separation








































































 09 Scheduled Maintenance











Materials Sciences C/D Equipment
Module Remover





































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-4.1-09-3
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. | FPE /SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: •
4.1 Biological Processing; Electrophoretic Separation
















































































































TV Camera Module Remover




























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS •SERIES 'MS-1PAGE A-4. 1-09-4
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science £ Mfg. | FPE/SUECROUP: MS-1 Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space
EXPERI "."/EAT: ; - ' • ' MISSION. MODE: A



















































































Heat Rejection System Disassembler
Heat Rejection System Assembler
Heat Rejection System Module
Remover






























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SEF.IES MS-1PAGE A -4. 1-1 0-1
DISCIPLINE. ^ nt f . T T n \ ^ Science & Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT': . ' • ' '"


























































































Materials Sciences C/D Equipment
Module Remover












































F L I G H T E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-4. 1-10-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP:
 MS-1 MatPrial . ; SrHpnro F, MaTnifar.tiirinp in Scace
EXPE.RBfENT: . - -


































































































 10 Unscheduled Maintenance

















TV Camera Disassembler .
TV Camera Assembler
TV Camera Module Remover







n t i n
Interferometer Module Installer
ii i i M
Heat Rejection System Disassemble!
Heat Rejection System Assembler



























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1
^^A-4. 1-10-3
DISCIPLINE: Materials. Science § Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP:"MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
EWERIVEN7: . . • - ' • ' ' . . . ' .
4.1 Biological Processing; Electrophoretic Separation





































































 10 Unscheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE

















































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS.JPAGE A-4. 1-10-4
DISCIPLINE: Materials' Science £ Mfg. I FPE/SUBCROUP.- MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
EXPEDIENT: . . . ' ' • ' .
4.1 Biological Processing; Electrophoretic Separation
• CREW TASK STATE!4EtlT
NO.
48
















































































































TV Camera Fault Identifier


































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK•i I j 0 SERIES MS-1uLLo PAGE A-4. 1-10-5
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. | FPE/SUBCROUP: MS -1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPER&IENT: ' . •. MISSION t-K)DE: A














































 10 Unscheduled Maintenance
TASK. - SKILL
TITLE
Heat Rejection System Fault
Identifier
Heat Rejection System Fault
Identifier




















Page Intentionally Left Blank
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science and Manufacturing
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
MS-1 Materials Science and Manufacturing In Space





Page Intentionally Left Blank
FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfg. \FPE/SUBCROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufactun
EXPERBfENT: ' . • .
4.2 Biological Processing; Lyophilization






Load sample vial into holder
t
Mount holder unit in airlock
'
i












































































Eing in SpaceMISSION MDE: A
BASIC FUNCTION: 04 Experiment Setup
TASK - SKILL . .
TITLE
Lyophilization Apparatus Unstower









































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
• - . . • - • .
DISCIPLINE .-Materials. Science & Mfg.
E:-?E?.&IENT :
'SEMES
 m_i , ' ' '
PA
°E A-4.2-04-2 .
FPE/ SUBGROUP:'- MS-1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
. . . - . • - • • • • • . . . . . . • •

































































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg.
EXPERIMENT: • • .
SERIES MS-1
PAGE A-4._?-n4-3
FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
























































i i M ii
Lyophilization Apparatus Installer






















F L I G H T E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK' II I r SERIES MS-1JLL
°
 pAGE ^_ 4 - 2-05-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science $ Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP:' MS-1 Materials Science 8 Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . . . . | MISSION MO'DE : A







temove holder unit from airlock
Jnload sample vials from holder































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SH' 1 1 1 0 SERIES MS-1JLLw PAGE
 A _ 4 _ 7 _ n f i _ . ,
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. FPE/SUECPOUP.- MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space









Make cultures of reconstituted
microorganisms
i
Make records of process conditions
Monitor heat-vacuum-cool cycle
Determine infrared absorption
spectra of samples '














































































Biological Materials Test ObserveiM M ii n
11 n 11 n





















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PACE A-4.2-06-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfg. \FPE/SUBCROUP: MS-1 Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space
EXPER&fENT: • . • •








Measure product effectiveness on
bacterial, cultures





































































 nfi F.xpftrime7lt Conduct

















































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A.- 4. 2-06-3
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfg. |FPE/st/flC/?OL!P: MS-1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: • ' • UISSION WDE: A
4.2 Biological Processing; Lyophilization \BASIC FUNCTION:
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FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE
 A_4 . 2-06-4
DISCIPLINE.- Materials Science § Mfg. •! FPE /SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:' ' " MISSION MODE: - A
4.2 Biological Processing; Lyophilization {BASIC FUNCTION: Q6 Experiment Conduct








Operate measuring, recording and


































































Heat Rejection System Operation
Monitor
Heat Rejection System Operation
Monitor
Computer Operation Monitor
































FLIGHT ' E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES Ms_lPAGE
 A_4 . 2-09-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science £ Mfg. \FPE/SUEGROL'P:-^.i Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space ..
EXPERIMENT: ' • • • • • MISSION MODE: A
4.2 Biological Processing; Lyophilization \BASIC FUNCTIoN:QQ Scheduled Maintenance























































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-4. 2-09-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Srienre FT Mfg. 1 FPE/SUBCROUP: M S_j Materials Science & Manufacturing in Sr>ace
EXPERIMENT-: • . • '












































































Materials Sciences C/D Equipment
Module Remover










Heat Rejection System Disassemble!
Heat Rejection System Assembler
Heat Rejection System Module
Remover






























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1R4CE A _ 4 m 2-10-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science $ Mfg. | FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERBIENT:























































































Materials Sciences C/D Equipment
Module Remover










Heat Rejection System Disassemble]
Heat Rejection System Assembler
Heat Rejection System Module
Remover





























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK' I I 1 C SERIES MS-1JLLO
 PAGE
 A_ 4 . 2-10-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . | MISSION WDE : A
4.2 Biological Processing; Lyophilization




































































 IQ unscheduled Maintenance









Materials Science C/D Equipment
Fault Identifier
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Fault Identifier








Heat Rejection System Fault
Identifier
Heat Rejection System Fault
Identifier























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-4. 2-10-3
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfe. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space .
EXPERIMENT:












































Page Intentionally Left Blank
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science and Manufacturing.
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
MS-1 Materials Science and Manufacturing In Space
MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle-Sortie, limited duration
EXPERIMENT:
5.0 Physical Properties of Fluids
5.1 Convection
H-787
Page Intentionally Left Blank
FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-5. 1-04-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. | FPE/SUBGROUP.- MS-1 Materials Science 5 Manufacturing in Space
EXPERB1ENT: . . . MISSION MODE:
 A














































































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1
^^A-5.1-04-2
DISCIPLINE .-Materials Science $ Mfg. I FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPEFt&fENT: . • • . ' . . . MISSION ' MODE : A
5.1 Physical Properties of Fluids; Convection \BASIC FUNCTION:































































2 . D . 2 2
























Heat Rejection System Unstower
Dispersion Control System
Unstower
Slip Cast Injection System
Unstower
Slip Cast Injection System
Trans locator

















Fluid Convection Research Planner























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE .-Materials Science & Mfg.
EXPERHfENT : • .
SERIES. MS-1
^ A-5. 1-04-3
FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
MISSION f.K>DE: A
5.1 Physical Properties of Fluids; Convection \BASICFUNCTION: 04 Experiment Setup



























































































TASK - SKILL . ' .'
TITLE









Slip Cast Injection System
Unstower
Slip Cast Injection System
Translocator













































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK' M I C SERIES Ms_l^ I L L O PAGE- ^ 5
 m 1-04-4
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. | FPE/SUBGROUP.: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: • . . , • . ' • | MISSION MDE:. A

















































































































BASIC FUNCTION : Q4 Experiment Setup
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Heating/Cooling Device Installerii ii ii n

































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE .-Materials Science £ Mfg.
E.YPE.wiAffiW:?: .
SERIES MS-1
PME A- 5. 1-04 -5
FPE /SUBGROUP:. MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
5.1 Physical Properties of Fluids; Convection




































































































 M p.xneriment SetUD

























Slip Cast Injection System Removei
Slip Cast Injection System
Installer
Slip Cast Injection System Module
Remover




























DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. .1 WE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: • • MISSION !>K)DE: A
5.1 Physical Properties of Fluids; Convection



























































2 . D . 2 2






































Zone Refiner Module Remover
Zone Refiner Module Installer
Computer Control Actuator
ii ii .11















Materials Science C/D Equipment
Control Deactuator
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Control Actuator


























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SH' M I C SERIES MS-1uLLo
 PAGE A_5 i l .0 4_7
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space .
EXPERIMENT: . , \MISSION !-K>DE: A.










. ' • • -i
CREW












































































 Q4 Experiment Setut)
TASK. - SKILL
TITLE










Furnace Module Remover :
Furnace Module Installer
Dispersion Control System Module
Remover




Holographic Device Module Remover
Holographic Device Module
Installer
Heat Rejection System Module
Remover






























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK' I I 1 C SERIES MS-1< I L L o
 PAGE A _ 5 > 1_04_8
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science 5 Manufacturing in Space
E&EZIMENT: ' ' . . MISSION FJODE: . A











































































































TV Camera Module Remover






n ii . n
Mixing Unit Module Remover
n n n n
n n M ii
Mixing Unit Module Installer
n it ti it








































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKM I 1 0 SERIES MS-1v I L L o PAGE A-5. 1-04-9
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science £ Mfg. FPE/SUBGROI'P: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' MISSION 140 DE: A •
5.1 Physical Properties of Fluids; Convection












Install data recording equipment
Install optical instrumentation and
recording devices

















































































































- FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE k-5. 1-04-10
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 . Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: • • MISSION MODE: A
5.1 Physical Properties of Fluids; Convection -\BASICFUNCTION:

































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE
 A _ ^ - , _ n q _ l
DISCIPLINE :MatR-H a 1(. Science F, Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: Mg_i Materials Science 6 Manufacturing in Space
EXPEDIENT: . •







































































































C 1 eaning/ Decent aminat ion Equipment
Installer
















Slip Cast Injection System
Cleaner


























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'HI r SERIES MS-1JLLvJ
 ™^A-5. 1-05-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. [FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERimUT: ' . . ' . MISSION MODE: A
5.1 Physical Properties of Fluids; convection \BASIC RTCTrov • „ , - • „ • *. m. j
'
 r








Communicate experiment results to
earth













































i t i i
Film Developer
" " . . .













FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK• 1 I I 0 SERIES MS-1JLU> PAGE
 A_5. 1-06-1 .
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfg. FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space
EXPEfWfENT: • . \MISSION t-JODE: A











































































































Heat Rejection System Operation
Monitor





















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK, - - I 0 SERIES MS-1JLLo
 PAGE A-5. 1-06-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfe. \FPE /SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Snace
EXPERIMENT: | ' • • A
5.1 Physical Properties of Fluids; Convection [BASIC FUNCTION:






























































































. " . TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Camera Operation Monitorii n n





Mixing Unit Operation Monitor
11 it 11 n
11 n n "
n n n ' i i
Heating/Cooling Device Operation
Monitor
Slip Cast Injection System
Operation Monitor





Zone Refiner Operation Monitor
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DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science 5 Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' , • . : • • MISSION MODE: A
5.1 Physical Properties of Fluids; Convection \BASIC FWCTIOK: Q& Experiment Conduct


























































































































. TASK - SKILL
TITLE . •




















































t i i t
n it
ti n
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DlSClPLir/E .-Materials Science $ Mfg. ^FPE/SUBCPOUP.- MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: • . • . .
5.1 Physical Properties of Fluids; Convection
















































































































 06 Experiment Conduct
TASK - SKILL
. TITLE

























i t i t
n it
M ii
i t i t
II M
11 II
I I I t
I I I t
II II
. II It
I I I t
II II
II II
I I I I
I I I I
II II
I I I I
II II
I t I I
II II
I t I I
II I t



































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-5. 1-06-5
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: •





Operate measuring, recording and



















































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PACE A-5. 1-09-1
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science $ Mfg. | FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science £ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: • • ' •



























































































MISSION MODE: . A






























Slip Cast Injection System Cleaner
M M n n n


























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SEP.IES MS-1PAGE A-5. 1-09-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfg. \FPE/SUBGROUP:-ys-i Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: MISSION MODE: A









































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-5. 1-09-3
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: • ' .




































































































Dispersion Control System Module
Remover





















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-5. 1-09-4
DISCIPLINE.- Materials Science § Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP-. MS-1 Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space .
EXPERBfENT: • '
5.1 Physical Properties of Fluids; Convection



































































































































Heat Rejection System Assembler
Heat Rejection System Module
Remover
Heat Rejection System Module
Installer
Materials Analysis Equipment

































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MR-1PAGE n_^ i _ n q _ t ;
DISCIPLINE: Material c - R r i p . n r . P - f i Mf£. 1 FPE/SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing in Space
EXPERD1ENT: . • • • ' ' - .



































































































TV Camera Module Remover
TV Camera Module Installer
Holographic Device Disassembler
Holographic Device Assembler










Slip Cast Injection System
Disassembler
Slip Cast Injection System
Assembler
Slip Cast Injection System
Module Remover




























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-5. 1-09-6
'DISCIPLINE: Materials Science $ Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science $ Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: • . . MISSION MODE: A
5.1 Physical Properties of Fluids; Convection \BASIC FUNCTION:











































































Zone Refiner Module Remover
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DISCIPLINE: Materials Science 8 Mfg. \PPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science 8 Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIWNT: ' • \ MISSION 'MODE : A
5.1 Physical Properties of Fluids; Convection | BASIC FUNCTION:






















































































Materials Science C/D Equipment
Disassembler
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Assembler
Materials Science C/D Equipment
Module Remover












































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK'| 1 | 0 SERIES MS-1v I L L O PAGE.k-s. 1-10-2
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science £ Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP:
 MS-1 Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: ' \ MISSION MODE: A























































































 in unscheduled Maintenance






















Dispersion Control System Module
Remover






























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SEZIES MS_!P/J^A-5. 1-10-3
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science § Mfg. | FPE /SUBGROUP.- MS-1 Materials Science 5 Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: MISSION MODE: A



































































































TASK - SKILL '
TITLE
















Heat Rejection System Assembler
Heat Rejection System Module
Remover








































FLIGHT 1 E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES MS-1PAGE A-5. 1-10-4
DISCIPLINE .-Materials Science 8 Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP:
 Ms_i Materials Science S Manfacturine in Space
EXPERIMENT: • '
5.1 Physical Properties of Fluids; Convection


























































































BASIC FUNCTION: iQ Unscheduled Maintenance
TASK
- SKILL . . .
TITLE
TV Camera Assembler
TV Camera Module Remover
TV Camera Module Installer
Holographic Device Disassembler
Holographic Device Assembler










Slip Cast Injection System
Disassembler -
Slip Cast Injection System
Assembler
Slip Cast Injection System
Module Remover
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DISCIPLINE .-Materials Science § Mfg. | FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERBfEN-T: . • • • ' • ' •






























































































Zone Refiner Module Remover
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°
 pME A _ s . 1-10-6
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfg. FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . MISSION MODE: A























































































 ln Ihl<5rhpHll l pH MaiTl1. P7lanrp
TASK. - SKILL
TITLE













Dispersion Control System Fault
Identifier




Mixing Unit Fault Identifier
n M n n
n ii n n































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK \\ \ C- SEPJES MS-1<l LLO
 PAGE A-5. 1-10-7
DISCIPLINE: Materials Science & Mfe. ,\FPE/SUBCF10UP: y\S-i Materials Science § Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: . 'MISSION MODE: A















































































BASIC FUNCTION: JQ Unscheduled Maintenance
TASK.- - SKILL
TITLE












TV Camera Fault Identifier











Heat ing/ Coo ling Device Repairer
Slip Cast Injection System Fault
Identifier
Slip Cast Injection System Fault
Identifier
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DISCIPLINE: Materials Science S Mfg. \FPE/ SUBGROUP: MS-1 Materials Science S Manufacturing in Space
EXPEFl&lENT: • ' -




















































i t t i ii
Densitometer Repairer




















DEVELOPMENT OF FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK REQUIREMENTS
NASW-2192
FINAL REPORT
VOLUME II - TECHNICAL REPORT
PART II • APPENDIX H: TASK-SKILLS DATA SHEETS
DISCIPLINE: Physics
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
P-l Space Physics Research Laboratory
MISSION MODE: B - Shuttle-Serviced Free Flyer,
extended duration
EXPERIMENTS:
1.0 Atmospheric and Magnetospheric
Science (Including Aurora)
2.0 Cometary Physics - Gaseous Release
of NH3 and ICN16
3.0 Meteoroid Science





FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
P-l Space Physics Research Laboratory
MISSION MODE: B - Shuttle-Serviced Free Flyer, extended duration
EXPERIMENT:
1.0 Atmospheric and Magnetospheric Science
(Including Aurora)
H-821
Page Intentionally Left Blank
FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES P-lPAGE B-l. 0-04-1
DISCIPLINE: Physics ; FPE '/SUBGROUP: - P-l - Space Physics Research Laboratory
EXPERIMENT:
1.0 Atmospheric and Magnetospheric Science (Including Aurora)














Mount spectrometer on extendable
rails of airlock
Remove spectrometer from storage
area
Carry spectrometer to appropriate
airlock t
i
Ensure that airlock is secure
Open airlock inside hatch
Select appropriate cabling for
spectrometer
Route spectrometer cables through
airlock feed through
Connect cabling to spectrometer
Close airlock inside hatch
Evacuate airlock to space






















































































Airlock Inside Hatch Opener
Spectrometer Cable Selectorii ii ii
Spectrometer Cable Routerii M ii
Spectrometer Cable Connectorit it it
Airlock Inside Hatch Closer
Airlock Depressurization Actuator





















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKM I I C SERIES P-luLLo. • pAGE B-l. 0-04-2
DISCIPLINE: Physics FPE/SUBGROUP: P-l - Space Physics Research Laboratory
F>?EPI*!ENT: • . • - ' • ' ' ' . •











Move instrument assembly and extend-
able rails to outside
Activate instrument power
Set spectrometer controls to proper
settings on control panel
Monitor displays for proper opera-
tion of spectrometer
Determine that spectrometer is
operating properly
Attach camera to scanning grating
spectrometer









































2 . B . 0 2
2.B..02





































I f M If
i f n i f
Particle Sensor Installer




















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK, - - , <-v SERIES p_luLLo PAGE B-l. 0-04-3
DISCIPLINE: Physics FPE/SUBGROUP: p_i - Space Physics Research Laboratory
E WE. P WENT: ' - ' • MISSION MODE: B











Check for proper tuning of mass
spectrometer
Mount neutral atmosphere temperature
spherical chamber on rotating arm
Mount neutral atmosphere temperature
chamber assembly on extendable boom
Mount positive ion mass spectrometer



















































































i i i i i t
i t i i i t
Gas Temperature Chamber Assembler
Gas Temperature Chamber Installer































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES p_lPAGE B-l. 0-04-4
DISCIPLINE: Physics | FPE/ SUBGROUP: P-l - Space Physics Research Laboratory
E'.<?EF.B!E11T : , • • . MISSION MODE: B







. 1 Mount open source mass spectro-
meter spacecraft exterior surface
. 2 Mount closed source mass spec-
trometer on spacecraft exterior
surface
. 3 Mount neutral gas temperature






























































4 . E . 0 2















4 . E . 0 2























i i i t
















Gas Temperature Chamber Installer
I I ( I M . 1 1
I I I I n n
Gas Temperature Chamber
Translocator
Gas Temperature Chamber Installer




























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES P-lPAGE B-1.0-04-S
DISCIPLINE: Physics . : \FPE/ SUBGROUP: P-l - Space Physics Research Laboratory
EXPEP.niENT ': .
1.0 Atmospheric and Magnetospheric Science (Including Aurora)














.: • • ' | ' .
I .
1 .
.6 Mount electrostatic probe; on




























































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKMI \ c SERIES P-luLL-0 pAGE B-l. 0-04-6
DISCIPLINE: Physics I FPE/SUBGROUP: P-l - Space Physics Research Laboratory
E>TED.I^!ENT: • MTSSTtiN MnnF. • R







.1 Mount electric field probe on
spacecraft exterior surface
.8 Mount flux gate magnetometer on
spacecraft exterior surface





























































4 . E . 0 2







4 . E . 0 2







4 . E . 0 2
4 . E . 0 2
2. A. 09





































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK» i . | i f* SERIES p_iJLLo PAGEZ-l . 0-04-7
DISCIPLINE: Physics FPE/ SUBGROUP:, p_i _ Space Physics Research Laboratory
EXPERIMENT: '










.10 Mount VLF sensor on spacecraft
exterior surface
Mount ambient environment sensors
on extendable boom
. 1 Mount open source mass spectro-
meter on airlock extendable boom
.2 Mount closed source mass spec-
trometer on airlock extendable boom
.3 Mount ion mass spectrometer on
airlock extendable boom

























































































 04 Experiment Setup
•TASK - SKILL
TITLE









































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES P-lPAGE B-l. 0-04-8
DisciPL-riE: Physics \ FPE/ SUBGROUP: P-l - Space Physics Research Laboratory
EITEPIWNT:











.5 Mount electrostatic probe on
airlock extendable boom
.6 Mount electric field probe on
airlock extendable boom
. 7 Mount f lux gate magnetometer on
airlock extendable boom
.8 Mount magnetometer coil on
airlock extendable boom
.9 Mount VLF sensor on airlock
extendable boom
Remove sensors from storage























































































i t i t






























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES P-lPACE B- 1.0- 04 -9
DISCIPLINE: Physics IFPE/SUBCROUP: P-l - Sj)ace Physics Research Laboratory
EXPEDIENT: . [ '











.2 Remove IR interferometer spec-
trometer from storage area
.3 Remove scanning grating spectro-
meter from storage area
.4 Remove EUV spectrometer from
storage area
.5 Remove image isocon TV camera
from storage area
.6 Remove open source mass spectro-
meter from storage area
.7 Remove closed source mass
spectrometer from storage area
.8 Remove neutral gas temperature

















































































i t t i
Gas Temperature Chamber Unstower

















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES p_iPAGE
 B-r. 0-04-10
DISCIPLINE: Physics . FPE/SUBGROUP: P-1 - Space Physics Research Laboratory
EXPEP.IWNT:' •











.9 Remove ion mass spectrometer
from storage area
.10 Remove ion trap from storage
area
.11 Remove electrostatic probe
from storage area
.12 Remove electric field probe
from storage area
.13 Remove flux gate magnetometer
from storage area
. 14 Remove magnetometer coil from
storage area






































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES p_lPAGE B-l. 0-04-11
DISCIPLINE: Phvsics i \FPE/ SUBGROUP: p_i Space Physics Research Laboratory
EXPERIMENT: ." . -






.16 Remove aluminum foil exposure
device from storage area


































t i i t t i
Particle Sensor Unstower







FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SKILLS SERIES p. IPACE B-l. 0-05-1
DISCIPLINE: Physics . FPE/SUBGROl'P:P-l - Space Physics Research Laboratory
EWERDfENT: ' • . ' • • ' • ' ' . •










Ensure that airlock is secure
Open airlock inside hatch
Remove unneeded or conflicting
instruments from airlock
. 1 Remove open source mass spectro-
meter from airlock extendable boom
.2 Remove closed source mass spec-
trometer from airlock extendable
boom
.3 Remove ion mass spectrometer



























































































Airlock Inside Hatch Opener
Spectrometer Remover
<i t t












































FPE /SUBGROUP: P-l - Space Physics Research Laboratory
| MISSION MODE: B
1.0 Atmospheric and Magnetospheric Science (Including Aurora)







.4 Remove ion trap from airlock
extendable boom :
i
.5 Remove electrostatic probe from
airlock extendable boom
• • ' <
.6 Remove electric field probe
from airlock extendable boom
.7 Remove flux 'gate magnetometer































































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SH' I 1 • I C ' SERIES -p_i^ IL-LvJ PAGE B-l . 0-05-3
DISCIPLINE.-. Physics \FPE/ SUBGROUP: P-1 - Sjpace Physics Research Laboratory
EXPERIMENT: . . . .








.8 Remove magnetometer coil from
airlock extendable boom
.9 Remove VLF sensor from airlock
extendable boom
•
.10 Remove neutral atmosphere
temperature chamber from airlock
extendable boom






























































































| MISSION MODE: g
BASIC FUNCTION:















Gas Temperature Chamber Remover ~




n n 11 .





























F L I G H T - E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK' i i i c* SERIES p_iJLL^ PACE B- 1.0-05-4
DISCIPLINE: Physics : \FPE/ SUBGROUP: P-l - Space Physics Research Laboratory
EXPERIMENT: • \














Store sensors within spacecraft
. 1 Store photometric cluster in
spacecraft storage area
.2 Store IR interferometer spectro-
meter in spacecraft storage area
.3 Store scanning grating1 spectro-
meter in spacecraft storage area
.4 Store EUV spectrometer in
spacecraft storage area
.5 Store image isocon TV camera in




















































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SHf , 1 i c . ' . ' • ' SERIES P - lJ LLo
 PAGE B-i. 0-05-5
DISCIPLINE: Physics '\FPE/SUBGROUP: P-l. .-' Space Physics Research Laboratory
EWEP.WENT:. ' ' ' . • • •
1.0 Atmospheric and Magnetospheric Science (Including Aurora)










. 6 Store open source mass spectro-
meter in spacecraft storage area
.7 Store closed source mass spec-
trometer in spacecraft storage area
.8 Store neutral gas temperature
chamber and rotating arm in space-
craft storage area
.9 Store ion mass spectrometer in
spacecraft storage area
.10 Store ion trap in spacecraft
storage area
.11 Store electrostatic probe in
spacecraft .storage area











































































Gas Temperature Chamber Stower
n n it n
Spectrometer Stower























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES p_lPAGE B-l. 0-05-6
DISCIPLINE: Physics ! 1 FPE/SUBGROUP: P-l - Space Physics Research Laboratory
EXPEDIENT: . . . ' • .









.13 Store flux gate magnetometer in
spacecraft storage area
.14 Store magnetometer coil in
spacecraft storage area
.15 Store VLF sensor in spacecraft
storage area .
i
.16 Store aluminum foil exposure
device in spacecraft storage area
. 17 Store particle sensor clusters


























































i i i t
Magnetometer Stower
i t i t
VLF Sensor Stower
i t i t i i
Particle Sensor Stower
it i i . . it .
Particle Sensor Stower













FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK' 1 1 I Q SERIES p_lJLU-P pAGE g.i.o.og.i
DISCIPLINE: Phv.sics \FPE/ SUBGROUP: p_i _ Space Phvsics Research Laboratory
EWEFtlMENT: _ ' ' • '












Place, calibration lamps in front of
entrance apertures
.1 Place calibration lamps in front
of spectrometer apertures (inside)
.2 Move calibration lamps in front
of spectrometer apertures (outside)
Calibrate spectrometers, in situ
Check mass spectrometers for proper
tuning
Change spectrometer gratings
Examine optical elements of spectro-







































































MISSION MODE: B '
BASIC FUNCTION:




if ii ii ' • •
Spectrometer Control Actuator
Spectrometer Calibrator
i i i t






























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES p_lPAGE B-l. 0-09-2
DISCIPLINE: Physics \FPE/ SUBGROUP: p_i - Space Physics Research Laboratory
EXPERIMENT:
1.0 Atmospheric and Magnetospheric Science (Including Aurora)










.1 Inspect optical elements of
instruments for contamination and
deterioration
. 2 Inspect mechanical elements of
instruments for contamination,


















































































































Gas Temperature Chamber Inspector
Ion Trap Assembly Inspector
Probe Assembly Inspector
Magnetometer Assembly Inspector




































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES p_iPACE B-l.0-09-3
DISCIPLINE: p'hvsics . \FPS/SUBCROVP: P-1 - Space Physics Research Laboratory
E:<PERIMENT: .






.4 Calibrate instruments as
scheduled












































































































i t i t
11 1!
I I I I

















i i i t
i i i i
' i i
' i i



























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES p_iPAGE B-l. 0-10-1
DISCIPLINE: Physics • | FPE/SUBGROUP: P-1 - Space Physics Research Laboratory
EXPEKIMEUT:











Place calibration lamps in front of
entrance apertures
.1 Place calibration lamps in front
of spectrometer apertures (inside)
.2 Move calibration lamps in front,
of spectrometer apertures (outside)
Calibrate spectrometers, in situ
Check mass spectrometers for proper
tuning
Change spectrometer gratings
Examine optical elements of spectro-
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DISCIPLINE: Physics \FPE/SUBGROUP:'p-l - Space Physics Research Laboratory
EWEPIMENT: . . . ' . | MISSION MODE: • B










.1 Inspect optical elements of
instruments 'for contamination and
deterioration
.2 Inspect mechanical elements of
instruments for contamination,







































































































 10 Unscheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL •
TITLE









Gas Temperature Chamber Inspector
Ion Trap Assembly Inspector
Probe Assembly Inspector
Magnetometer Assembly Inspector



































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES p_iPAGE B-l. 0-10-3
DISCIPLINE; Phvsics \FPE/ SUBGROUP: p_i _ Soace Phvsics Research Laboratory
EXPERimN?:





.3 Fault isolate electrical and




































































































TV Camera Fault Identifier
Gas Temperature Chamber Fault
Identifier




n n t i



























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SH' | I I C SERIES p_lULLO R4CFB-1. 0-10-4
DISCIPLINE: Physics \FPE/ SUBGROUP: P-l - Space Physics Research Laboratory
EWERIMENT: '. . ' • . MISSION MODE: B







.4 Calibrate instruments as
required
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n n n



































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES P-lPACE B-l. 0-10-5
.DISCIPLINE: Physics \FPE /SUBGROUP: p_i _ Space Phvsics Research Laboratory
EXPERIMENT: MISSION MODE: B
1.0 Atmospheric and Magnetospheric Science (Including Aurora) \BASICFUNCTION: IQ Unscheduled Maintenance































































































































TV Camera Module Remover







Gas Temperature Chamber Module
Remover
Gas Temperature Chamber Module
Installer
Ion Trap Module Remover











Particle Sensor Module Remover





























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES p_lPAGE B-l. 0-10-6
DISCIPLINE: Phvsics I WE/SUBGROUP: p-.i _ Space Physics Research Laboratory
EXPERIMENT: • . . • • - . MISSION MODE: B




















































































































FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
P-l Space Physics Research Laboratory
MISSION MODE: B - Shuttle-Serviced Free Flyer, extended duration
EXPERIMENT:
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FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES. p_lPAGE B-2. 0-04-1
DISCIPLINE: . Physics FPE/SUBGROUP: p_i _ Space Physics Research Laboratory
EXPERIMENT:











Set up gas release device:
.1 Remove NH, release canister from
storage area
.2 Garry NH release canister to
appropriate airlock
. 3 Ensure that airlock is secure
.4 Open airlock inside hatch
.5 Select appropriate control
cables










































































I I I I I I
Gas Canister Translocator
it M it




Airlock Inside Hatch Opener
Gas Canister Cable Selector
M n n n
n M n n
Gas Canister Cable Router


















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES p_lPAGE B-2.0-04-2
DISCIPLINE: Phvsics FPE/SUBGROUP: P-l - Space Physics Research Laboratory
EXPEfUMNT: .,











.7 Connect cabling to gas canister
.8 Close airlock inside hatch
.9 Evacuate airlock to space
.10 Open airlock outside gate
.11 Move gas canister assembly and
extendable rails to outside
.12 Remove. ICN release canister
from storage area
































































Gas Canister Control Cable
Connector
Gas Canister Control Cable
Connector
Gas Canister Control Cable
Connector
Gas Canister Control Cable
Connector
Airlock Inside Hatch Closer
Airlock Depressurization Actuator
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.14 Mount gas release canister on
extendable rails of airlock
Set up spectrometers :
.1 Remove spectrometer from i
storage area i
. 2 Carry spectrometer to appro-
priate airlock
.3 Mount spectrometer on extendable
rails of airlock
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.5 Route spectrometer cables
through airlock feedthroughs
.6 Connect cabling to spectrometer
.7 Move instrument assembly and
extendable rails to outside
Calibrate spectrometers:
. 1 Activate instrument power
. 2 Set spectrometer controls to
proper settings on control panel
.3 Monitor displays for proper
operation of spectrometer
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.5 Place calibration lamps in front
of spectrometer apertures (inside)
.6 Move calibration lamps in front
of spectrometer apertures (outside)
.7 Calibrate spectrometer, in situ
Change spectrometer gratings ,





















































































BASIC FUNCTION: Q4 Experiment Setup
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
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Store sensors within spacecraft
Retrieve instruments and gas release
devices:
. 1 Retract instrument assembly or
gas release canister assembly and
extendable rails inside airlock
.2 Close airlock outside gate
.3 Pressurize airlock
.4 Ensure that airlock is secure
.5 Open airlock inside hatch
.6 Remove, cables from spectrometer
























































| MISSION MODE: B




Rail/ Boom Retraction Actuator
Rail/Boom Position Monitor
Airlock Outside Hatch Closer
Airlock Pressurization Actuator
Airlock Status Monitor
Airlock Inside Hatch Opener
Spectrometer Cable Disconnector
i t i t i i
Gas Canister Cable Disconnector
ii ii M ii
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.8 Remove cables from gas release
canisters (unused)
. 9 Remove spectrometer from air-
lock extendable boom
.10 Remove used gas release canis-
ter from airlock extendable boom
.ll Remove unused gas release
canister from airlock extendable
boom
.12 Recover gas release canisters
































































































Gas Canister Cable Disconnector
i i i i i i i i
i i i t i i i t








i i t i i
i i i i i t
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.13 Return spectrometer to storage
area
. 14 Return unused gas release
canisters to storage area
.15 Carry used gas canisters to




















































































i t i i i i
i i i i i i
Gas Canister Remover
i i t i i i
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.16 Store unused gas release
canisters in storage area
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Maintain experiments within space-
craft:
, 1 Change spectrometer gratings
.2 Examine optical elements of
spectrometers for contamination
and deterioration
.3 Examine mechanical elements of
spectrometers for contamination,
deterioration, wear and damage
.5 Calibrate spectrometers, as
scheduled
.6 Clean and/or decontaminate
spectrometer optics
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Maintain experiments within ,
spacecraft !
.1 Change spectrometer gratings
. 2 Examine optical elements of
spectrometers for contamination
and deterioration
.3 Examine mechanical elements of
spectrometers for contamination,
deterioration, wear, and damage
.4 Fault isolate spectrometers to
identify causes of malfunctions
.5 Calibrate spectrometers as
required
.6 Clean and/or decontaminate
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•BASIC FUNCTION: 10 Unscheduled Maintenance















FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
P-l Space Physics Research Laboratory
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Manually deploy hinged, preloaded
recovery panels in external space
environment:
. 1 Remove panel package from
storage
.2 Carry panel package to appro-
priage airlock
.3 Ensure that airlock is secure
.4 Open airlock inside hatch
1
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.6 Close airlock inside hatch
.7 Evacuate airlock to space
.8 Open airlock outside gate
.9 Mount panel package on space-
craft exterior surface





































































 04 ExDeriment SetUD
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Airlock Inside Hatch Closer
Airlock Depressurization Actuator
Airlock Status Monitor
Airlock Outside Hatch Opener
Particle Sensor Translocatorit ii 11
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.11 Return to EVA airlock
i
.12 Enter EVA airlock j
i
.13 Close airlock outside gate
1 '
i
. 14 Pressurize airlock
Mount cosmic dust analyzer target
plate and associated grids and
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.1 Remove CDA. package from storage
.2 Carry CDA assembly to appro-
priate airlock
.3 Mount CDA assembly on space-
craft exterior surface
Deploy CDA ion collector on extend-
able boom:
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.2 Select appropriate cabling for
ion collector
.3 Route ion collector cables!
through airlock feedthrough
i
.4 Mount ion collector on airlock
extendable boom
.5 Connect cabling to ion collector
.6 Move ion collector and extend-
able boom to outside






























































BASIC FUNCTION: 04 Experiment Setup
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Particle Sensor Cable Selectorit t i t i i i
Particle Sensor Cable Router
t i t i i i t>
Particle Sensor Installer
ii ii ii
Particle Sensor Cable Connector
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Change film cartridge in trace
recording camera
Align/ calibrate optical subsystems
of optical detection meteoroid expt.
(ODME) using stars
Deploy instruments:
.1 Remove CDA oscilloscope from
storage area
.2 Mount CDA oscilloscope inside
spacecraft
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.4 Remove small meteoroid mass and
velocity sensor arrays from storage
.5 Select appropriate cabling for
small meteoroid sensor arrays
.6 Mount small meteoroid sensor
arrays on airlock extendable boom
.7 Connect cabling to small
meteoroid sensor arrays
.8 Mount small meteoroid sensor
arrays on spacecraft exterior
surface

























































































Particle Sensor Cable Selector
n n M it -
Particle Sensor Installer
it it :, ii ;
Particle Sensor Cable Connector-;
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Prepare and package samples and
specimen for return to Earth
Fold hinged recovery panels when
mission is complete
Retrieve experiment equipment:
.1 Ensure that airlock is secure
. 2 Open airlock inside hatch
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.4 Close airlock inside hatch
. 5 Evacuate airlock to space
.6 Open airlock outside gate
.7 Egress from EVA airlock to space
.8 Move to site of equipment to be
recovered
.9 Remove experiment equipment



















































































Airlock Inside Hatch Closer
Airlock Depressurization Actuator
Airlock Status Monitor
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.10 Carry experiment equipment to
airlock
.11 Enter EVA airlock with
recovered experiment equipment
.12 Close airlock outside hatch
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i i i i i t
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n it ti
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. 14 Ensure that airlock is secure
.15 Open airlock inside hatch
.16 Exit from EVA airlock into
spacecraft
.17 Remove recovered equipment from
EVA airlock
.18 Remove experiment equipment
from extendable boom
















































































TASK - SKILL . • . '
TITLE
Airlock Status Monitor
Airlock Inside Hatch Opener
Spacecraft Airlock Trans lationerit ii it
ti it it








n ti ii .
n ti n
it ii n
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Stow recovery panel package for
return to Earth
Package exposed film for return
to Earth
Package small meteoroid mass/
velocity experiment residual
material for return to Earth






























































































 05 Experiment Shutdown
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Align/ calibrate optical systems of
optical detection meteoroid expt.
(ODME) using stars
Examine optical elements for
contamination and deterioration
Perform maintenance functions:
.1 Inspect mechanical elements of
instruments for contamination,
deterioration, wear and damage




























































Particle Sensor Optics Calibrator
it it u u.
Particle Sensor Optics Inspector
ti " " "
Particle Sensor Assembly Inspectoi
M ti ti it
It II H It
I t II I t II
Camera Lens Cleaner
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Align/ calibrate optical systems of
optical detection meteoroid expt.
(ODME) using stars
Examine optical elements for con-
tamination .and deterioration
Perform maintenance functions :
. 1 Inspect mechanical elements of
instruments for contamination,
deterioration, wear and damage
.2 Fault isolate electrical and



















































































Particle Sensor Optics Calibrator
i t i i n n
Particle Sensor Optics Inspectori i t i n ii

















I I I I
I I I I
I I I I
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Particle Sensor Optics Cleaner
Optical Equipment Cleaner
Particle Sensor Module Remover
1! 1! II II
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DISCIPLINE: Physics
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
P-l Space Physics Research Laboratory
MISSION MODE: B - Shuttle-Serviced Free Flyer, extended duration
EXPERIMENT:
4.0 Small Astronomy Telescopes
H-881
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Change gratings on U.V. Telescope
scanning grating spectrometer
Deploy U.V. telescope scanning
grating spectrometer:
.1 Remove telescope protective
cover and lens caps
!
.2 Release telescope launch y
restraints
.3 Close airlock inside hatch
.4 Evacuate airlock to space
.5 Open airlock outside gate
.6 Move telescope-spectrometer
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SERIES p_l
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.7 Extend light baffles on tele-
scope
Remove Space Image Tube Optical
System (SITOS) from storage
Mount Space Image Tube Optical
System in appropriate airlock:
.1 Carry SITOS to appropriate
airlock
.2 Mount SITOS on mounting surface
of telescope-spectrometer in
airlock























































2 . B . 0 2
2 . B . 0 2
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DISCIPLINE: Physics
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SERIES p_l
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Change gratings on SITOS instrument
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Collapse light baffles on telescope
for storage
Store sensors within spacecraft:
.1 Retract telescope-spectrometer
assembly and extendable rails
into airlock .
.2 Close airlock outside gate
.3 Pressurize airlock
.4 Ensure that airlock is secure
.5 Open airlock inside hatch

































































Telescope Baffle Status Monitor
Rail/Boom Retraction Actuator
Rail/Boom Position Monitor





Airlock Inside Hatch Opener
Launch Restraint
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.7 Remove SITOS from mounting
pad on telescope-spectrometer
.8 Store SITOS in appropriate
storage area
!
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Examine used gratings for contamina-
tion or deterioration




Examine optical elements for
contamination and deterioration
Perform maintenance functions:
.1 Inspect mechanical elements of
instruments for contamination,
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Examine used gratings for contam-
ination or deterioration ;
Repair SITOS malfunctioned
components/ instruments
Replace SITOS worn-out parts
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.1 Inspect mechanical elements of
instruments for contamination,
deterioration, wear and damage
.2 Fault isolate electrical and
electronic instruments to identify
causes of malfunctions
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BASIC FUNCTION :in unscheduled Maintenance
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DEVELOPMENT OF FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK REQUIREMENTS
NASW-2192
FINAL REPORT
VOLUME II - TECHNICAL REPORT
PART II - APPENDIX H: TASK-SKILLS DATA SHEETS
DISCIPLINE: Physics
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
P-4 Physics and Chemistry Laboratory
MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle-Sortie, limited duration
EXPERIMENTS:
1.0 Molecular Beam Scattering
2.0 Gas-Surface Interactions
3.0 Flame Chemistry and Reaction
Kinetics at Zero "G"
4.0 Chemical Lasers
6.0 Gas Reactions In Space
MATRIX
••• SYSTEMS
P-4 PHYSICS fc CHEMISTRY
DISCIPLINE: Physics
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
P-4 Physics and Chemistry Laboratory
MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle-Sortie, limited duration
EXPERIMENT:
1.0 Molecular Beam Scattering
H-893
Page Intentionally Left Blank
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Adjust equipment for data collection
Reconfigure experiment
Calibrate experiment equipment
Mount experiment equipment on
platform








































































Phase Sensitive Detector Adjuster
Null Signal System Adjuster
A/-BP Converter Adjuster
Molecular Beam Scattering Device
Assembler




Molecular Beam Scattering Device
Installer
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Deploy equipment through airlock
































































Airlock Inside Hatch Closer
Airlock Status Monitor
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Perform preliminary data analysis
Redefine/define experiment runs with
Principal Investigator
Collect experiment data
























































Molecular Beam Scattering Data
Analyst
Radio Comminicator
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Molecular Beam Scattering Device
Module Remover
Molecular Beam Scattering Device
Module Installer
Molecular Beam Scattering Device
Disassembler
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TASK -SKILL . . :
TITLE
Spectrometer Assembly Inspector
Molecular Beam Scattering Device
Inspector
Spectrometer Fault Identifier





Phase Shifter Fault Identifier
Phase Sensitive Detector
Fault Identifier
Null Signal System Fault
Identifier









Molecular Beam Scattering Device
Module Remover
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Phase Shifter Module Remover
Phase Shifter Module Installer
Phase Sensitive Detector Module
Remover
Phase Sensitive Detector Module
Installer
A/D Converter Module Remover
A/D Converter Module Installer
Null Signal System Module Remover
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DISCIPLINE: Physics
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
P-4 Physics and Chemistry Laboratory
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Set up experiment in airlock
i .
Attach platform to extendable boom
Calibrate Spectrometer
Change test surfaces
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Deploy experiment platform through
airlock
Point experiment away from space-
craft












































































Airlock Inside Hatch Closer
Airlock Depressurization Actuator
Airlock Status Monitor
n f i n
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Change test surface blocks
Change plating material "boat"





















































Test Surface Block Remover
Test Surface Block Installer
Plating Material Boat Remover^
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Gas -Surf ace Interaction Control
Actuator
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Organize notes, film, and data for
shipment
Step test surfaces through exposure
angles
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Continually reorient experiment for
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FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
P-4 Physics and Chemistry Laboratory
MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle-Sortie, limited duration
EXPERIMENT:
3.0 Flame Chemistry and Reaction Kinetics at
zero "G"
H-913
Page Intentionally Left Blank
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Mix experimental gas mixtures












































































BASIC FUNCTION: on Experiment Setup
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Combustible Gas Mixing Controller
11 ti n it
f t i t it n




















Combustible Gas Tube Filler
n n n n
n n ti it
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Monitor fire detection equipment
























BASIC FUNCTION: Q4 Experiment Setup
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Combustible Gas Tube Fillerii ii ii n
Fire Detection Equipment Monitor
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DISCIPLINE: Phvsics. 1 FPE/SUBGROUP: p_4 Physics and Chemistry Lab
EXPEPjmiiT:






Monitor fire detection equipment














4 . E . 04
4 . E . Q 4
SERIES p_4
PAGE A- 3. 0-05-1
MISSION 'MODE: A
BASIC FUNCTION:
 05 ExDeriment Shutdown
TASK - SKILL
' TITLE
Fire Detection Equipment Monitor
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Initiate each experiment technique
Monitor experiment conduct








































2 . B . 0 2
3.1.02
5.J.01










































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Physics \FPE/ SUBGROUP: p_4 Physics and Chemistry Lab




3.0 Flame Chemistry and Reaction Kinetics at Zero "G" [BASIC FUNCTION:


































































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS SERIES . p_4PACE
 A_3 0-06- V
DISCIPLINE: Physics . 1 FPE/SUBGMUP: p_4 Physics and Chemistry Lab












Introduce probe gases to gas
chromatograph
Introduce probe gases to mass
spectrograph
Evaluate Preliminary Data
Monitor fire detection equipment



























































.. MISSION MODE: A
BASIC FUNCTION: 06 Experiment Conduct
TASK -SKILL
TITLE
Flame Visible Structure Observer
n ii n n
Camera Control Actuator
n it n
Probe Gas Distribution Control
Actuator
Probe Gas Distribution Control
Actuator
Probe Gas Distribution Control
Actuator
Probe Gas Distribution Control
Actuator
Probe Gas Distribution Control
Actuator
Probe Gas Distribution Monitor
Probe Gas Distribution Control
Actuator
Probe Gas Distribution Control
Actuator
Zero-G Combustion Data Analyst
Fire Detection Equipment Monitor


















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Phvsics ' \PPE/SUBGMUP: p_4 Physics and Chemistry Lab
EXPERIMENT: ' • ' ' . • • •

















































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE.- PHYSICS : \FPE/ SUBGROUP:
 P_4 physics and Chemistry Lab





- .5 .0 Flame Chemistry and Keaction Kinetics at z,ero "b" IB/ISIC FUNCTION: IQ Unscheduled Maintenance












































































































FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE) :
P-4 Physics and Chemistry Laboratory
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Install fuel and oxidizer for laser




Monitor fire detection equipment
































































Laser Fuel and Oxidizer Installer
it ii ti n ii




ii M it .
Chemical Laser Installer
n M n
Fire Detection Equipment Monitor

















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS













Monitor fire detection equipment
































Contamination Coupon Trans locator
i t i t t i
Fire Detection Equipment Monitor









FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS















Measure contamination on coupons
Operate laser
Measure beam intensity and laser
efficiency
1
Monitor temperatures in laser! cavity
Monitor fire detection equipment

































































Chemical Laser Operation Monitor
ii ii ii H
ii ii M ii
Contamination Coupon Sample
Measurer
Chemical Laser Operation Monitor
Chemical Laser Control Actuator
Chemical Laser Control Deactuator




Chemical Laser Temperature Monito:
Fire Detection Equipment Monitor
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DISCIPLINE: Physics
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
P-4 Physics and Chemistry Laboratory
MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle-Sortie, limited duration
EXPERIMENT: -
6.0 Gas Reactions In Space
H-929
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FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SK' I I | C SERIES p_4JLLo P/IOT
 A_ 6. 0-04-1
DISCIPLINE: Physics ! \FPE/ SUBGROUP: P-4 Physics and Chemistry Lab
EXPERIMENT: MISSION MODE: ^
6.0 Gas Reactions -in Space















Control extendable boom deployment









































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Physics \FPE/ SUBGROUP: p_4 phvs-irs anH rh^m^i-rv I ah
EXPERIMENT:











from space and ground
Deploy gas confinement vessels
Obtain chemical canisters from
storage '
Mount EUV spectrometer on space-
craft exterior
Mount photometer on spacecraft
exterior



















































































Space Gas Reactions Observer11 it ii ii
Gas Canister Deployment Monitor
Gas Canister Deployment Control
Actuator
































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: phvsics \FPE/SUBGROUP: P-4 Physics and Chemistry Lab
EXPERIMENT:







Mount UV, visible, IR and photo-
graphic instruments inside space-
craft at viewing port
Control subsatellite instrumenta-

























































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS





6.0 Gas Reactions in Space \BASICFVNCTION:









Control extendable boom retraction
Control subsatellite instrumenta-
tion location and attitude
CREW
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DISCIPLINE: Physics \FPE/ SUBGROUP: P-4 Physics and Chemistry Lab
EXPERIMENT: . MISSION MODE: A









































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Physics
EXPERIMENT: 6.0 Gas Reactions in Space








Control extendable boom deployment
Observe subsatellite/boom position
with respect to released chemical
cloud




























































































Space Gas Reactions Data Monitor


















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Phvsics . \FPE/SUBGROVP: p_4 Physics and Chemistry Lab
EWERBfENT: . •
 : • '











Aid in experiment planning
Coordinate simultaneous observations
from space and ground
Visually monitor cloud releases
Direct experiment observation
Determine experiment duration based
on observations/results
Release chemicals from canisters
•• • ) i
































































Space Gas Reactions Research
Planner
Radio Communicator
Space Gas Reactions Observer
M II 11 11
Space Gas Reactions Observer
ii it it ii
H n ii it
Space Gas Reactions Observation
Director
Space Gas Reactions Research
Planner
Space Gas Reactions Observer






















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: ..Physics | FPE/SUBCPOL'P: p_4 Physics and Chemistry Lab
EXFEP.I&NT: . . . • • . . . " . . '
6.0 Gas Reactions in Space







Record times of all observations
Control subsatellite instrumenta-













































BASIC FUNCTION: Q6 Experiment Conduct
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Space Gas Reactions Observer
Camera Controller
Space Gas Reactions Observerit it n n


















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS




























































DISCIPLINE: Physics 1 FPE/SUBGROUP: p_4 Physics and Chemistry Lab :
EXPERIMENT:










































 10 Unscheduled Maintenance




















DEVELOPMENT OF FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK REQUIREMENTS
NASW-2192
FINAL REPORT
VOLUME II - TECHNICAL REPORT
PART II • APPENDIX H: TASK-SKILLS DATA SHEETS
DISCIPLINE: Technology
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
T-5 Teleoperations
MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle-Sortie, limited duration
EXPERIMENTS:
1.0 Initial Flight Experiment




FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
T-5 Teleoperations
MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle-Sortie, limited duration
EXPERIMENT:
1.0 Initial Flight Experiment
H-941
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DISCIPLINE: Technology \FPE/SVBGROUP: T-5.Teleoperations
EXPERIMENT: . .. MISSION MODE: A












































































 04 Experiment Setup
TASK - SKILL
TITLE













Teleoperator Fuel Status Monitor
Battery Charging System Control
Actuator
Battery Charging System Control
Deactua'tor






























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE:, Technology I FPE/ SUBGROUP: T-5 Teleoperations
EXPERIMENT: .
SERIES x_5
PAGE A-l . 0-04-2
MISSION MODE: A


















































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Technology \FPE/ SUBGROUP: T-5 Teleoperations
EXPERIMENT:






Release Teleoperator from docking
adapter
Monitor Teleoperator systems









































Docking Adapter Status Monitor
Docking Adapter Release Control
Actuator
Docking Adapter Status Monitor
















FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE:
 T^htinlnpy \FPE/ SUBGROUP: T_^ Tft ^.operations • : - " • ' '









































































1.0 Initial Flight Experiment




































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Technology | FPE/SUBGROUP: T-5 Teleoperations
EXPERIMENT: . . . .





































































PAGE A-l . 0-06-2
MISSION MODE: A
BASIC FUNCTION:





























































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Technology , | FPE/SUBGROUP : T-5 Teleoperations
EXPERIMENT: ' ,







Fly Teleoperator from parent
spacecraft
Remotely fly Teleoperator in close
proximity to spacecraft


















































































MISSION MODE: . A




i i i t t i
Teleoperator Flight Controller
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DISCIPLINE: Technology \FPE /SUBGROUP:
 T_5 Teleoperations
EXPERIMENT: . '. • MISSION MODE: A.







Remotely fly Teleoperator to distant
point and return
































































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Technology 1 FPE/SUBGROUP:
 T_5 Teleoperations




1.0 Initial Flight Experiment [BASIC FUNCTION:
 06 Experiment Conduct























































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Technology 1 FPE/SUBGROUP: T-5 Teleoperations
EXPERIMENT: . ' ' - . ' .
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EXPERIMENT: MISSION MODE: A














































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Technology \FPE/ SUBGROUP-. T-5 Teleoperations
EXPERIMENT:




























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: TechnolomL ^FPE/SUBGROUP: T-5 Teleqperations
EXPERIMENT:





DESCRIPTION ' ' .
Repair Teleoperator as required
























BASIC FUNCTION: IQ Unscheduled Maintenance
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DISCIPLINE: Technology
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE):
T-5 Teleoperations
MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle-Sortie, limited duration
EXPERIMENT:
2.0 Functional Manipulation Experiment
H-957
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Technology \FPE/ SUBGROUP: .. f-5 Teleoperations
EXPERIMENT:

















































































 Q4 ExDeriment Setuo
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Refueling System Control Actuator












Teleoperator Fuel Status Monitor
Battery Charging System Control
Actuator
Battery Charging System Control
Deactuator






























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Technology \FPE/ SUBGROUP: T-5 Teleoperations
EXPERIMENT:













































































 04 Experiment Setup
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DISCIPLINE: Technology : \FPE/ SUBGROUP: T-5 Teleoperations
EXPERIMENT: \MISSIONMODE: A












































Docking Adapter Status Monitor
Docking Adapter Release Control
Actuator
Docking Adapter Status Monitor














FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Technology \FPE/SUBGROUP: T-5 Teleoperations




































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE-. Technology \FPE/ SUBGROUP: T-5 TeleoDerations
EXPERIMENT: .


























































































SERIES x_5 : .
PAGE A-2. 0-06-1
MISSION MODE: A
BASIC FUNCTION: Q6 Experiment Conduct
TASK -SKILL
TITLE
Teleoperator Flight Observerit it n



























































2.0 Functional Manipulation Experiment




































































































































 T_q Tplpoporati OTK.
.







Remotely fly Teleoperator in close
proximity to spacecraft
Conduct external survey of parent
spacecraft
< .
Remotely fly Teleoperator to
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DISCIPLINE: Technology . | FPE/SUBGROVF: T-5 Teleoperations
EXPERIMENT: . 1 MISSION MODE: A

















































































Teleoperator Docking Observerii ii ii
ii 11 it




































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Technology | FPE/SUBGROUP.- T-5 Teleoperations
EXPERIMENT: . '














































































BASIC FUNCTION: 06 Experiment Conduct























































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Technology \FPE/ SUBGROUP:
 T_5 Teleoperations
EXPERIMENT: ' .
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FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE..- Technology \FPE/ SUBGROUP: T-5 Teleoperations
EXPERIMENT: . .
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BASIC FUNCTION: Q6 Experiment Conduct











































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE; Technology | FPE/SUBGROUF: T-5 Teleoperations












Identify task board docking points
























































































Task Board Docking Point Identi-
fier
Task Board Docking Point Identi-
fier
Task Board Docking Point Identi-
fier
Task Board Docking Point Identi-
fier
Teleoperator Flight Observer




















Teleoperator Docking Observer .
ti ii
ii it






























FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Tf t rhnn ln av \FPE/ SUBGROUP: T-5 Teleouerations
EXPERIMENT: • . - .
 : '









Evaluate TV video presentations
Interchange binocular and monocular
TV




































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Technology | FPE/SUBGROUP: T-5 Teleoperations
EXPERIMENT: ' , . ' .








Replace thermal insulation pack on
task board
1













































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Technology \FPE/ SUBGROUP-. T-5 Teleoperations
EWERIbfEtiT: . • - •
2.0 Functional Manipulation Experiment .
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DISCIPLINE: Technology ; \FPE/ SUBGROUP.- T-5 Teleoperations
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FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Tftrfinologv \FPE/ SUBGROUP:
 T_c; Tfilfioneration«!
EXPERIMENT: • • . .







connector on task board
Connect/disconnect fuel transfer























































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Technology \FPE/ SUBGROUP:
 T-5 Tele operations
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DISCIPLINE: Technology I FPE/SUBGROUP: T-5 Teleooerations
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DISCIPLINE: Technology 1 FPE/SUBGROUP: T-5 Teleoperations '
EXPERIMENT:
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DISCIPLINE: TechnoloBV \FPE/SUBCROUP: T-5 Teleoperations




2.0 Functional Manipulation Experiment . -\BASIC.FUSCTION: 06 Experiment Conduct








Interchange manipulator tools and
end effectors
Operate manipulator tools and end
effectors











































































































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Technology \ FPE /SUBGROUP :
 T_5 Tft1 finperati OTK;
EXPERIMENT: . • . .








Grasp subsatellite with Teleoperator
effectors
1




































































BASIC FUNCTION: Q6 Experiment Conduct
TASK - SKILL
TITLE

















































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE: Technology 1 WE/ SUBGROUP: T-5 Teleoperations




2.0 Functional Manipulation Experiment \BASIC FUNCTION:








"Fly" Teleoperator and subsatellite
away from parent spacecraft
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DISCIPLINE: Technology | FPE/SUBGROUP: T-5 Teleoperations
EXPERIMENT: . MISSION MODE: A







velocity to parent spacecraft
velocity
Conduct visual inspection of de-








































































































Teleoperator Flight Controllerii ii it
ii it • .- ii
n n ii
ii n n






Task Board Subsatellite Inspector
n n n n
11 n n 11
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DISCIPLINE: Technology \FPE/ SUBGROUP: T-5 Teleoperations
EXPERIMENT: • • • . . . . . • .
SERIES T-R '
PAGE • k_2. 0-06-22
MISSION MODE: A








Evaluate directivity of Teleoperator
camera line of sight
Rendezvous Teleoperator to within
10 ft. of subsatellite













































































Teleoperator Camera Controlleri t i t
























Task Board Docking Point
Identifier
Task Board Docking Point
Identifier
Task Board Docking Point
Identifier
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DISCIPLINE: Technology \FPE/ SUBGROUP: T-5 Teleoperations
EXPERIMENT: . MISSION MODE: A






Dock Teleoperator to subsatellite
task board

























































































ii it . ii
Teleoperator Docking Observer
it ii ii











































FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS
DISCIPLINE:. Technology | FPE/SUBGROUP: T-5 Teleoperations
EXPERIMENT: . . . • . ., '






Optimize attitude of docked
configuration
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DISCIPLINE: Technology \FPE /SUBGROUP: T-5 Teleoperations '
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DISCIPLINE: ivrhnnlngv . \FPE/ SUBGROUP: T-5 Teleoperations
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DISCIPLINE.- Technology [FPE/SUBCROUP: j-5 Teleoperations
EXPERIMENT: . .
2.0 Functional Manipulation Experiment
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FLIGHT E X P E R I M E N T TASK-SKILLS,
DISCIPLINE: Technology 1 FPE/ SUBGROUP: T-5 Teleooerations .
EXPERIMENT: ' . •






Repair Teleoperator as required


































BASIC FUNCTION: 10 Unscheduled Maintenance
TASK - SKILL
TITLE
Teleoperator System Inspector
Teleoperator System Fault
Identifier
Teleoperator System Repairer
\
Teleoperator Subsystem Adjuster
NO.
0461
0462
1393
0460
-
H-990
